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Abstract
This dissertation encompasses three essays which examine the development of
obesity in black and white girls and its responses to interventions.
The first chapter asks the question, how does obesity develop in girls? Using the
National Growth and Health Study (NGHS), a longitudinal study of 2400 girls from age
9 to age 18, this chapter aims to address gaps in knowledge about the development and
persistence of obesity in girls. Analyses using multivariate regression and growthmixture modeling describe trajectories of body mass change in children and their
correlates. Results suggest that obesity in children begins early and persists in most
cases—BMI at age 17 is, on average, 1.3 times BMI at age 9. However, change does
occur; 0.8 percent of the sample move from being obese at age 9 to healthy weight at age
17, and 2.2 percent of the sample make the reverse journey from healthy weight to obese.
Where change occurs, it is most commonly seen among those who sociodemographically were anomalies among their body mass cohort at age 9. These results
emphasize the importance of early interventions as well as the need for more study into
body mass mutability in population subsamples.
The second chapter investigates 1) what motivates children to pursue weight
loss; and 2) what aspects of interventions may most effectively support healthy child
motivations and program success. These questions are qualitatively studied among a
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sample of 45 obese girls aged 9 to 13 girls participating in a behavior modification
intervention. In total, 106 interviews were conducted. All of the girls in the study were
interested in losing weight, most commonly in order to fit in (n=11), reduce teasing
(n=10), or express particular social identities (n=6). However, not all of the girls were
able to translate this desire to lose weight into a healthy and effective lifestyle change
motivation. Several factors were associated with adopting healthy motivation and
behavior, including familial involvement, self-regulation skills, non-social weight
desires, realistic weight loss goals, and clear messages about body ideals. Other program
protocols also supported motivation during difficult periods for those who adopted
healthy motivation, including nutrition information, incentives, lack of physician
judgment, and patient autonomy. Finally, two other potential program protocols were
mentioned by girls in the study as useful aids. More support services, particularly
during the summer, and more information on the expected course of weight loss could,
these girls argued, help sustain motivation. Together, these findings suggest a role for
self-regulation theory in the design of lifestyle change motivation and for more directly
addressing expectations in weight loss treatment.
The third chapter investigates the relationship between self-worth and obesity
among girls, again using the National Growth and Health Study. Results indicate a
negative relationship between self-worth and obesity across all participants. However,
this relationship only has predictive power from early body mass to later self-worth and
v

self-worth changes. That is, higher body mass at age 9 predicts lower self-worth at age
17 and decreases in self-worth from age 9 to age 17. The effect is larger for Caucasians
and for those in young adolescence but persists across the sample. Mechanisms for this
relationship are also investigated, and some support found for stigma. Analyses using
self-worth components suggest most of the self-worth effects are driven by social
concerns, while mediational analyses suggest social body image pressures explain the
relationship between global self-worth and body mass. Overall, the findings suggest a
complex interrelation between self-worth and body mass in girls, meriting further
investigation as well as a more nuanced discussion in the public realm.
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Dedication
To Gabe and Batman, for the snuggle breaks
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1. Childhood Obesity: Persistence and Mutability in Girls
1.1 Introduction
More than one in six children in the U.S. suffers from obesity, putting them at
risk for ill-health and reduced life opportunities (CDC 2012). Understanding how and
when this obesity develops in children is a top priority for researchers and policymakers
seeking to combat it. Unfortunately, while research has proliferated on obesity, little
knowledge has yet been gained on its developmental aspects, due to the dearth of
longitudinal research. While correlational and contemporaneous studies provide
important information on the immediate effects of interventions or on time-fixed
correlates, more information is needed on the dynamic nature of obesity in children to
identify children at-risk of obesity and target interventions to periods of body mass
malleability.
This study seeks to investigate using longitudinal data 1) how trajectories of
body mass may be quantitatively studied in youth populations and compare the results
of different methods; 2) the most common patterns of youth obesity development; and 3)
the characteristics (socio-demographic, personal, and behavioral) associated with
common and uncommon patterns of body mass development in youth. Through such
analysis, risk factors and potential points of body mass malleability may be identified.
This analysis may also allow researchers and policymakers to more specifically
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experiment with body mass environments, by placing results of interventions within a
developmental context.
All analysis is conducted on the data from the National Growth and Health
Study, a longitudinal study of obesity in a cohort of girls aged 9 in 1988 and tracked for
ten years. Physical, behavioral, psychological and socio-demographic data were
collected from participants annually, resulting in a deep and rich dataset. In particular,
the use of externally-measured height and weight figures ensures less weight bias than
may occur in other studies. These data are analyzed multiple ways, including bivariate
sample comparisons, multivariate regression, and growth mixture modeling. Common
and unusual trajectory patterns of obesity are identified using each method and
correlates of these trajectories identified.
Results suggest great persistence of body mass over time; most girls who are
overweight or obese at age 17 are overweight or obese at age 9. Regression estimates
indicate that body mass at age 17 is approximately 1.3 times body mass at age 9, plus or
minus 4. Other trajectories may also be found, however. Bivariate sample comparisons
indicate small groups (1 to 2 percent) of the sample with large body mass shifts (obese to
healthy and healthy to obese) over the period. Growth mixture modeling similarly
indicates 4 to 8 percent of the sample with overall increasing or decreasing trajectories of
body mass. Multivariate regression and bivariate comparison suggests these body mass
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“shifters” more closely resemble (socio-demographically) their peers in their body mass
group at age 17 than their peers in their body mass group at age 9, indicating a possible
“gravitational pull” effect of body mass trajectories over time.The paper is laid out as
follows. In section 1.2, models of obesity trajectories are discussed. Section 1.3 presents
the previous literature on childhood. Section 1.4 presents a description of the data and
methods; section 1.5 the results and discussion; and finally section 1.6 concludes.

1.2 Obesity Model
Obesity, in both children and adults, represents the confluence of biological and
environmental factors which interact over time to create a condition of excess body
mass. As such, obesity is not the result of overnight changes but rather cumulative
interactions. On the biological side, obesity can be understood at a basic level as the
overconsumption of calories and underconsumption of exercise. However, several
factors may impact both caloric and exercise consumption and the mechanisms which
translate consumption and exercise into energy deposits. These biological characteristics
have important implications for the long-term course of obesity and its amenability to
change through policy.
First, genetics appears to matter a great deal in determining obesity in both
children and adults. Studies have found a significant heritability factor for obesity; a
child with obese parents is more likely to be obese. Using primarily twin studies,
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researchers have found much higher correlations of overweight with monozygotic
siblings than from dizygotic siblings, suggesting genetic components of obesity (Hofker
& Wijmenga 2009; Stunkard, Foch, & Hrubec 1986; Stunkard, Harris, Pedersen, &
McClearn 1990). Unfortunately, estimates of the proportion of obesity which is heritable
range widely from 33 percent to 90 percent, making it impossible to determine the extent
to which obesity is decided by birth and thus the extent to which it is malleable by
environmental changes (Smith 2009).
The protein hormone leptin, identified in the last decades as a key regulator of
hunger cues and energy expenditure, may also affect body mass trajectories. It is
theorized that leptin may most commonly contribute to obesity through leptin
insensitivity or resistance. 1 In some ways analogous to insulin resistance, some obese
individuals may have excess levels of leptin in their systems. Faced with an oversupply
of leptin, leptin receptors become insensitive or resistant to leptin signals, resulting in
uncontrolled eating or body mass gain. Because leptin is stored in fatty tissue, this
suggests reverse causation: obesity causes leptin resistance which in turn entrenches and
contributes to further obesity (Rosmond et al. 2000; Friedman & Halaas 1998). Thus,

For a very small minority of individuals, there may be a genetic mutation in the leptin receptors, resulting
in low levels of leptin (Clement et al. 1998). Such low levels prompt uncontrolled eating and weight gain, as
normal signals of satiety are not produced or received. Although broad-based studies of prevalence have
not been conducted, it appears that such a condition is quite rare. One study of 300 individuals with severe
early-onset obesity found leptin receptor mutations in only 3 percent of subjects (Farooqi et al. 2007).
1
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leptin is unlikely to cause obesity on its own, but combined with other factors may make
obesity more persistent and may help explain cumulative body mass gain over time.
Genetics and leptin imply that, regardless of other factors, obesity may be to
some extent endogenous and difficult to reverse once developed. Similarly,
environmental explanations of obesity also support the view of obesity as persistent, but
offer more hope for policy changes to combat it. They suggest pathways through which
obesity trajectories could change, allowing for body mass loss once obesity develops, or
body mass gain in otherwise healthy individuals. On the whole, environmental
conditions are now structured so as to encourage body mass gain, through more food
consumption overall, more “unhealthy” food consumption, and less physical exercise.
The prices of all foods have decreased since WWII, incentivizing greater consumption.
Further, as a result of new technology and agricultural subsidies, energy dense foods
have had a much steeper decline in price than more energy sparse foods (Drewnowski
2004). Energy dense foods are typically those with more fat, refined grains, and sugar—
processed foods, snacks, etc. Energy-sparse foods are often more nutritionally rich, but
provide fewer calories per unit body mass—foods such as fresh fruits and vegetables.
Eating “unhealthy” foods is thus financially reinforcing (saving money on unhealthy
food leaves more money for more unhealthy foods). Moreover, new research also
suggests that such consumption is preferentially self-reinforcing as well—early
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introduction of energy-dense foods into the diet creates a greater taste for energy-dense
foods (Drewnowski 2003).
Physical activity has also declined in children and adults in the last few decades,
largely because of changes in the home, neighborhood, and school environments. There
has been a shift in where people live—from the city to the suburbs—in a way that has
reduced opportunities for walking and other outdoor exercise and increased
dependence on cars. More children are driven to school than ever before, while concerns
about child safety have reduced children’s outdoor play (Tudor-Locke, Ainsworth, &
Popkin 2001). In the home, there are more distractions—TVs, computers, and video
games—that substitute for games requiring movement (Salmon, Timperio, Telford,
Carver, & Crawford 2012). And at school, concerns about test scores and budgets have
reduced the time given to Physical Education and recess (Vandewater, Shim, &
Caplovitz 2004). As with food, these patterns both increase the risk of obesity and
entrench it after onset. Kids who are overweight may develop mobility impairments,
making activity more difficult and less enjoyable; increased rates of asthma among
overweight children make physical activity more dangerous (O’Dea 2005). But these
patterns also suggest the possibility of change, particularly if interventions are targeted
either before onset or shortly thereafter. For these to be most effective, more information
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would be needed about the most common onset of obesity and the groups more
amenable to change, and it is to these questions that this paper will turn.

1.3 Previous Literature
Most studies of obesity study the issue in a relatively static manner, and the
National Institutes of Health have identified the need for more longitudinal work as a
key priority in research going forward (NIH 2011). Studies of interventions generally
look at BMI before an intervention and at one or two points thereafter, usually within
one or two years of program participation (e.g., Neumark-Sztainer, Story, Hannan, &
Rex 2003; Tanofsky-Kraff et al. 2010; Walker, Gately, Bewick, & Hill 2003). These studies
are needed to understand whether interventions produce short-term results. But these
studies do not tell us whether body mass loss is maintained over time, and thus whether
body mass trajectories for children in these programs are changed. Correlational studies
in adults suggest an extremely high recidivism rate for body mass loss, although there
appears to be a greater chance for long-term success with highly structured programs
(including a longer time frame, inpatient treatment, and formal classes and activities)
(Grief & Miranda, 2010; Anderson, Konz, Frederich, & Wood 2001). Less is known about
body mass loss maintenance in children, and correspondingly less about body mass
trajectories in juvenile samples.
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Data from longitudinal studies begin to give us a more detailed individual
picture of obesity in children. Intergenerational studies suggest significant persistence of
obesity both across and within individuals; children with obese parents are more likely
both to be obese themselves as children and to persist in that obesity into young
adulthood (Deckelbaum & Williams 2001; Whitaker et al. 1997). Other studies of
children from birth to adulthood support these findings (Herbert et al. 2006; Moran
1999). Depending upon age of onset, obese children will become obese adults in about
50 percent of cases (Dietz 1998). Further drilling down into these findings, Guo et al.
(1994) examine persistence of obesity by age of onset, finding a high predictive value for
adult obesity from obesity at age 13 or older, but less predictive value at younger ages,
something contradicted by the findings in this paper. It is still unclear, however, how
other demographic or environmental factors affect persistence.
These works begin to investigate body mass trajectories, but many gaps remain.
At the individual level, little is known about body mass mutability and the factors which
may affect it. Are body mass changes random or predictable? Can children change their
body mass course? At the group level, even less is known. What are the relative risk
factors for different group trajectories? How do group trajectory memberships shift over
time?
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Growth mixture modeling may help answer some of the latter questions. Growth
mixture modeling, also termed latent trajectory analysis, combines elements of growth
curve modeling and latent class analysis to track courses (of a behavior or outcome) over
time across groups which may not be identifiable from observable data alone. That is,
growth mixture modeling assumes that trajectories are not identical across observable
and unobservable groups. Theoretically, growth mixture modeling stretches back
decades and has been used most frequently in developmental psychology. For instance,
Kandel (1975) predicted differential drug and alcohol use in adolescent populations over
time based on both observable (substance of initiation, family educational background)
and unobservable (culture) factors. The usage of growth mixture modeling increased
rapidly in the past decade, however, due to innovations in statistical software. In recent
years, growth mixture modeling has helped contribute to new understandings of group
behavior in juvenile criminality (Moffitt 1993), depression (Dekker et al. 2007),
hyperactivity (Jester et al. 2008), and post-traumatic stress disorder (Orcutt, Erickson, &
Wolfe 2004).
More recently, growth mixture modeling has begun to be applied to childhood
obesity, with some interesting results. Previous literature employing growth mixture
modeling to childhood obesity is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Previous Growth Mixture Obesity Literature

Citation

Dataset

Sample
Size

Age
Range

Trajectory Groups
4 groups: always
obese; never
overweight or obese;
two parallel
increasing
intermediate
trajectories

NLSY 1997: 7
years of annual
12-17
data
8,984
(pooled)
Children of
NLSY 1979: 6
3 groups: early onset;
Li et al.
years of
late onset; never
(2007)
biennial data
1912
2-12
overweight or obese
Great Smoky
4 groups: always
Mountains
obese; never
Mustillo et
Study: 8 years
9-16
overweight or obese;
al. (2003)
of annual data
991
(pooled)
early onset; late onset
Nonrepresentative
non-Hispanic
4 groups: always
Ventura,
white girls: 6
5-15
obese; never
Loken, and
years of
(one
overweight or obese;
Birch (2009)
biennial data
182
cohort)
decreasing; late onset
Note: Studies selected based on usage of growth mixture modeling and focus on obesity.
Nonnemaker
et al. (2009)

Nonnemaker et al. (2009) plotted latent class trajectories of BMI from the
National Longitudinal Study of Youth (NLSY), focusing on children aged 12 to 23. They
identified four group trajectories: a minority of the sample who were always obese
throughout the time period, with an increasing growth in BMI; a sample who were
never overweight or obese; and two other parallel increasing trajectories falling between
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the “always obese” and “never overweight” groups (Nonnemaker et al. 2009). This is a
very interesting finding, but the use of self-reported height and weight data (which may
be significantly biased), the late start of the data (at age 12, when weight trajectories may
be already set), and pooling the whole sample by age (assuming no age-cohort effects)
undermine confidence in and the utility of the results.
Meanwhile, Li et al. (2007) also used NLSY, but rather than the later data on
children from 1997, they examined the children of participants from 1979. They also
focused particularly on early childhood obesity, giving a different insight into the onset
of overweight. They found three trajectories of BMI in children aged 2 to 12: early onset,
late onset, and never overweight (Li et al. 2007). The difference in these results from
those of Nonnemaker et al. most likely stems from the earlier age group (although
different samples also make comparison difficult). Li et al. also contribute to the
literature by correlating BMI trajectory membership with characteristics at birth and
maternal behaviors. They found correlations between early onset with male gender,
black ethnicity, and several measures of maternal health (including obesity and
pregnancy weight gain); these factors also correlated with late onset, as well as
additional risk factors of maternal smoking and birth order (Li et al. 2007). Again,
however, self-reported height and weight data may introduce bias.
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Another theoretical extension of growth mixture modeling and BMI is presented
by Mustillo et al. (2003). These authors looked not only at BMI trajectories over time but
also at how these trajectories related to the incidence of psychiatric disorder. That is, the
authors examined obesity trajectories as risk factors (or correlational factors) for conduct
disorder, depression, anxiety, and related conditions. Unlike Li and Nonnemaker,
Mustillo’s sample is not nationally representative; instead, they looked at a
representative sample of white rural youth (aged 9 to 16) from the Great Smoky
Mountains Study. Like Nonnemaker, multiple cohorts were collapsed together, creating
some fear that cohort-age effects could bias results. The sample size is also small,
consisting of only 1000 participants, reducing the precision of the estimates.
Nevertheless, the results are interesting; Mustillo et al. find four obesity trajectories. The
majority of the sample (over seventy percent) shows no signs of obesity over the whole
period; a significant minority (almost fifteen percent) is always obese; and two small
groups represent early onset and late onset (approximately equal). Several trajectories
were related to psychopathology, including the always obese trajectory which is at
higher risk for oppositional disorder (Mustillo et al. 2003).
Finally, one other study is worth mentioning because it tracks more closely with
the work of this paper. Ventura, Loken, and Birch (2009) used growth mixture modeling
to track development of BMI in a sample of non-Hispanic white girls from age 5 to age
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15. They correlated BMI trajectories with metabolic risk factors at the end of the study
period, similar to Mustillo et al.’s correlation with psychopathology. Like Mustillo, they
found correlations between obesity and other negative outcomes—here, higher
metabolic risk factors for those with long-term obesity. Also like Mustillo, they found
four body mass trajectories, and indeed they fairly well track those of that earlier
study—a large portion of the sample stayed at a healthy BMI throughout the period, a
slightly smaller group was always at elevated BMI, and smaller groups displayed early
obesity which later decreased and late onset obesity. The difference with Mustillo lies
mainly in the slopes of these trajectories and the proportion of the sample in each
trajectory: Ventura, Loken, and Birch (2009) found a more even distribution across
groups and steeper slopes of BMI increase over time than Mustillo et al. (2003). This is
easily explained through the different dependent variables and the different samples.
All four of these works demonstrate how growth mixture modeling is
increasingly recognized as an important tool for describing obesity in children and for
beginning to identify correlates of obesity. At the same time, however, growth mixture
modeling is only one type of analysis. It is extremely useful for revealing clusters of
individual development by personal characteristics, behaviors, or environments, but
may obscure more unusual developmental trajectories. Thus, this research hopes to
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extend the literature on obesity by combining multiple techniques to present a more
complete picture of body mass trajectories in children.

1.4 Data and Methods
Subjects for this analysis are taken from the National Growth and Health Study
(NGHS). The NGHS was a rich longitudinal study funded by the National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and conducted between 1988 and 1997. The research aimed
to understand the health correlates of obesity among young black and white women.
Approximately 2400 girls aged 9 and 10 from three sites—Richmond, CA; Cincinnati,
OH; and Washington, D.C.—were recruited to participate in 1988. Sampling was
conducted through elementary schools in Richmond and Cincinnati, and through an
HMO in Washington. In the former, urban and suburban public and parochial schools
were selected on two primary bases—representing a variety of environments (inner city,
wealthier enclave) and having a mix of black and white students (i.e., no racially
homogenous schools were selected).
Within all three sites stratified random samples based on race and household
income were selected. Participants reported to NHLBI clinics for physical and
psychological assessments yearly over the course of ten years (until participants were
aged 19-20). A host of physical measures was taken, including height, weight, skinfold
thickness, lean body mass, maturation, and lipids. Surveys ascertained nutrition
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knowledge and diet, as well as physical activity (through a 3-day diary kept by subjects).
Questions also ascertained other behavior, such as smoking and drinking. Finally,
attitudes and psychological state were measured through individual questions and
validated self-worth, anxiety, and social functioning scales. Questions varied somewhat
from year to year, but many measures were repeated over the course of the research.
The resulting dataset is extremely rich, offering a unique opportunity to
longitudinally examine the incidence and correlates of obesity among girls over time
and across socioeconomic status. The oversampling of African-Americans allows for
comparison across race, and the relatively large number of heavier participants
(discussed below) allows for greater comparison across body mass status groups than in
many other studies. Finally, the long time span and multiple physical, behavioral, and
demographic variables permit deep and varied examination of obesity, without the
concerns about self-report bias which plague other works. Of course, no dataset is
perfect, and some limitations should be acknowledged. First, the sample is neither
nationally nor regionally representative. Thus, results from this analysis are not
generalizable to the population at large, but instead should be seen as a limited sample
of girls at risk for obesity. Second, attrition from the sample was a problem; while there
are 2359 observations for BMI at age 9, there are only 1377 observations for BMI at age
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18. The greatest drop-off is from age 17 to age 18 (1721 to 1377), and as a result data at
age 18 are excluded from the analysis.
Testing for nonrandom attrition among the remaining data through age 17 (Table
2) reveals some differences between those with complete data and those who attrited at
any point before the end of the study.
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Table 2: Non-Random Attrition

Attriters

NonAttriters

BMI Age 9

18.63

18.52

BMI Category Age 9
Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese

4.6%
66.4%
16.1%
13.0%

3.7%
68.5%
15.2%
12.6%

Race
White
Black

***
55.2%
44.8%

47.1%
52.9%

Family Income at Age 9
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

22.2%
16.1%
31.2%
30.5%

15.4%
13.2%
31.4%
40.0%

***

Max Parental Education at Age 9
HS or less
33.0%
1-3 years post HS
35.2%
College Grad +
31.8%

22.2%
39.7%
38.0%

Male in Household, Age 9
Yes
No

67.7%
32.3%

70.9%
29.1%

1.52

1.48

Mean Number of
Siblings in Household,
Age 9

17

***

Age at Menarche
(months)
N

147.93

148.45

592

1566

Note: Significance of bivariation comparisons from t-tests and
chi-square tests.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data.

Those who attrited were more likely to be white, more likely to have a higher family
income in the first year of the study, and to have a higher parental education in the first
year of the study. However, body mass at age 9 is the same in both attriters and nonattriters (both in terms of mean BMI and BMI category), they have the same number of
siblings in the household, they have the same average age at menstruation, and they are
equally likely to have an adult male present in the household. Thus, there are some
concerns about bias in the sample because of attrition, but such selection does not
appear to be on the basis of body mass.
Throughout this study, BMI is used as the primary measure of excess weight and
BMI cutoffs are used as measures of obesity. BMI is the most common measurement of
obesity in the medical and policy fields, but it is not without controversy and BMI itself
may be a confusing concept. The BMI, calculated as the ratio of mass (weight) to height
(kg/squared meters), was developed in the mid-1800s by Adolphe Quetelet as a way of
assessing distributions of relative weight (Eknoyan 2008). As such, BMI is inherently a
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population measure, rather than a strictly individual one, but it has been found to be
reliable in determining broad changes in weight and health across groups (Krebs et al.
2007; Kato, Shimazu, Moriguchi, & Kishino 1996).
Numerical cutoffs in BMI have been established to determine overweight and
obesity. For children, BMI cutoffs vary by gender and age and are based on BMI
distributions of children beginning in the 1960s and 1970s (Ogden et al. 2010). Children
with a BMI under the fifth percentile of the historical distribution are labeled
underweight, between the fifth and eight-fifth percentile normal weight, eighty-fifth to
ninety-fifth percentile overweight, and over ninety-fifth percentile obese. Figure 1shows
the trajectories of the 5th, 85th, and 95th percentiles by age for girls.

Figure 1: BMI Category Cutoffs over Time
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Below the 5th percentile line qualifies one as underweight; between the 5th and
85th percentile qualifies one as healthy weight; between the 85th and 95th percentile
overweight; and above the 95th percentile obese. The progression of BMI is not strictly
linear, as weight gain is expected and considered healthy as children mature.
Though BMI is considered reliable, several important critiques of it have been
made. Perhaps most importantly, BMI does not take frame or musculature into account
when considering proportional body mass. Because muscle is more dense than fat, BMI
may mischaracterize athletic individuals as overweight and obese. This can be
problematic when examining certain populations, but it is considered less of a threat
when looking at children, particularly females and those who are pre-pubescent, as their
muscles are generally less developed (Freedman et al. 2005).
Using the NGHS, then, and its clinically-measured height and weight
observations, analysis proceeds as follows. First, patterns of body mass development are
analyzed at the individual level. Cross-tabulations of the data are created to examine the
persistence and mutability of overweight and obesity in the sample. Participants are
categorized as underweight, normal weight, overweight, or obese at age 9 and age 17;
patterns of development from these two data points are examined. Next, BMI at age 9,
age 13, and age 17 are correlated. Then, the persistence of BMI is examined directly
through OLS regression, as BMI at each age is regressed against BMI at previous ages
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and control variables. Correlates of these various individual patterns are also
examined—socio-economic, behavioral, and physical characteristics are compared
across individuals who lost, gained, or maintained body mass.
Next the analysis moves on to growth mixture modeling. As previously
discussed, growth mixture modeling comes from a combination of growth curve
modeling and latent class analysis. Intuitively, growth mixture modeling could be
thought of discerning group developmental patterns. To accomplish this analysis, a
functional form for a growth curve of BMI for the whole sample is specified and models
with different numbers of latent classes are tested. The choice of maximum and
minimum possible latent classes, as with the functional form of the growth curve,
should be driven by theory but fit statistics are also used to assess the models. Several
information criteria statistics are reported (Akaike, Bayesian, and sample-size-adjusted
Bayesian; smaller values preferred) as well as the root mean square error of
approximation (less than 0.05 or 0.06 marks a good fit), the Comparative Fit Index
(greater than 0.9 preferred), the Tucker Lewis Index (greater than 0.9 preferred), and the
Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (under 0.08 preferred). Entropy is also
reported for the choice of number of latent classes (larger better), as is the Lo-MendellRubin Adjusted LRT test (p-value less than 0.05 preferred). Growth mixture modeling
was performed using MPlus (version 6). Maximum likelihood estimation is used to
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create the latent classes, thus the maximum number of observations are employed; there
is more discussion of sample size below.
Growth mixture modeling makes several assumptions. First, the technique
assumes conditional independence; that is, it assumes that variations from the trajectory
within latent classes are independent. This assumption is defensible for this analysis.
Given controls in the parametric specification, it seems unlikely that variations from the
trajectory within groups are systematically related. Second, growth mixture modeling
assumes that missing data are random; this issue was discussed above, but while
missing data are not obviously non-random, neither can it be proven that they are
completely random. Finally, it is important to realize that growth mixture modeling is
both an art and a science. While fit statistics and theory are employed to determine
functional forms and numbers of latent classes, final choices always depend at least
partially on researcher judgment. This need not constitute a weakness in the method;
rather, it forces researchers confront potential biases and assumptions directly.
The last remaining issue is sample selection. As detailed above, data at age 18
were excluded due to attrition, but other choices regarding sample must also be made.
As discussed, the growth mixture modeling procedure uses maximum likelihood to
impute missing data. Using the whole sample, with all its missing data, means that more
imputation must be done, and thus the results will rely more on imputed data. On the
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other hand, the sample is already somewhat small; reducing it further risks losing
precision in estimation or even losing trajectory estimates altogether. Here, the decision
was made to use the whole dataset (minus one observation for which all BMI measures
are missing). Second, as described above, trajectory analysis involves imposing a
functional form on the development of BMI over time. This method is perfectly correct if
the functional form is the same over the whole period covered by the data (age 9 to age
17). However, some researchers have argued that BMI changes at different rates over
different developmental periods. Thus, following the example of Henderson (2007), the
sample is here split into two groups—age 9 to age 13 of the study and age 14 through
age 17.

1.5 Results and Discussion
Table 3 presents descriptive statistics for the sample separately for early (age 9
through age 13) and late (age 14 through age 17) periods.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics
Early Sample
1164
1213

Late Sample
1027
1123

Family Income (Age 9)
0 - $9,999
$10,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $39,999
$40,000 +

404
323
694
822

359
290
630
752

Max Parental Education (Age 9)
HS or less
1-3 Years Post HS
College Grad +

617
924
834

541
859
749

91
1606
356
306

85
1454
320
291

Age at Menstruation

12

12

No. Obs. BMI Age 9
No. Obs. BMI Age 10
No. Obs. BMI Age 11
No. Obs. BMI Age 12
No. Obs. BMI Age 13
No. Obs. BMI Age 14
No. Obs. BMI Age 15
No. Obs. BMI Age 16
No. Obs. BMI Age 17

2359
2344
2302
2280
2218
2113
2008
1858
1721

2134
2141
2124
2136
2123
2113
2008
1858
1721

Total
Source: NGHS data.

2377

2150

Black
White

Weight in Year 1
Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese
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These samples are similar but not identical; the early sample is composed of
individuals for whom no BMI data is missing at age 9 through age 13 (but BMI could be
missing later); the late sample is composed individuals for whom no BMI data is missing
age 14 through 17 (but BMI could be missing earlier). Because more data are present in
the early years, the early period sample is larger.
The majority of the sample at both time periods is of healthy weight and
approximately middle class—a family income above $40,000 (at the beginning of the
study) and parents with at least some college education. Age at menstruation is about
average for the time period, at 12, suggesting a normal pattern of development. The
sample is also fairly evenly divided between black and white, as determined by the
study design. As mentioned, attrition is problematic, but primarily in the last three to
four years of the study when more than a hundred participants are lost each year.
Overall, there is significant diversity in socioeconomic status, race, and body mass.
This diversity helps illuminate cross-sectional relationships between body mass
and personal and family circumstances at any moment in time. Table 4 presents the
regression of BMI against race, age, family income, presence of an adult male in the
household, and number of siblings in the household. Observations are clustered at the
individual level. Results show the expected relationships: black participants and older
participants have higher BMIs, while poorer participants have lower BMIs.
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Table 4: Cross-Sectional Regression
(1)
BMI

VARIABLES
Black

1.692***
(0.229)

Male in HH

0.305
(0.294)

Siblings in HH

-0.155*
(0.0928)

Age (months)

0.0645***
(0.00115)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999

0.650*
(0.378)

$10,000 - $19,999

1.584***
(0.425)

$20,000 - $39,999

0.397
(0.247)

Constant

9.811***
(0.412)

Observations
R-squared
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data.
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19,427
0.201

1.5.1 Individual Obesity Patterns
The dominant message of the individual-level data is of body mass predictability
and persistence—most girls stay at the same BMI or gain body mass over time. This can
be seen in multiple ways. Most simply, it can be seen from body mass categories over
time, as in tables 4 and 5 (presented for the whole sample). Table 5 gives percentages for
each category out of the total from age 9; Table 6 gives percentages for each category out
of the total from age 14 or 17. Two tables are shown: body mass category at age 9 versus
age 13, and body mass category at age 9 versus age 17. Trends may be muffled or
obscured by attrition, particularly if it is not random.
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Table 5: BMI Category Cross-Tabulations, % Age 9
BMI Category Age 13
BMI Category: Age 9
Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese

Underweight
19
12
0
0

22.1%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%

Healthy Weight
66
1269
92
15

76.7%
83.5%
27.5%
4.9%

Overweight
0
186
135
47

0.0%
12.2%
40.3%
15.3%

Obese
0
32
103
225

0.0%
2.1%
30.7%
73.3%

Total
86
1520
335
307

BMI Category Age 17
BMI Category: Age 9
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Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese
Source: NGHS data

Underweight
8
31
0
0

12.7%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%

Healthy Weight
53
946
84
19

84.1%
79.3%
32.2%
8.0%

Overweight
1
144
82
30

1.6%
12.1%
31.4%
12.6%

Obese
1
52
90
170

1.6%
4.4%
34.5%
71.4%

Total
63
1193
261
238

Table 6: BMI Category Cross-Tabulations, % Age 9/13
BMI Category Age 13
BMI Category:
Age 9
Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese
Total

Underweight

19
12
0
0
31

61.3%
38.7%
0.0%
0.0%

Healthy Weight

66
1269
92
15
1442

4.6%
88.0%
6.4%
1.0%

Overweight

0
186
135
47
368

0.0%
50.5%
36.7%
12.8%

Obese

0
32
103
225
360

0.0%
8.9%
28.6%
62.5%

BMI Category Age 17
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BMI Category:
Age 9
Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese
Total
Source: NGHS data

Underweight

8
31
0
0
39

20.5%
79.5%
0.0%
0.0%

Healthy Weight

53
946
84
19
1102

4.8%
85.8%
7.6%
1.7%

Overweight

1
144
82
30
257

0.4%
56.0%
31.9%
11.7%

Obese

0
52
90
170
312

0.0%
16.7%
28.8%
54.5%

Most of these children either maintain or gain body mass over time. For instance,
most of the girls who are underweight at age 9 are at a healthy weight at ages 13 and 17,
reflecting normal body mass shifts from pre-pubescence to pubescence. Most girls who
are overweight or obese at age 9 will be either overweight or obese at ages 13 and 17.
The dominant pattern is one of persistence in body mass once it is gained, and increase
in body mass for those already overweight or obese.
Persistence can also be seen through other individual analyses. A simple
correlation of BMI at ages 9, 13, and 17 emphasizes body mass maintenance; the
correlation between BMI at age 9 and BMI at age 17 is 0.79, and the correlation between
BMI at age 9 and BMI at age 13 is 0.84. Ordinary least squares regression also highlights
persistence in BMI. Table 7 shows the results of regressions of BMI at age 17 against BMI
at age 9, both for the whole sample and by category of BMI at age 9.
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Table 7: BMI Regressions, Age 17 and Age 9

VARIABLES

(1)
BMI
Age 17

(2)
BMI Age 17
Underweight
Age 9

(3)
BMI Age 17
Healthy
weight Age 9

(4)
BMI Age 17
Overweight
Age 9

(5)
BMI Age 17
Obese Age 9

BMI Age 9

1.375***

0.835*

1.216***

1.288***

1.276***

(0.026)

(0.497)

(0.0606)

(0.298)

(0.154)

-0.255
(0.492)

8.277
(6.738)

2.276**
(1.022)

1.428
(6.357)

2.853
(4.028)

1,710
0.621
4.047

62
0.045
2.382

1,173
0.256
3.241

256
0.069
5.027

219
0.241
6.307

Constant

Observations
R-squared
Root MSE

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data.

Two facts are notable. First, there is a close statistical relationship between BMI at
age 9 and BMI at age 17. Body mass is cumulative and persistent. But it is also important
to note the uniformity and apparent linearity of the estimates. Not only does early body
mass matter, but early body mass seems to matter in approximately the same way, at the
same magnitude, no matter the starting point. That is, those who begin the period at a
healthy weight gain body mass in much the same relationship as do those who begin the
period obese. From the regression results, it would appear that BMI at age 17 can be
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predicted quite accurately using only BMI at age 9, and that these results imply that for
almost all individuals, BMI at age 17 is about 1.3 times BMI at age 9, plus or minus about
4. In other words, BMI at age 17 is proportional to BMI at age 9. This result can be
visualized through a simple exercise. Plotted in Figure 2 are the residuals between the
actual BMIs at age 17 and those to be expected if the relationship between BMI at age 9
and BMI at age 17 is indeed proportional. Specifically, it plots the residual between
actual BMI at age 17 and an estimated BMI equal to BMI at age 9 multiplied by the ratio
of means of BMI at age 17 and BMI at age 9 for the whole sample. The result is extremely

-10

0

residual

10

20

regular.

-20

Source: NGHS data

Figure 2: Predicted versus Actual BMI at Age 17
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Most girls will thus stay at much the same BMI throughout childhood, with some
gain (to be expected from puberty). Again, this highlights the fact that early body mass
matters, because if body mass is generally gained uniformly over childhood, starting
from a healthy point is particularly critical.
But some girls also change body mass. A portion will drop, and depending upon
their starting point, this could be important, indicating a shift from obese to overweight.
Another portion will gain, and again this could represent a shift from a healthy to an
unhealthy body mass. An example may be illustrative. The average BMI at age 9 for girls
in the healthy weight BMI category at age 9 is about 17.8. The analysis above implies
that for such an “average” individual, BMI at age 17 will be between 17 and 24—a wide
range which is nonetheless within the healthy BMI range or the upper side of
underweight. Figure 3 shows the BMI cutoffs shown in Figure 1, with points marked for
the hypothetical example above.
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Figure 3: BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Healthy Weight
For a girl who is underweight at age 9—with a BMI of say 13.6, the average for
underweight girls in the sample—the analysis implies a BMI at age 17 of between 9 and
14—well underweight for age (Figure 4).

Figure 4: BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Underweight
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For a girl who is overweight at age 9—again using an average BMI at age 9 for
overweight girls in the sample—the analysis implies a BMI range at age 17 from 22 to 32,
healthy weight to obese (Figure 5).

Figure 5: BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Overweight
Finally, for an obese girl at age 9, the analysis implies a high likelihood of
continued obesity at age 17, but also the possibility of body mass decline to overweight
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6: BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Obese
Of course, this interpretation assumes that the regression residuals are both
normal and linear, and the message here is mixed. Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality for
the regressions (available upon request) reject normality for all but the obese subgroup.
Normality is not required for unbiased coefficient estimates, but lack of normality will
result in larger standard errors, increasing the chance of Type II errors. Results for
linearity are more encouraging; scatter plots of the regression results, with a linear line
for comparison (Figure 7 through Figure 11), show linearity, with the exception of the
small sample of underweight girls.
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Figure 7: Linearity of Regression, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17
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Figure 8: Linearity of Regression, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Underweight
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Figure 9: Linearity of Regression, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Healthy Weight
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Figure 10: Linearity of Regression, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Overweight
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Figure 11: Linearity of Regression, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Obese
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For most of the sample then, significant persistence of body mass can be
predicted as well as some shift along the margins.
Next, the exceptional cases of weight “changers” are examined directly. These
girls are shown in Table 5, where 166 girls become thinner from age 9 to age 18 and 355
gain body mass. Nineteen girls go from being obese to being of healthy weight,
significantly reducing their risk of heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, and a host of
other conditions. Fifty-two go from a healthy weight to obese, multiplying their health
risks. In previous analyses, these are the girls at the periphery. They are those whose
residuals from the regression in Table 7 mark them as outliers, and they are plotted in
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Figure 12 through Figure 16.
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Figure 12: Residuals, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Whole Sample
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Figure 13: Residuals, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Underweight
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Figure 14: Residuals, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Healthy Weight
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Figure 15: Residuals, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Overweight
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Figure 16: Residuals, BMI Age 9 and BMI Age 17, Obese
In general, the residuals are clustered around zero; that is, for most, initial BMI
strongly predicts BMI at age 17. But there is also significant movement. For girls who are
underweight at age 9, most of the movement is upwards; there is a skew towards
positive residuals, indicating a significant portion of this group gains body mass over
time beyond what might be simply predicted by initial body mass. This is to be
expected, both biologically and mathematically; puberty brings on body mass gain in
girls, and there is a floor effect in BMI—girls who begin the period underweight have a
limited amount of body mass they could possibly lose. Similarly, there is significant
movement downwards for those who are overweight (and somewhat less so for those
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who are obese), indicating that many overweight and obese girls lose body mass over
the period. This is less easy to explain as a simple mathematical fact and bears closer
examination.
These girls who change body mass can also be seen obliquely through more
detailed BMI regressions. Table 8 replicates the regressions of Table 7, but substitutes the
previous three years’ BMI for BMI at age 9 and adds relevant controls. This allows the
effect of BMI in each year to vary, suggesting critical periods where BMI may be more or
less mutable. It also helps define the course of obesity.
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Table 8: Persistence of BMI Regressions

VARIABLES

(1)
BMI Age
17

(2)
BMI
Age 16

(3)
BMI
Age 15

(4)
BMI Age
14

(5)
BMI Age
13

(6)
BMI
Age 12

(7)
BMI Age
11

(8)
BMI Age
10
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BMI Age 16

0.904***
(0.0291)

BMI Age 15

0.0193
(0.0398)

0.922***
(0.0241)

BMI Age 14

0.132***
(0.0316)

0.121***
(0.0358)

1.020***
(0.0238)

-0.00298
(0.0272)

-0.0367
(0.0326)

0.924***
(0.0225)

0.0504**
(0.0255)

0.0457
(0.0337)

0.960***
(0.0248)

0.0492*
(0.0272)

0.0684**
(0.0343)

0.937***
(0.0224)

-0.00282
(0.0275)

0.0771**
(0.0308)
0.00322
(0.0269)

0.876***
(0.0229)
0.187***
(0.0256)

1.055***
(0.00803)

0.0507

0.141**

0.0645

BMI Age 13
BMI Age 12
BMI Age 11
BMI Age 10
BMI Age 9
Black

0.165*

0.143*

0.167**

0.0340

-0.0942

(0.0998)

(0.0855)

(0.0819)

(0.0817)

(0.0808)

(0.0716)

(0.0702)

(0.0658)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
0-$9.999
0.239
-0.0213
(0.151)
(0.128)

-0.0373
(0.122)

0.0610
(0.122)

0.403***
(0.121)

0.202*
(0.108)

0.136
(0.105)

0.203**
(0.0984)

$10,000 $19,999

0.154

-0.0331

-0.00507

0.229*

0.208*

0.252**

0.185*

0.166*

(0.152)

(0.128)

(0.123)

(0.125)

(0.124)

(0.110)

(0.108)

(0.101)

0.158

-0.0195

0.0195

-0.0217

0.141

0.0279

-0.0466

0.0305

(0.109)

(0.0946)

(0.0913)

(0.0912)

(0.0902)

(0.0798)

(0.0784)

(0.0736)

Max Parental Education (default = College Grad or Higher omitted)
HS or less
0.183
0.129
-0.0126
0.0605
(0.120)
(0.102)
(0.0968)
(0.0967)

0.0352
(0.0956)

0.00624
(0.0846)

0.263***
(0.0828)

0.0231
(0.0772)

$20,000 $39,999
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1-3 Yrs Post
HS
Age at Menses
Constant
Observations
R-squared

-0.00932

0.0676

-0.0269

-0.0315

-0.0791

-0.112

0.0362

-0.169**

(0.108)

(0.0944)

(0.0915)

(0.0917)

(0.0912)

(0.0810)

(0.0795)

(0.0746)

-0.000392
(0.00323)

-0.00227
(0.00284)

0.00657**
(0.00274)

0.0126***
(0.00275)

0.00591**
(0.00272)

0.00148
(0.00240)

-0.00384
(0.00235)

-0.00760***
(0.00219)

-0.769
(0.572)

-0.0963
(0.506)

-1.175**
(0.493)

-1.405***
(0.496)

-0.447
(0.496)

0.611
(0.440)

0.396
(0.431)

1.232***
(0.402)

1,559
0.930

1,718
0.935

1,874
0.925

1,973
0.914

2,073
0.906

2,116
0.914

2,142
0.906

2,166
0.900

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data.
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Results show that body mass development is not a random walk. BMI is a
measurement with memory; one’s BMI in the current year is a factor of body mass in the
past years. Starting point matters, and even if someone loses body mass from one year to
the next, her body mass two years previous makes a difference. In other words, year to
year shifts do not erase the importance of the past. This does not mean that there is no
mutability, however. Although the effect of BMI in year t-1 on BMI in year t is relatively
constant, the effect of earlier years’ BMI is more variable. This suggests that there could
be critical periods for development, where body mass trajectories could become
entrenched.
It may make sense at this point to return to Table 5 and focus particularly on
those who lose or gain body mass. Figure 17 plots BMI (in percentiles for ease of
interpretation) for the nineteen girls who transitioned from being obese at age 9 to a
healthy weight at age 17; Figure 18 plots BMI percentiles for girls who made the reverse
journey, from healthy weight to obese. Because so many trajectories are depicted, the
figures are necessarily rather noisy, but interesting patterns can nonetheless be
discerned.
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Figure 17: Raw Obesity Trajectories, Obese to Healthy Weight
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Figure 18: Raw Obesity Trajectories, Healthy Weight to Obese
First, there is quite a bit of clustering, largely by design; because of childhood
obesity’s definition as those at the 95th percentile and above, those in the obese category
are grouped quite closely together. But the endpoints, for those who become a healthy
weight, and the starting points, for those who become obese, show much wider
variation. Body mass change displays great diversity; some of those who lose body mass
end up barely on the healthy side of overweight, while others lose much more, and the
same is true of those who gain body mass—some began the period much closer to
obesity than others.
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Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the number of times that body mass was re-gained
(for those who ultimately lost body mass) or body mass was lost (for those who
ultimately gained body mass).

Figure 19: Number of Weight Re-Gains (Obese-Healthy Group)

Figure 20: Number of Weight Losses (Healthy-Obese Group)
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Body mass alternations are quite common for both groups, but slightly more
likely for those ultimately losing body mass. This group regains body mass on average
just over 2 years over the 9 year period. There are many possible explanations for this,
both biological and behavioral. Puberty could play a part, and recent genetic studies
suggest particular types of obesity develop with puberty (Farooqi 2002). Alternatively,
perhaps structures and institutions at certain points in life facilitate body mass gain and
body mass loss.
To investigate some of these issues, characteristics are compared between those
who lose body mass and those who remained obese throughout the study, as well as
between those who gain body mass and those who remained at a healthy weight
throughout the study. Because the sample sizes of the body mass changes are so small
(19 and 52 individuals, respectively), regressions are not conducted, but the statistical
significance of differences in group means and distributions is tested. Results are in
Table 9 and Table 10; variables are measured at age 9 unless otherwise indicated.
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Table 9: Obese-Healthy Weight Compared with Stayed Obese

Physical Characteristics
BMI Percentile
Percent body fat by skinfolds
Percent body fat by BIA
Family Characteristics
Family Income
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

Obese-Healthy

Stayed Obese

96.51
32.16
33.56

97.63
36.55
35.74

***
***

*
11.1%
5.6%
27.8%
55.6%

Think mom is:
Very thin
Thin
Neither
Heavy
Very heavy

23.3%
29.8%
30.2%
25.8%
*

0.0%
5.6%
77.8%
16.7%
0.0%

Body Critiques
Any boy said too fat
Yes
No

5.5%
17.1%
37.8%
35.4%
4.3%

**
15.8%
84.2%

Sister said too fat
Yes
No

42.6%
57.4%
**

10.0%
90.0%

Father likes present weight
Yes
No

44.4%
55.7%
*

Beliefs about Weight
Dieting important, age 10 (higher scores
mean less important)
53

85.7%
14.3%

60.4%
39.6%

2.21

1.59

***

Looking thin is important (higher scores
mean less important)

2.74

2.13

**

Fat girl feels better (0=no, 1=yes)

0.05

0.22

*

Fat girl is healthier (0=no, 1=yes)

0.05

0.27

**

Feel more like a girl if thin (0=no, 1=yes)

0.21

0.45

**

Happy with hips (higher number more
unhappy)

2.56

2.18

*

Happy with legs (higher number more
unhappy)

2.79

2.29

**

Happy with waist (higher number more
unhappy)

2.68

2.32

*

Bulimia Symptoms, age 11

0.63

2.42

**

Drive for thinness, age 11

4.56

8.94

***

Ineffectiveness, age 11

2.89

4.91

*

Psychological Characteristics

Global self-worth
3.30
3.03
*
Note: Results of bivariate sample comparison; significance from t-tests and chi-square tests.
*p<.1; ** p<.05; ***p<.001
Source: NGHS data
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Table 10: Healthy Weight-Obese Compared with Stayed Healthy Weight
Healthy-Obese

Stayed Healthy

Physical Characteristics
White
Black

26.9%
73.1%

53.0%
47.0%

BMI Percentile

66.71

43.70

***

Percent body fat by skinfolds
Percent body fat by BIA

21.01
18.13

16.98
10.66

***

Age at menses

12.13

12.53

**

Family Characteristics
Family Income
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

***
30.6%
20.4%
16.3%
32.7%

Max Parental Education
HS or less
1-3 years post HS
College Grad +

14.4%
12.4%
30.7%
42.5%
***

38.5%
28.9%
32.7%

19.6%
38.3%
42.1%

Male in household
Yes
No

***
55.8%
44.2%

74.1%
25.9%

Number of parents in household
1
2

46.2%
53.9%

27.0%
73.0%

***

Behaviors
Eat breakfast
Yes
No

*
68.6%
31.4%
55

55.7%
44.3%

Tried to lose weight in the last 4 years
Yes
No

***
66.7%
33.3%

39.3%
60.7%

Body Critiques
Mother said too fat
Yes
No

17.7%
82.4%

9.3%
90.7%

Father said too fat
Yes
No

19.2%
80.9%

6.2%
93.8%

*

***

Brother said too fat
Yes
No

**
27.5%
72.5%

13.6%
86.4%

Any boy said too fat
Yes
No

15.7%
84.3%

7.5%
92.6%

**

Beliefs about Weight
Good at dieting, age 10
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Never

***
17.7%
23.5%
31.4%
11.8%
15.7%

8.3%
14.5%
17.4%
9.5%
50.3%

Dieting important, age 10 (higher
scores mean less important)

1.94

2.90

***

Looking thin is important (higher
scores mean less important)

2.14

2.38

*
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Being grown up is important (higher
scores mean less important)

1.51

1.87

***

Image look like as adult (higher value
means heavier)

5.02

4.66

*

Image look like now (higher value
means heavier)

3.71

3.37

**

51.0%
19.6%
21.6%
7.8%
0.0%

49.5%
35.3%
12.7%
1.7%
0.9%

Thin girl feels less in charge (0=no,
1=yes)

0.27

0.15

**

Fat girl feels more like a girl (0=no,
1=yes)

0.39

0.24

**

Thin girl is pushed around less (0=no,
1=yes)

0.10

0.20

*

Fat girl is pushed around less (0=no,
1=yes)

0.35

0.24

*

Happy with stomach (higher scores
mean more unhappy)

2.08

1.87

*

Psychological Characteristics
Body dissatisfaction, age 11

6.75

4.36

***

Drive for thinness, age 11

4.67

2.96

***

Ineffectiveness, age 11

4.76

2.90

***

Global self-worth

3.03

3.21

*

Good at looking good, age 10
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Never
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Physical appearance scale (higher
scores indicate happier with
appearance)

2.85

3.07

**

N
52
946
Note: Results of bivariate sample comparison; significance from t-tests and chi-square tests.
*p<.1; ** p<.05; ***p<.001
Source: NGHS data

Omitted are the many characteristics which do not differ across group. Notably,
levels of physical activity at age 9, as measured through activity diaries, are equal across
all groups, suggesting no significant differences in exercise. Similarly, there are no
differences in amount of television watched per week at age 9. But there are many areas
where the groups vary, and these may illuminate some of the associations between body
mass development, personal characteristics, and behavior. Starting with Table 9 it can be
seen that those girls who stayed obese started at a higher BMI percentile than did those
who lost body mass. Given results from previous regressions, this seems significant—
starting point matters, as BMI is a cumulative measurement, thus it makes sense that
those who are heavier, even within a heavy group, may have more difficulty losing
body mass. It also suggests that body mass exerts an almost gravitational pull; those
who “look” more like healthy weight subjects at the beginning of the period, on
different characteristics, end up at a healthy weight, while those who “look” more like
obese individuals stay obese. Providing some confirmation of these results,
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Table 10 shows that those who gain body mass (going from healthy body mass to obese)
weigh more than those who do not; again. The stayed-obese and healthy-obese groups
may also be less lean than their counterparts, as defined by body fat percentage, but here
results are mixed, with a significant difference in body fat as measured by skinfolds but
not as measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA).
There are also differences in family circumstances, which fit with existing
literature about the asymmetric burden of obesity. The stayed-obese group has a lower
household income when the girls are 9 than the obese-healthy group, and the healthyobese group has a lower household income when the girls are 9 than the stayed healthy
group, suggesting that the effects of poverty on obesity may be felt even within alreadyobese groups. Although there are no differences in parental education or family
composition when the girls are 9 for those who begin obese, the parents of the healthyobese group are also less educated when the girls are 9, there is less likely to be a male in
the household when the girls are 9, and the group is less likely to have a two parent
household when the girls are 9 than the stayed-healthy group. Finally, although there
are not measurements of parents’ BMI, girls in the stayed-obese group at age 9 perceive
their mothers as heavier than those who lost body mass. All of these factors suggest that
while starting BMI point is important, perhaps even crucial, familial circumstances also
matter; fewer resources may entrench obesity as well as make it more likely.
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Body critique differences are quite speculative, but interesting nonetheless. In
both tables, those in the healthier groups (those who lost body mass and those who
stayed a healthy weight) are less likely to have been critiqued for their weight at age 9
by friends and family members. This could be a case of reverse causation (given that
there are body mass differences between the groups), but might also accord with
literature suggesting that weight stigma is associated with more body mass gain, at least
under certain conditions (Wott & Carels 2010). Similarly, there are differences in beliefs
about weight which are suggestive. Those who lose body mass seem to place less
importance on dieting (at age 10) and be happier with their own bodies (at age 9, prebody mass loss) than those who stay obese; on the other hand, however, those who stay
obese seem to have more positive views of being overweight at age 9. Views among
those who gain body mass are also mixed, with a larger emphasis on the importance of
being thin (at age 9) and dieting (at age 10) but again some positive (or at least neutral)
views of being overweight at age 9. Finally, it is interesting to note psychological
correlates of body mass trajectories. Those who later lose body mass and those who stay
a healthy weight have a higher self-worth than their counterparts at the beginning of the
study, and have fewer disordered eating symptoms in early adolescence (age 11). Again,
these results are not necessarily causal, but they suggest that obesity and psychiatric
distress often go hand in hand.
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While these findings are informative, they may be suspect. This is such a small
sample that variations could easily be idiosyncratic. To try to address this concern, the
losing body mass trajectory analysis is replicated with a different sample. The group is
restricted to those who began the period obese and lost at least 5 BMI percentile points;
these “losers” are then compared to those who began the period obese and either did not
lose any body mass or lost less than 5 BMI percentile points. This nearly doubles the
sample of “losers” and allows for a better comparison. The trajectory of body mass loss
of the 35 individuals in this lose 5 percentile points group is presented in Figure 21;
number of years of body mass regain is in Figure 22; and cross-tabulation comparisons
with the “stayed obese” group are in Table 11.
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Figure 21: Raw Obesity Trajectories, Obese & Lost At Least 5 Percentile Points
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Figure 22: Number of Weight Re-Gains (5%ile Group)
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Table 11: Comparing Obese – 5 Percentile to Those Who Stayed Obese

Physical Characteristics
BMI Percentile
Percent body fat by skinfolds
Percent body fat by BIA

Obese-5 pctile

Stayed Obese

96.81
33.14
34.57

97.55
36.50
35.81

Family Characteristics
Family Income
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

15.2%
9.1%
27.3%
48.5%

22.8%
20.5%
30.3%
26.4%

Behaviors
Hours of TV watching in a week

30.70

36.83

100.0%
0.0%

90.8%
9.2%

***
***

*

Tried to lose weight in last 4 years
Yes
No

**
*

Present weight
Try gain
Try lose
Try same
No try

**
14.3%
7.1%
14.3%
64.3%

Beliefs about Weight
Good at dieting, age 10
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Never

10.6%
36.2%
28.7%
24.5%

**

Dieting important, age 10 (higher scores
mean less important)
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12.1%
9.1%
45.5%
21.2%
12.1%

19.6%
29.2%
31.9%
12.7%
6.5%

2.09

1.63

***

Looking thin is important (higher scores
mean less important)

2.49

2.10

**

Being healthy is important (higher scores
mean less important)

1.49

1.18

***

Feeling more like a girl is important
(higher scores mean less important)

1.86

1.55

**

Looking pretty is important (higher
scores mean less important)

2.14

1.83

*

Thin girl is prettier (0=no, 1=yes)

0.18

0.33

*

Fat girl feels better (0=no, 1=yes)

0.09

0.21

*

Fat girl is healthier (0=no, 1=yes)

0.06

0.26

***

Fat girl feels more like a girl (0-no, 1=yes)

0.09

0.26

**

Appearance Importance Scale, age 11

2.93

2.61

**

Happy with body (higher number more
unhappy)

2.57

2.24

**

Happy with hips (higher number more
unhappy)

2.53

2.21

*

Happy with legs (higher number more
unhappy)

2.64

2.27

**

Happy with waist (higher number more
unhappy)

2.71

2.36

**

1.03

2.15

*

Psychological Characteristics
Bulimia Symptoms, age 11
65

Drive for thinness, age 11

6.15

8.61

**

Ineffectiveness, age 11

3.11

4.53

*

N
35
271
Note: Results of bivariate sample comparison; significance from t-tests and chi-square tests.
*p<.1; ** p<.05; ***p<.001
Source: NGHS data

What is notable here is how many of the earlier results appear to still hold. Those
who lose body mass “look,” in their physical characteristics and personal circumstances,
more like healthy weight individuals than do those who stay obese. They weigh less,
have a lower percentage body fat, and are of a higher socioeconomic status. They are
less likely to believe dieting or being thin is important. They attach fewer social
characteristics to body mass, either positive or negative (they do not associate weight
with health or popularity), but are less happy with their bodies. They are less likely to
have disordered eating or bulimia symptoms at age 12. Of course, not all the results are
the same as those from the obese-healthy body mass analysis. Notably, there are no
differences in experiences of weight stigma, which could indicate that differences
reported in Table 9 were spurious.
To summarize, then, looking at the data individually in multiple ways shows a
strong trend towards body mass persistence and body mass memory. For most girls in
the sample, body mass at age 9 largely determines body mass at age 17; those who are
overweight at age 9 will be overweight at age 17. Body mass changes are nonrandom,
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reflecting cumulative body mass patterns. The dominant pattern of persistence obscures
some notable changes, however. Shifts in body mass category in childhood do occur,
with minorities of the sample either gaining body mass from a healthy level to obese or
losing body mass from obese to healthy weight. More individuals lose a significant
amount of body mass but do not change body mass category, or go only from obese to
overweight. While the causes of these patterns of body mass change cannot be directly
ascertained, simple associations can be determined. Low socioeconomic status is
associated with more entrenched obesity and the development of obesity in the NGHS
sample. Those who gain body mass or maintain high body mass also display more
positive attitudes towards dieting and mixed attitudes towards the social repercussions
of obesity. In early adolescence, they also report higher levels of eating disorders and
psychopathy, underlining the seriousness of obesity and its effects across different areas
of life. Overall, this analysis shows some evidence of an almost gravitational pull of
body mass, in persistence and change. Those in dominant body mass patterns of obesity
and healthy weight tend to stay in those orbits, while some at the periphery—high
healthy weight or lower obesity—are drawn to change groups.

1.5.2 Growth Mixture Modeling
The next step is to see how group-level analysis, through growth mixture
modeling, accords or differs with these individual-level findings. The first step in
plotting latent classes of BMI in the sample is to plot a growth curve for the whole
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sample—or in this case, for the two time periods in question. This growth curve,
however, is more than purely utilitarian; it also offers a useful contrast for the later
latent class analyses. Following the examples of others (e.g. Hammer et al. 1991), a
quadratic functional form, allowed to vary by race, is fit to the BMI growth curves for
both early and late periods. The fit statistics are excellent and compare favorably to the
fit statistics for a linear, linear with race adjustment, quadratic without race adjustment,
and cubic functional forms. Table 12 gives the exact fit statistics for both periods.
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Table 12: BMI Growth Curve Fit Statistics
Early
Sample
(Ages 9-13)
N
2377
AIC
46,529
BIC
46,627
Sample-Adjusted BIC
46,573
RMSEA
0.054
CFI
0.997
TLI
0.995
SRMR
0.015
Note: Analysis conducted using MPlus
Source: NGHS data

Late
Sample
(Ages 1417)
2150
34,546
34,637
34,586
0.000
1.000
1.000
0.000

The growth curves for early and late periods, presented in percentiles for ease of
interpretation, are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.

Figure 23: BMI Percentile Growth Period, Early Period
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Figure 24: BMI Percentile Growth Curve, Late Period
Recall that children are categorized as underweight if their BMI is below the 5th
percentile; healthy weight if BMI is between 5th and 85th percentiles; overweight if BMI
is between 85th and 95th percentiles; and obese if BMI is above the 95th percentile. For
both periods, the sample hovers between the 60th and 70th percentile: a healthy weight,
but above the national average for the time. Not shown is the effect of race on the
growth curve: both the slope and the intercept of the curve are shifted upwards, as
blacks in the sample have statistically higher BMIs at every time point and a faster rate
of growth in BMI overall. The trend for the whole sample is a gradual increase in BMI
percentile from age 9 to age 13, then a steadying. This is common for children of this age,
given the effects of puberty.
The next step is to see whether this impression persists when results are broken
up by latent classes. Up to four latent classes are theorized—early onset, late onset,
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always overweight, and never overweight—but for completeness, the fit of five latent
classes is also tested for each period. The fit statistics are then compared across all these
number of classes. Table 13 presents these fit statistics.
Table 13: Fit Statistics for Latent Classes
Early Period
No. of Latent Classes
AIC
BIC
Sample-size adjusted BIC
Entropy
Lo-Mendell-Rubin Test P-value
N per class

2

3

4

5

45,871
45,992
45,925
0.906
0.002
2109
268

45,662
45,806
45,727
0.898
0.025
150
192
2035

45,441
45,608
45,516
0.915
0.015
195
137
1988
57

45,318
45,509
45,404
0.913
0.414
1975
155
69
123
55

2

3

4

5

33,910
34,024
33,960
0.915
0.000
1884
266

33,672
33,808
33,732
0.906
0.205
1829
103
218

33,468
33,626
33,537
0.893
0.052
1717
225
123
85

33,322
33,504
33,402
0.894
0.532
1703
199
49
107
92

Late Period
No. of Latent Classes
AIC
BIC
Sample-size adjusted BIC
Entropy
Lo-Mendell-Rubin Test P-value
N per class

Note: Analysis conducted using MPlus
Source: NGHS data
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Including these statistics helps highlight the fact that the choice of number of
latent classes is both art and science. Some numbers of latent classes are easily
dismissed; in both time periods, two latent classes are preferable to one (i.e. the growth
curve). Similarly, high Lo-Mendell-Rubin p-values help eliminate five classes in both
periods. But the choice between two, three, and four classes is not completely clear.
Ultimately, four latent classes are chosen, based on the fit statistics and on the literature
detailed previously. The latent class trajectories are presented in Figure 25 and Figure 26,
again in terms of percentiles.
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Figure 25: Latent BMI Percentile Trajectories, Early Period

Figure 26: Latent BMI Percentile Trajectories, Late Period
To analyze these graphs, it is useful to understand the relationship between the
latent classes in the two periods. A visual inspection of the figures suggests natural
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linkages between trajectories in the two periods; subjects in class 1 in period 1 would be
expected to be in class 1 in period 2, for instance. But this need not be the case, and
indeed we would expect some slippage between the classes. For one thing, the
differences in sample sizes, though minor, affect both ties across periods and the
creation of trajectories in each period. For another, classification in trajectories is a matter
of probability, rather than unambiguous precision. Thus it is important to examine
correlations and cross-tabulations between trajectories across periods. The correlation
between classes across periods is 0.30; the cross-tabulations are presented in Table 14.
Table 14: Cross-Tabulations, Trajectories across Periods

Early Period Classes

1

1
2
3
4
Source: NGHS data

21
22
36
6

Late Period Classes
2
3
4
29
18
170
8

24
11
1645
37

3
5
114
1

While not strong, the correlation is moderate, and the trends in the crosstabulations are as one would expect, given how trajectories are calculated. That is, there
is a strong draw towards the dominant class in each period; much of the slippage
between trajectories across periods is towards the majority class, representing no
obesity. Other slippage occurs predominantly within related classes—increasing versus
decreasing, or decreasing versus high. The most important message to be taken here is
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that while it cannot be assumed that individuals in one body mass trajectory in the early
period are in a parallel trajectory in the late period, slippages between classes are
relatively minor.
Moving on, then, the content of the figures provides quite a bit of information as
well. First, there is the pattern of early onset decreasing, late onset, never overweight,
and always overweight. In both time periods, the majority of the sample (80 to 85
percent) has a healthy weight trajectory—they have a healthy weight at age 9 and
continue at a healthy weight through age 17. Their BMI slopes gently upward in the
early years, as one would expect through maturation, then steadies. All other latent
classes, however, have at least some period of unhealthy body mass. One group is
already obese at age 9 and stays at the top of the BMI distribution thereafter. Given
medical literature, this group could be expected to be at the most severe health risks,
with early, chronic, and severe obesity. Another group appears to begin the study at the
same point as the “always obese” group but declines in body mass over time; by age 13
of the study they are overweight, rather than obese. This group may be termed the
decreasing group. Finally, the last group begins the study on the high end of healthy
weight but shows a rapid increase in body mass over time, nearly crossing over into
obesity by age 13. Similarly, in the later period we see an increasing group (from
overweight to very obese) and a decreasing group (from very obese to less obese).
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It is also noteworthy that trends begun in the early period accelerate in the later
period. Body mass classes are relatively tightly clustered at age 9 and 3; though the BMI
trajectories represent distinct body mass categories, the differences between the
trajectories at several points is small. By contrast, the body mass trajectories in the later
period are quite separate, as the courses become more distinct. Again, this emphasizes
the cumulative nature of childhood obesity—over time, body mass courses (and perhaps
the behaviors and environments which underlie them) become more entrenched.
From a policy perspective, these results have important implications. Most
importantly, perhaps, is confirmation that body mass is persistent, both at the individual
and at the group levels. The majority of the sample (over 80 percent) stays within one
body mass category throughout the study sample. Second, body mass trajectories are set
early. A significant proportion of the sample is already obese at age 9, and they are likely
to stay obese through age 17. As prevention is generally preferred to treatment,
policymakers may need to shift more funding towards earlier obesity interventions.
However, not all of those obese or overweight at age 9 stay that way, nor are all those
who are at a healthy weight predicted to remain healthy, and this is where policy may
find the largest leverage for change. Just as at the individual level, there is evidence of
body mass change at the group level. The earliest years appear critical for body mass
mutability. By age 10 or 11, some girls who began the study obese have begun trending
downwards, while others who began the study at a healthy weight are trending sharply
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upwards. This suggests that while most obesity begins before age 9, there may be room
to avert lifelong obesity if girls are targeted before puberty. There might potentially be a
second critical period in late adolescence, when some girls begin losing body mass
again, but more study is needed.
In order to target such interventions effectively, however, more information is
needed on the factors which differentiate group membership. Replications of the data
exploration performed at the individual level may help identify these factors. First, the
sample is restricted to those in class 1 (steady obese) and those in class 2 (obese
decreasing). This is similar to the analysis of Table 9 comparing those who are obese and
gain body mass to those who are obese but lose body mass. Differences in the early
period are examined first. Because the sample size is limited, particularly for some
variables, cross-tabulations are used rather than logistic regressions. This analysis is then
replicated with the other two groups, comparing the always-healthy body mass group to
the group which begins the study period healthy weight but rapidly increases to obesity.
Table 15 and Table 16 , which may be compared with Table 9 and Table 10, present these
results.
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Table 15: Obese-Decreasing Weight Trajectory Compared with Stayed Obese
Trajectory
Obese-Decreasing

Stayed Obese

Physical Characteristics
Race
White
Black

40.9%
59.1%

31.3%
68.7%

BMI Percentile
Percent body fat by skinfolds
Percent body fat by BIA

96.65
34.65
34.37

96.13
35.23
34.74

Height (cm)

147.20

144.03

***

Age at Menses

11.75

12.06

**

*

Family Characteristics
Family Income
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

***
16.8%
10.7%
38.2%
34.4%

25.5%
25.0%
26.1%
23.4%

Max Parental Education
HS or less
1-3 years post HS
College Grad +

*
25.6%
44.5%
29.9%

35.9%
43.1%
21.0%

Think mom is:
Very thin
Thin
Neither
Heavy
Very heavy

2.3%
17.2%
53.1%
25.0%
2.3%

6.5%
15.1%
36.6%
37.6%
4.3%

**

Behavior
Eat breakfast

**
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Yes
No

47.1%
52.9%

Body Critiques
Mother said too fat
Yes
No

60.0%
40.0%

*
44.9%
55.2%

54.9%
45.1%

Any boy said too fat
Yes
No

*
29.4%
70.6%

39.1%
60.9%

Sister said too fat
Yes
No

27.9%
72.1%

42.0%
58.0%

Brother said too fat
Yes
No

37.9%
62.1%

60.7%
49.3%

Any teacher said too fat
Yes
No

*
5.1%
94.9%

10.9%
89.1%

Mother likes present weight

**

Yes
No
Beliefs
Dieting important, age 10
(higher scores mean less
important)
Looking thin important (higher
scores mean less important)
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66.2%
33.8%

53.4%
46.6%

1.81

1.59

**

2.32

2.04

**

Appearance Importance Scale,
age 11 (higher numbers means
appearance more important)

2.78

2.56

**

Having lots of friends is
important (higher numbers
mean less important)

1.91

1.74

*

Fat girl feels better (0=no,
1=yes)

0.14

0.24

**

Happy with waist (higher
number more unhappy)

2.49

2.28

**

Overweight girls have big
bones

*

Yes
No

50.0%
50.0%

53.4%
46.6%

Image look like now (higher
numbers mean larger image)

4.70

4.91

**

Image will look like as an adult
(higher numbers mean larger
image)

4.69

4.96

*

Image prefer look like as adult
(higher numbers mean larger
image)

3.65

3.88

*

Bulimia Symptoms, age 11

1.46

2.78

***

Drive for thinness, age 11

6.83

9.48

***

Psychological Characteristics

80

Ineffectiveness, age 11

3.35

5.24

N
137
195
Note: Bivariate sample comparisons; significance from t-tests and chi-square tests
*** p<.001; ** p<.05; * p<.1
Source: NGHS data
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Table 16: Healthy-Obese Weight Trajectory Compared with Stayed Healthy
Trajectory
Healthy-Obese

Stayed Healthy

Physical Characteristics
Race
White
Black

36.8%
63.2%

51.6%
48.4%

BMI Percentile
Percent body fat by skinfolds
Percent body fat by BIA

69.13
24.48
21.75

51.32
18.78
14.31

***
***
*

Height (cm)

142.75

140.57

**

Family Characteristics
Family Income
0-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000+

**

***
27.5%
25.5%
25.5%
21.6%

17.1%
13.3%
31.1%
38.5%

Think mom is:
Very thin
Thin
Neither
Heavy
Very heavy

5.3%
10.5%
43.9%
36.8%
3.5%

5.6%
21.3%
52.2%
18.7%
2.2%

Behavior
Physical activity (mets)

772.71

575.17

***

Hours of TV watched per week

35.92

29.86

***

Tried to lose weight in last 4
years
Yes

***

***
68.4%
82

47.2%

No
Trying to lose weight now
Yes
No

Body Critiques
Mother said too fat
Yes
No
Father said too fat
Yes
No
Sister said too fat
Yes
No
Brother said too fat
Yes
No
Any teacher said too fat
Yes
No

31.6%

52.8%
***

56.1%
43.9%

32.0%
68.0%

**
25.0%
75.0%

14.4%
85.6%
***

31.5%
68.5%

10.2%
89.8%
**

33.3%
66.7%

18.9%
81.1%
***

38.1%
61.9%

20.8%
79.2%
**

8.8%
91.2%

2.6%
97.4%

Father likes present weight
Yes
No

***
74.0%
26.0%

90.6%
9.4%

1.98

1.80

Beliefs
Happy with present weight
(higher numbers mean less
happy)
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*

Dieting important, age 10
(higher scores mean less
important)
Good at dieting, age 10
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Never

2.05

***

***
13.2%
18.4%
34.2%
18.4%
15.8%

9.6%
16.0%
20.4%
10.4%
43.6%

2.41

2.70

Appearance Importance Scale,
age 11 (higher numbers means
appearance more important)

Good at looking good
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Never

2.72

**

**
47.4%
18.4%
23.7%
7.9%
2.6%

47.7%
34.2%
13.8%
3.6%
0.7%

Not getting fat important
(higher numbers mean less
important)

2.00

1.77

*

Image look like now (higher
numbers mean larger image)

3.93

3.52

***

Fat girl has more friends (0=no,
1=yes

0.12

0.04

***

Overweight girls eat the wrong
foods
Yes

**
70.3%
84

84.1%

No

29.7%

15.9%

Body Dissatisfaction, age 11

11.83

5.56

***

Drive for thinness, age 11

6.83

3.73

***

Ineffectiveness, age 11

4.87

3.27

**

Psychological Characteristics

N
57
1988
Note: Bivariate sample comparisons; significance from t-tests and chi-square tests
*** p<.001; ** p<.05; * p<.1
Source: NGHS data

As with the earlier analyses, those in the steady obesity group are generally
poorer than those whose obesity decreases; they are more likely to perceive their
mothers as heavy or very heavy; they are more likely to have had their weight critiqued
by those around them; they are more likely to think dieting and looking thin is
important; they are happier with their waists. At age 12 the steady obesity group also
displays more symptoms of bulimia and disordered eating and shows greater feelings of
ineffectiveness than the obese-declining group. In both Table 16 and Table 10 those who
gain body mass are more likely to be black, more likely to be poor, and weigh more at
the beginning of the period than those who stay at a healthy weight. They are more
likely to have been critiqued by family and friends about their weight, and view dieting
as more important than those who stay at a healthy weight. But at the same time, they
associate being overweight with more positive characteristics (including popularity and
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protection from bullying). Finally, in year 3 those who gain body mass display more
disordered eating symptoms, bulimia, and feelings of ineffectiveness.
There are also differences with the individual analysis. At the group level, there
is no association between BMI percentile or body fat percentage and downward
trajectory, although there are differences in age at menses, height, race, and
socioeconomic status. Further, the girls in this group identify themselves as heavier
(through pictorial survey) and expect to stay heavier than the obese-declining group.
Similarly, individual analysis in Table 10 points to lower self-worth among those who
gain body mass, but this is not borne out by group analysis in Table 16; other differences
include socioeconomic gaps in the individual analysis but not the group analysis (no
differences in Table 16 in parental education or number of parents in the home).
Interestingly, Table 16 shows a significant difference in physical activity and hours of TV
watched between those who gain body mass and those who stay healthy, but in
unexpected directions; those who gain body mass report more physical activity and
more hours in front of the TV.
Differences between the two analyses are to be expected; they are different
exercises. Table 9 and Table 10 present results from a narrow investigation solely of the
girls who make large body mass changes and their counterparts who do not. Table 15
and Table 16 present results from much broader examinations, comparing larger groups
who display signs of body mass change to those who do not. Given these differences,
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then, areas of overlap could be taken as strong correlates of body mass loss at both the
group and individual levels. Family circumstances, body mass experiences, and weight
attitudes may be important markers for body mass trajectory in the future. Areas of
difference, meanwhile, should not be ignored, but must be interpreted more carefully.
At the individual level, correlates without group support may be more driven by
idiosyncratic variation between subjects. At the group level, correlates without
individual support may be driven by false or more suspect aggregation or missing data
imputation. Thus, these are areas that need more study.
Overall, several lessons for policy may be taken. Body mass is largely persistent,
no matter how it is examined. That is, body mass gain generally leads to more body
mass gain, while healthy weight generally follows from healthy weight. This
emphasizes the need for healthy habits from the earliest ages. More resources aimed at
healthy weight before school entry may provide large returns. In future, more research
could help pinpoint body mass trajectories even earlier, to determine when to intervene.
There is also a role for policy to target resources and investigate causality in obesity
correlates. While persistence in body mass is the dominant pattern, individuals do gain
and lose body mass. Identifying early which children are on healthy and unhealthy
courses may be critical for changing those courses and for understanding which
interventions may have the greatest power. For example, such studies may begin to
identify whether early body mass gain is genetic or behavioral. The simple analyses
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presented here suggest a combination of both. In general, those who gain or lose body
mass “look” more like those they resemble at the end of the study than those they are
categorized with at the beginning. They tend to weigh more, and they tend to have
similar body mass experiences and weight attitudes, which may reflect unobservable
behaviors or characteristics. In the gravitational language, these “changers” could be
thought of as those on the very periphery of a body mass orbit, nudged from one
trajectory to another. But the differences between those who gain or lose body mass and
those who do not are not unambiguous, and because the body mass behaviors
seemingly begin before the observed periods, it may suggest a role for genetics as well.
Further study at earlier ages and including genetic analysis may shed more light.

1.6 Conclusion
This paper sought to describe the long-term course of childhood obesity in
young females. Using the NGHS dataset, tracking a sample of 2400 white and black girls
aged 9 to 17, multiple developmental body mass trajectories were identified through
different quantitative techniques. Data cross-tabulations and regressions found a high
correlation between body mass in one year and body mass in subsequent years,
indicating that for most of the sample, body mass category at age 9 determined body
mass category at age 17. Small minorities of the sample did change body mass
categories, however, and sometimes in substantial ways. Closer examinations of these
body mass change trajectories revealed some differences between those who changed
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body mass and those who did not. Most noteworthy, perhaps, is that those who did
change body mass tended to more closely resemble, in body mass and familial
circumstance, those in their end body mass category than those in their beginning body
mass category; those who gained body mass resembled more obese participants while
those who lost body mass resembled more healthy body mass participants. Differences
in body mass experiences and attitudes, while more difficult to interpret, suggest that
there may also be associations between attitudes and behavior in regards to eating and
exercise.
This individual analysis was complimented by growth mixture modeling, a
technique which illuminates latent group trajectories. Using growth mixture modeling
on this sample highlighted four common body mass classes. These body mass classes
may be roughly described as representing girls never overweight or obesity (the
majority of the sample at over 80 percent), always obese (between 4 and 8 percent of the
sample), decreasing (early obesity followed by body mass decline, between 6 and 10
percent of the sample), and late onset (early healthy weight/overweight followed by
body mass increase, between 2 and 6 percent of the sample). These trajectories mirror
those found by Mustillo et al. (2003) in their study of obesity among Appalachian youth,
as well as developmental trajectories for criminality (Moffitt 1993) and other
psychopathologies. Comparing the trajectories (always obese to decreasing, never obese
to late onset) showed some similar patterns to the individual trajectory analysis, and
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some differences; in all cases starting point matters, as do familial circumstances, but
different behaviors are associated with trajectories at the group and individual level.
These differences could be driven by the level of analysis (group versus individual),
missing data imputation, or many other factors.
Overall, the results suggest that obesity, even in childhood, is extremely
persistent. What may be colloquially viewed as “baby fat” may instead represent the
first steps towards lifelong obesity, with its attendant health and economic risks. On the
other hand, early patterns of healthy weight and body mass behaviors may help set the
course towards healthy weight later. For policymakers, this emphasizes the need for
early, targeted intervention. In both individual and group trajectory analyses, small
numbers of girls exhibited mutability. One group, decreasing, initially presented with an
identical body mass pattern as those always obese, but by age 12 had begun to trend
downwards. Another, less well-established, was healthy early but began to trend
upwards in the later period. These groups show that while persistence dominates for the
majority of girls, trajectories are not set in stone.
It is not possible from these analyses to ascertain exactly what causes some girls
to gain or lose body mass, or what policy should do to prevent or treat unhealthy body
mass trajectories. Rather, this study illuminates possible warning signs and areas for
future investigation. Early body mass is uniformly key; those who weigh the most at the
beginning are the least likely to lose body mass and the most likely to stay or become
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unhealthy. Family resources and socioeconomic status matter as well, with a suggestion
for a role for family context as well, as those who stay or become obese are more likely to
have heavier parents. Weight attitudes and experiences of weight stigma may also play
a role, although this is less clear.
This work extends previous literature in several ways. First, by using a longterm, longitudinal dataset beginning at age 9 and with clinically-measured height and
weight, changes in body mass may be accurately described and documented, along with
associations with race, socioeconomic status, behavior, and attitudes. This long-term
view shows that obesity starts early, before puberty, and is very difficult to change. It
also confirms previous studies finding a relationship between race, socioeconomic
status, and obesity, with black and lower SES girls at higher risk for early obesity.
Second, through growth mixture modeling, this study confirms the four obesity
trajectories described by Li et al. (2007) and Mustillo et al. (2003). This indicates that
while most children are likely to stay at a healthy body mass throughout childhood, a
significant minority will be obese throughout (with increasing body mass) or gain body
mass to an unhealthy level. There is hope, however; one group, about six to ten percent
of the sample, will lose body mass. More study needs to be conducted to determine
what characteristics or circumstances allow this group to lose weight; preliminary
analysis here suggests a sort of gravitational pull argument, where those who lose body
mass share SES and other characteristics with healthier peers. If this finding is borne out
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by further research, it could indicate a need to intervene in obesity earlier and to use
characteristics such as SES and weight attitudes as potential warning signs for negative
body mass trajectories. Finally, by combining multiple modeling techniques, both
common and uncommon trajectories and their correlates are highlighted, showing the
dominance of body mass persistence but also the possibility of change. Together, these
methods do not provide all the answers, but they provide a more complete picture and a
new lens through which to examine childhood obesity, and determine when and with
whom to intervene to improve child well-being.
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2. Weight Loss and Motivation: Encouraging Healthy
Behaviors in Girls
2.1 Introduction
More than one in six children in the U.S. is now obese and facing elevated rates
of diabetes, hypertension, asthma, and heart disease (CDC 2012). As a result, treating
childhood obesity has been declared a health priority by many local, state, and federal
government bodies (Children’s National Medical Center 2008; Northern Virginia
Healthy Kids Coalition 2011; NHLBI 2008). Unfortunately, much is still unknown about
how to craft effective interventions (Han, Lawlor, and Kimm 2010). In particular, there is
still a great deal of uncertainty surrounding how to motivate children to undertake
healthy eating and exercise behavior (Borra, Kelly, Shirreffs, Neville, and Geiger 2003).
In this paper, these issues are addressed through qualitative interviews of female
participants in a weight loss program and an investigation of their motivations (or lack
thereof) and the program features which sustain them.
Over the course of a year, thirty-three girls aged 9 to 13 were interviewed, most
several times. All girls were enrolled in the Healthy Lifestyles program, an outpatient
lifestyle management intervention created by Duke Children’s Hospital. They were
asked about their reasons for enrolling, their successes and failures, and how their ideas
about desired lifestyle changed as they participated in the program. Results highlight
the difference between a desire to lose weight, which is universal among the sample,
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and motivation for lifestyle change. Only two-thirds of the sample exhibits such
motivation, defined as a willingness to take concrete steps towards lifestyle change. The
presence of such motivation is highly correlated with program success; only one girl was
able to reduce her body mass index without this motivation. Several factors are
associated with having or developing lifestyle change motivation, including family
involvement, self-regulation skills, developing non-social lifestyle desires and realistic
weight loss goals, and healthy weight messages. Other factors in the program itself
sustain lifestyle change motivation over the course of participation, including
nonjudgmental physician attitudes, incentives, and patient autonomy. Further protocols
which could help sustain motivation were also raised by the sample, including more
appointments or support services, particularly over the summer, and more information
on the course of weight change.
Results are then interpreted in the context of social and psychological theory, to
extract more generalizable lessons. The most complete theoretical framework emerges
from self-regulation theory. Looking at the mechanisms of goal setting and goal followthrough, the factors listed above can be seen to help participants set healthy standards of
behavior, increase self-efficacy, and provide motivational incentives and sanctions.
Extrapolating from these results, then, it may make sense for healthcare providers and
practitioners to place a higher emphasis on teaching self-regulation skills to participants.
It may also be useful to investigate whether existing self-regulatory interventions could
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be translated to obesity, or whether spillover effects exist between self-regulatory
programs concerned with other domains (education, for instance) and weight.
By helping to define motivations and expectations of girls in lifestyle
management programs, the stage is set for further quantitative investigations into the
effect of beliefs on program compliance and success, as well as qualitative investigations
into motivation in other demographic groups. The girls in the sample had quite a lot to
say about weight and lifestyle choices. In general, they were engaged in the process of
lifestyle change and interested in learning about healthy behaviors. Such engagement
indicates that, at least under certain circumstances, children can be active partners in
their own obesity care. Partnering with children and addressing their motivations
directly may help healthcare workers and policymakers design more complete and
effective interventions to reduce obesity and improve wellbeing.
The paper is laid out as follows. In section 2.2 the literature on childhood
obesity interventions is reviewed, with a particular focus on qualitative work as well as
studies of child motivation. Section 2.3 presents methods, and section 2.4 presents
results and discussion. In section 2.5 these results are interpreted in light of child
development and self-regulation theory. The paper concludes in section 2.6.

2.2 Previous Literature
Efforts to reduce obesity in youth populations have been ongoing for decades.
The Institute of Medicine has placed a spotlight on obesity prevention and treatment,
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summarizing in four reports the evidence for and against various programs dedicated to
reducing the childhood obesity epidemic (IOM 2012, 2011, 2010, & 2009). These reports
highlight the importance of reducing obesity and the many channels through which
change can be achieved, such as nutrition education, school-based programs, and
regulations on food marketing. Although focused primarily on prevention, these reports
also touch on the issue of motivation, through recommendations for new campaigns
marketing healthy lifestyles. Unfortunately, while the guidelines call for “carefully
targeted, culturally appropriate messages aimed at specific audiences,” little information
on how to craft such messages effectively is given (IOM 2012). There is simply too little
research on the processes which motivate children to eat healthily and exercise.
This knowledge gap is apparent even in research specifically targeting obesity
treatment. For such programs, there are two common avenues: inpatient, intensive
treatment (including those at hospitals or those at camps), and outpatient, less intensive
treatment. Quantitative research suggests both can be effective, but the characteristics
which determine individual success in such programs, and in particular the factors
which may affect motivation, are somewhat murky. Several meta-analyses of multiple
types of interventions tentatively point to factors related to success, including longer
program duration and family involvement, but all caution that little is yet known, and
that more information on the psycho-social determinants of behavior change are needed
(Snethen, Broome, and Cashin 2006; Kelly and Kirschenbaum 2010; Oude Luttikhuis et
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al. 2009; An, Hayman, Park, Dusaj, and Ayres 2009; Seo and Sa 2010; Tsiros, Sinn,
Coates, Howe, and Buckley 2008).
Other studies highlight process factors which seem to connect to success,
including behavioral training. These studies shed light on how successful behavior
modification, often through parental modeling and control of weight behaviors, may
lead to weight loss, but again, analysis of the psychosocial process is often omitted
(McLean, Griffin, Toney, and Hardeman 2003; Beech et al. 2003). Psychosocial factors
are instead more directly evaluated in studies of obesity itself, rather than treatment, or
in studies of the aftermath of weight loss. These studies have demonstrated the deep
connections between weight and psychological wellbeing (repeatedly showing higher
rates of psychopathology among obese children and increases in self-worth with weight
loss), but do not answer the question of what leads to treatment and what psychosocial
factors of treatment itself connect to success (Pitrou, Shojaei, Wazana, Gilbert, and
Kovess-Masfety 2010; Quinlan, Kolotkin, Fuemmeler, and Costanzo 2009).
Qualitative studies, while often more focused on the process of weight loss in
children, similarly have few answers about psychosocial factors of behavior
modification. However, they do provide a good foundation for asking questions about
these factors, by establishing the existence of weight meanings and expectations in
children. Studies about body image, for instance, highlight how children, especially
adolescents, may exhibit complex and sometimes contradictory feelings about their own
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weight and the weight of those around them, including negatively evaluating their own
weight while claiming that their friends and family do not need to lose weight (Wills,
Backett-Milburn, Gregory, and Lawton 2006). Research conducted from a policy
standpoint bears out some of these contradictions, finding both knowledge and naivety
among children about nutrition and physical activity; many children profess to believe
in the importance of health, but have trouble translating the concept of health into
everyday activities like healthy eating and exercise (Hesketh, Waters, Green, Salmon, &
Williams 2005). The National Institute of Health has documented great confusion about
obesity and its causes and solutions in both the scientific and popular press (Casazza et
al. 2013). Similarly, one study of barriers to weight loss found confusion among children
about how to improve their nutrition, in addition to problems finding time to exercise or
eat right and lack of access to supportive resources (Goh, Bogart, Sipple-Asher et al
2009). Finally, one British work directly investigated motivation for entering weight loss
treatment in a small sample of children in an outpatient program. Interviewing children
at program entry, they found that children were largely motivated to change lifestyles
by experiences of weight stigma and desire to improve social standing and were aided
in their weight loss efforts by the creation of concrete, non-weight goals (Murtagh,
Dixey, and Rudolf 2006).
While this last work helps to illuminate some questions about initial motivations
for weight loss and factors that could aid the process, more remains to be done. On a
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methodological side, it remains to be seen if results from a British sample of 20 boys and
girls would generalize to other groups. More importantly, however, the study did not
address how motivation related to success in changing lifestyles. That is, the study did
not investigate how motivations were associated with program and psychological
outcomes. It also did not examine how motivations might change over time, or how
program protocols might alter or shape motivation. Given these research needs, this
study contributes to the literature and to policy by examining the process of weight loss
and lifestyle change motivation in children contemporaneously as they try to lose
weight. It places the focus on factors which motivate or fail to motivate children to try to
lose weight, as well as those which support weight loss once an attempt is begun. It
examines how these motivations change as habits are changed, and how different
program aspects encourage or discourage particular motivations and identity shifts.
Using these results, recommendations are made for policymakers and local health
practitioners about how to encourage healthy weight loss and support.

2.3 Methods
Conceptually, this project aims to look at the experiences of weight change and
weight loss motivation in overweight and obese youth. Concretely, these issues are
investigated through a partnership with the Healthy Lifestyles Program, an outpatient
weight loss clinic run by Duke Children’s Hospital in Durham, N.C. Healthy Lifestyles
(HL) focuses on using motivational interviewing techniques to encourage lifestyle
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change in children and their families. The program was created in 2005 and has served
over 5,000 families since then. Any child from the ages of 2 to 20 who is at least at the
85th percentile in body mass may enroll in the program; most are referred by their
pediatricians, but HL also advertises in the community through flyers, ads, and outreach
programs. For patients, the cost of the program is covered by insurance (including
Medicaid). The format of the program is as follows: potential patients and their families
come to the clinic for an initial visit, after having previously arranged for their medical
records to be sent to HL (or having blood work completed if no records are available).
At the initial visit, a host of physical measurements are taken for the child, including
weight, height, stomach circumference, blood pressure, and lipids. Parents are also
encouraged to submit to weight and height measurements (for the purpose of
calculating body mass index, or BMI), but this is not required. Psychological measures
are also included in the battery of tests; children answer questions about disordered
eating, weight teasing, and depression.
Patients and their families then meet with the doctor, who explains how the
program would work and tries to motivate children and their families to join. If they are
still interested, children and families agree to one year of monthly appointments. At
each appointment (typically half an hour to an hour in duration), children meet with a
pediatrician and are encouraged to meet with a dietician as well. If desired, they may
also make appointments with a counselor or with a physical therapist, all at the clinic.
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The doctor will monitor progress and help the children and families set goals. Allowing
children and families to set goals for lifestyle change themselves is a key component of
the program. Grounded in motivational interviewing theory, the idea is that by choosing
small, concrete steps, families will be more likely to succeed in lifestyle change and be
motivated to continue.
In addition to progress reports, patients and their families also receive concrete
advice. The program uses mnemonics like “5-3-2-1-almost none” to encourage healthy
habits—5 fruits or vegetables a day, 3 structured meals, 2 or fewer hours of screen time,
1 hour of physical activity, and almost no sugary beverages. The dietician provides
information on serving sizes and healthy foods and food preparation. She also talks
about the concept of hunger and knowing when one is full. The physical therapist most
commonly addresses physical barriers to exercise (recommending activities and
providing exercises for preventing or treating injuries) and the counselor addresses
psychological issues like low self-worth, bullying, or anxiety. HL also provides referrals
to other community programs, some of which it partners with, including exercise
programs at a local hospital and summer camps. At the end of each appointment with
the doctor, patients are allowed to choose a “prize” (with examples including water
bottles and soccer balls).
The program speaks exclusively in terms of body mass index (or BMI), rather
than about weight, and frequently recommends lack of weight gain, rather than weight
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loss, as a path to health. Most children in the program are still growing, and if weight
gain can be arrested, they will eventually be at a healthy weight for them as they become
taller. Therefore, progress is monitored in terms of BMI, with colored charts shown to
the children to mark their status (green for healthy, yellow for at risk—or overweight—
and red for risk—or obese). After a year, children are “graduated” from the program if
they have achieved a healthy or near-healthy weight, but they may also “re-up” for
another year if they wish to continue. Even if a healthy weight is achieved, participants
are invited to continue checking in with HL every six months after their formal
participation ends.
The program conducts internal evaluations to examine their success and make
changes as needed. Overall, physicians report that the program can point to some
success (some patients reduce BMI and some patients lose weight) but results vary
dramatically by age and circumstances of patients. Though the demands on patients are
relatively light, attrition is still a significant problem. The program typically has a
waiting list for new patients, pointing to interest in the program, but retaining current
patients can prove difficult. Much of this is to be expected; while the program draws
from a reasonably diverse cross-section of Durham and North Carolina population
overall, it has certain skews. All races and socioeconomic groups are represented, but
participants are predominantly black or Hispanic and many are low-income. None of
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this is surprising given the demographic groups most affected by obesity and the
composition of Durham and central North Carolina.
The Healthy Lifestyles program is targeted for study for several reasons. First, it
represents an obesity treatment model which is being implemented in many
communities (Reinehr, Kleber, Lass, and Toschke 2010; West, Sanders, Cleghorn, and
Davies 2010; Reinehr et al. 2009). While immersion programs are viewed by some as
more effective, they are also more resource-intensive and reach fewer overweight and
obese youth. Programs like Healthy Lifestyles combine responsible medical treatment
with wide community outreach and allow more children to be treated at lower cost.
Second, the program offers a unique opportunity to examine the circumstances of
obesity and identity change in a population. Because it draws from the community and
because the program is of a relatively long duration, the experience of weight loss (or its
attempt) can be examined in a diverse group over a year.
The study is designed as follows. Thirty girls, both black and white, between the
ages of 9 and 13 and within three months of beginning Healthy Lifestyles would be
recruited. Each would be interviewed four times, once approximately every three
months, at the location and time of their choice. They could complete interviews with a
parent or friend present. They would receive $10 for each interview, as both an incentive
for participation and as payment for their time. The gender restriction was chosen based
on research which suggests girls are subject to more weight stigmatization and bullying,
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potentially impacting motivation (McKinley 2006). Given the diversity of experience and
small sample size, it seemed wiser to restrict the study to girls and be able to more
clearly identify their experiences than try to compare that of boys to girls. Race
restrictions were imposed in order to be able to compare results to other studies, which
often look only at black and white respondents (e.g., Kimm et al. 2002; Wattigney,
Srinivasan, Greenlund, & Berenson 1999). Finally, the age restriction was chosen to
allow for both between-age comparisons and some age homogeneity. By restricting to
this age, comparisons between pre- and post-pubescent experiences could be made, but
similarities within the group would also exist; for instance, the Institutes of Medicine
treat ages 9 to 13 as one group for the purposes of nutritional recommendations, arguing
for some homogeneity in this group. Finally, restricting the group by stage in the
program allows most of their experience in attempting to lose weight to be captured.
Participants were recruited with the assistance of Healthy Lifestyles providers.
Before beginning the study, participant-observer research was conducted at the clinic for
several months. Appointments with patients as well as staff meetings with clinicians
were observed. Flyers for the study were distributed at the clinic, but most of the
recruiting was conducted face-to-face. The process was as follows: potential recruits
were identified based on daily appointment rosters; clinicians were notified about these
potential recruits; clinicians introduced the study to potential recruits at the end of
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appointments; and if interested, patients would sit down with the researcher to discuss
the study in-depth.
Actual recruitment differed from the plan in several respects. First, there was
attrition from my study. Figure 27 depicts the number of girls who completed the
indicated number of interviews or more.

Figure 27: Participant Attrition
Forty-five girls were eventually recruited; of those 21 completed the scheduled
four interviews. In total, 106 interviews were conducted. The largest point of attrition
was between recruitment and the first interview, where 13 individuals attrited; 12 of the
13 people indicated they were interested but could not be reached for scheduling, while
one was interested but had to be removed from the study when evidence of parental
neglect came to light. Attrition was less common after the first interview but still
problematic. Most of the girls seemed to enjoy the process of being interviewed but it
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was clearly (and unsurprisingly) not a priority in their often-busy lives. Most of those
who attrited seemed to do so out of apathy, with parents and children saying they
wished to participate in more interviews but finding it difficult to find a convenient
time. As a result, it is likely that the sample skewed towards those who were the most
motivated: all girls who were recruited were interested in talking about weight loss and
those who did not attrit were the most comfortable talking about their participation in
Healthy Lifestyles. This is problematic, but it is important to note that to the extent that
the sample is over-motivated, the issues they bring up regarding their struggles are
likely to be shared by those less motivated as well.
Appendix A presents a listing of study participants by their pseudonym, age,
race, and number of interviews completed; this may serve as a guide when participants
are referred to later. Those who attrited before the first interview are included for
purposes of comparison. The sample was predominantly black. Black girls were more
likely to be recruited and were proportionally less likely to attrit before completing an
interview (84 percent of black participants completed at least one interview, compared
with 50 percent of white participants). Those who attrited were also older than those
who stayed, but the age distribution of the effective sample (those who completed at
least one interview) is relatively even, with a slight skew younger: 9 girls were age 9 at
the beginning of the study, 6 were age 10, 5 were age 11, 7 were age 12, and 6 were age
13. Parents were not surveyed about income, but from circumstantial information
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(including visits to the home, discussion of parent occupation, etc.) it appeared that
overall the sample skewed lower middle class, with a range from below the poverty line
to upper middle class. Similarly, medical data was not collected from patients (although
this may be addressed in a follow-up study). Before initial recruitment, however,
patients’ health was discussed with the physician. Thus, it was established by the
doctors that all the girls in the sample were obese, although there was a range in degree
from those who were just about at 95th percentile for weight to those at the 99th
percentile for weight using current CDC body mass cutoffs.
Recruitment and interviews of participants overlapped; recruitment took place
from February to August 2011, with interviews commencing immediately after the first
recruitment in February 2011 and continuing until late May 2012. Most interviews were
conducted at participants’ homes, with family (usually the mother) present but not
nearby. A handful of interviews were conducted at the Healthy Lifestyles clinic, with a
parent present. Other interviews were conducted at other locations, including local
libraries and fast food restaurants (it was initially dismaying when parents suggested
meeting at McDonalds or Wendys until it was discovered that parents generally were
not interested in combining a meal and an interview but rather thought of these
locations as common landmarks; generally no food was ordered and the participants
and families left after the interview).
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Questions for the interviews were developed during participant-observation. The
first interview focused generally on expectations for the program and the process
whereby participants found themselves in Healthy Lifestyles. How did they come to be
in Healthy Lifestyles? What did they expect it would be like? What were their goals?
Weight was never mentioned directly until the issue was raised by the participants (as it
always was), but then goal weights and experiences with weight were discussed.
Participants were also asked about their early experiences with the program—what was
hardest? What was easiest? How did they expect their progress to go? Second and third
interviews were largely follow-ups, asking about progress—how much? Was it different
than expected? Was anything getting easier? Was anything getting harder? What
differences were they noticing in their lives from doing the program? When patients
reported having made progress, either by having lost weight or by having reduced their
BMI, the researcher consulted with physicians to confirm. The fourth interview was
more reflective, asking about whether goals had been met (as they were at that time at
the end of formal Healthy Lifestyles participation), how it was different than expected,
what they thought about weight maintenance, etc. Questions about the social and
personal implications of being overweight from the National Growth and Health Study,
conducted from 1988 to 1997, were also included for comparison. Interview guides for
the first and fourth interview are included in Appendix 2. All interviews were semistructured; the guides were designed to establish a rapport and hit on major themes of
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Healthy Lifestyles participation and weight loss, but interviews often ranged to other
topics throughout the course of the conversation. Generally first interviews were the
shortest, with increases in length as participants became more comfortable with the
process. The shortest interview was about 8 minutes, and the longest about 45, with an
average of about 20.
Finally, all interviews were recorded and transcribed. Analysis was conducted
using both coding (via NVivo version 9) and through framework analysis (Ritchie and
Spencer 1994). Preliminary analysis of interviews pulled out major themes; these were
then compared and organized across girls.

2.4 Results and Discussion
Results are presented in several sections. First, the actual success of girls in the
program is discussed. Second, the overall levels of motivation and types of motivation
exhibited by the girls in the sample are discussed. To what extent did they want to lose
weight? Why? How did motivation change? What types of motivation seemed
correlated with success in the program? Finally, aspects of Healthy Lifestyles which
seemed to support healthy motivation are reviewed, as well as protocols which could be
added to Healthy Lifestyles which could have further aided participant motivation. This
study does not represent an evaluation of Healthy Lifestyles; rather, it is an analysis of
issues raised by the non-representative sample of participants.
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2.4.1 Success of Participants in Healthy Lifestyles
On average, the girls in the sample were more successful than the typical
Healthy Lifestyles participant. Of the 27 girls interviewed at least twice (and thus had
the potential of seeing lifestyle change), 15 reduced their BMIs and lost weight by the
end of the program; 8 did neither; one lost weight not from lifestyle change but from a
serious illness, and 3 reduced their BMIs but did not lose weight. Thus, the overall rate
of success (as defined by some positive lifestyle change resulting in lower BMI) was
about 67 percent. It makes sense that the sample might be more successful than average;
girls who are more committed to the program at the outset are more likely to be willing
to speak to a researcher about their experience. Interestingly, however, there was no
relationship between program success and study attrition in girls interviewed more than
once; girls who completed all four interviews were not more likely to have been
successful in Healthy Lifestyles than were girls who only completed two interviews.
This suggests that, once committed to participating in the study, girls were not likely to
drop out due to embarrassment at lack of Healthy Lifestyles success. Alternatively, the
lure of compensation for interviews may have outweighed any discomfort about
speaking about lack of success.
The next question is, can the difference between success and failure be seen in
motivation? Were the girls who failed to reduce their BMIs less motivated than the girls
who did not? The answer is complex and hinges on how to define motivation. All thirty-
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three girls who were interviewed wanted to change their bodies in ways that they saw
as reducing obesity—they wanted to be thinner. A distinction is drawn between wanting
to be thinner and wanting to reduce obesity because the girls themselves were often
confused about what it meant to be obese, as a health matter. That is, though Healthy
Lifestyles described the effects of obesity and defined body mass index, only one or two
of the girls in the sample seemed to understand these explanations, and instead all of the
girls spoke about weight and being skinny or thin. As Erin explained, “I don’t really
know what body mass means, so I mostly think about weight.”
Being skinny does not necessarily mean being healthy, but for girls facing
obesity, being thinner will likely convey some health benefits; thus it could be said that
the desire to be thinner represented some desire to change lifestyle for the better.
Further, this desire counters common narratives in the media that children have no
interest in treatment at all—that their parents must drag them to interventions like
Healthy Lifestyles (e.g., Ward-Begnoche and Speaker 2006). The girls in the study were
interested in changing their bodies. However, it is not clear that the desire to be thinner
necessarily meant a motivation to change lifestyle. All girls wanted to be different, but
not all girls wanted to take the steps to achieve that.
The cases of Nora and Mariah may provide some explication. Nora was excited
about participating in the program; she wanted to feel less self-conscious “at the beach.”
Over the course of the program, however, she turned that desire to be thinner into a
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broader motivation to change her lifestyle; she became excited about eating better,
exercising more, and becoming healthier. For instance, when asked what she looked
forward to in the program, she responded “meeting new people, and, having fun
exercising basically.” Mariah also wanted to lose weight; when asked why she joined the
program, she said “I want to wear a bikini!” But unlike Nora, Mariah was not very
interested in changing her eating and her exercise. She explained that she had not
wanted to join the program, and she fought lifestyle change, particularly those
surrounding eating (“I kind of like food”) and television (“I need tv time! I want tv
time!”). Mariah had a desire to lose weight, but no real motivation to accomplish such a
change. Now, having such a motivation to change lifestyle was not a necessary
precursor to successful lifestyle change; Elizabeth, for instance, while having little
motivation did successfully lower her BMI (and factors that aided her success will be
discussed later in the paper). But lacking motivation certainly made lifestyle change
more difficult, and 12 of the 15 girls who lowered their BMI were able to generate some
interest in the process of lifestyle change. Two questions then arise: 1) what factors
contributed to a lack of motivation among some girls? And 2) what factors contributed
to positive motivation in other girls?

2.4.2 Environmental and Personal Factors Associated with Motivation
There were multiple environmental and personal factors associated with a lack of
motivation, but five in particular seemed closely associated with failure in Healthy
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Lifestyles: lack of family involvement, lack of self-regulation skills, persistent social
weight desires, unrealistic weight loss goals, and competing messages about weight
ideals. The most common circumstance was a lack of family involvement in the
program. Research suggests that parents, children, and households each play a part in
the growth of childhood obesity, and that programs which engage families are more
successful than those which do not (Gable and Lutz 2004; Golan and Crow 2003).
Healthy Lifestyles is designed to promote family involvement; families must attend
appointments with patients, and they are encouraged to modify their lifestyles along
with their children and track their own BMIs. But many families were not involved, and
the children of such families were disproportionately more likely to be uninterested in
the process of lifestyle change and to fail in the attempt. Six of the girls in the sample
faced environments with no family support, and none were motivated in the process or
lowered their BMI. These families took their children to appointments (some
sporadically) but otherwise did not change how they as a family ate or exercised. Renny
is an example. While Renny’s mom did not ignore her daughter’s obesity, and did
encourage her to lose weight, her help was somewhat haphazard. While she started to
reduce the amount of junk food she bought, and asked after interviews whether the
interviewer thought Renny was doing well, she would also forget to take Renny to
appointments and left Renny to devise and prepare her own meals. Renny was
cognizant of a lack of support:
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Interviewer: Do your parents and your family help you to do this?
Renny: Not most of the time, most of the time I do it by myself.
Interviewer: What does that mean, to do it by yourself?
Renny: Like those um, books and magazines with the um, food stuff in it, I try to
go in there and make some myself.
Interviewer: Like figure out what to eat?
Renny: Uh huh
Lack of family involvement thus posed a concrete challenge for girls. About 90
percent of families had at least one parent who was overweight or obese, and all but one
family exhibited unhealthy eating and/or physical activity habits. If families were not
involved, these unhealthy habits persisted and girls generally had little control over
their own diet, making it difficult if not impossible for them to adopt the
recommendations of Healthy Lifestyles. It is also possible that families that did not get
involved may have sent messages to their children that efforts to change lifestyle are not
important; their lack of motivation to lose weight may have spread to their daughters.
Certainly, interest in and excitement for weight loss seemed to spread to children
when parents were more involved. Fifteen of the girls in the study had families who
actively engaged in Healthy Lifestyle—changing how they ate and exercised and
providing encouragement to their children. Of those, 12 completed more than one
interview, 11 reduced their BMI, and 9 displayed a strong motivation for lifestyle
change. Suri is an example of the effect of engaged family involvement; while she was
willing to join the program and wanted to lose weight, she had a hard time getting
motivated to make lifestyle changes (as her mom explained in regards to food: “She
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doesn’t like anything I suggest. When it’s, I’m still hungry, and I say well you can eat
this and this and this, it’s not what I want”). Suri relied on her mother and sister helping
her, and the whole family joined in to change their lifestyles. Her mother changed the
way she cooked, helped Suri choose new foods when they ate out, and joined extra
exercise programs with Suri to keep them going. As her family got more involved, Suri
herself became more excited about making lifestyle changes. Suri and her mom
recognized the importance of family involvement in her success and her motivation to
succeed:
Interviewer: How did you stay motivated to keep going?
Suri, pointing at Mom: Her!
Mom: It wouldn’t have worked had all three of us, the whole family, not got on
board, and done it together. I mean, I can’t do it by myself, so I didn’t expect her
to.

In effect, parents who were motivated helped to model healthy behaviors and
motivation for their children while also changing their food and exercise environments.
Girls who failed to modify their lifestyles also lacked self-regulation skills. There
is a large literature on the importance of self-regulation in children for multiple life
outcomes, including school achievement, social competence, and aggressive behavior
(Blair and Diamond 2008; Eiden, Colder, Edwards, and Leonard 2009; Olson, LopezDuran, Lunkenheimer, Chang, and Sameroff 2011). Closely related to self-control, selfregulation is the process by which children and adults learn to adopt and internalize
social codes of behavior, monitor their own actions and their effects and causes, and
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regulate their emotions (Bandura 1991). One key component of self-regulation is the
ability to delay gratification, and this, in turn, can be an important component of weightcentered lifestyle change—the ability to avoid unhealthy snacking, for instance, can help
in adopting better nutrition. While Healthy Lifestyles offers several eating guidelines
and exercises which may help develop eating and exercise self-regulation (through tips
on monitoring hunger, for instance, and mnemonics about nutrition), the girls who were
more likely to embrace these guidelines, and embrace lifestyle change motivation, were
those who already had self-regulation skills. Of the participants who reduced their BMI,
about 80 percent exhibited self-regulating behaviors apart from those taught by Healthy
Lifestyles, while only about 10 percent of the girls who failed to reduce their BMI had
such skills.
Most commonly, these skills manifested themselves through methods of
avoiding food temptation. For instance, Cara learned to walk away and distract herself
with play when she was hungry. Grace learned to make healthy fruit smoothies to
satisfy cravings for sweets. Several girls counted to 10 or 20 when hungry, to see if they
still wanted food at the end of that period. Other participants used self-regulatory skills
to improve physical activity. Zahara, Nora, and Jamie enlisted friends to run around
during recess or after school. When asked about how they developed these methods,
none of the girls had concrete answers; they had simply thought of these techniques on
their own. This suggests that these girls already had self-regulation skills coming into
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the program but had not previously applied them to nutrition and exercise. Some
support for this comes from other discussions with the girls. Several exhibited more
mature emotional regulation; Aliya, for instance, spoke about hurt from teasing:
Aliya: … people going to be talking about you when you die. So it really doesn’t
mean anything. ‘Cause they all say things, and continue to say things, you know,
they just, they just say things ‘cause they jealous and sometimes they just say
things because their own insecurities.
Chantelle was also quite reflective about her emotions; she recognized that she
had a tendency to direct anger at herself outwards towards her family and was working
on stopping this behavior. Other girls displayed self-regulation skills through their
aspirations; Nora, for example, was working hard at math in the hopes of later having a
career in finance. Such existing skills support research which finds that some selfregulation skills are innate (McCabe, Cunnington, and Brooks-Gunn 2004). It also raises
questions about larger cultures of food; it may be that some of these girls face
environments where food and exercise are not seen as the domain of self-regulation,
suggesting a role for policy.
Persistent social weight desires were also associated with a lack of motivation for
lifestyle change. Upon entering Healthy Lifestyles, girls expressed multiple reasons for
wanting to lose weight or be skinny, and these reasons often shifted over time and even
within particular interviews. Only one factor remained common—“health,” broadly
construed, was not a primary motivator. When prompted, participants would speak
about health, but they did not bring it up as a reason for making lifestyle change or
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getting skinny. Partially, this seems to have been related to confusion about what “being
healthy” means. It may also have been the result of well-studied future discounting and
risk misperception in children; warnings about diabetes and hypertension may have
little salience for pubescent and pre-pubescent girls (Steinberg et al. 2009; Cohn,
Macfarlane, Yanez, and Imai 1995).
So if health did not fuel a desire to lose weight, what did? Three categories of
desires were particularly common across all girls: wanting to fit in (cited by 10), wanting
to reduce teasing (cited by 11), and wanting to express other aspects of personality (cited
by 6). Wanting to fit in meant wanting to have more friends (Zahara: “I kind of want to
make more, like at least 2 more. So like I have like, like a group of friends”) or wanting
to feel more comfortable with friends and acquaintances (Grace: “I want to be the
regular weight as all my friends”). Wanting to reduce teasing was straightforward;
eleven of the girls were teased at school for being overweight and hoped that losing
weight would reduce that teasing. Wanting to express other aspects of their personality
was slightly more complex. Several of the girls talked about wanting to wear different
clothes or shop in different stores or store sections. Sara wanted to shop in the kids’
section instead of the juniors’ section; Mariah did not want to have to shop in the ladies’
section; sisters Tanya and Madison talked about wearing a size medium in Aeropostale;
sisters Rita and Cara talked about being able to wear a larger selection of clothes. They
wanted these things in order to fit in, but also in order to express themselves through
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fashion. Chantelle, for instance, had an image of herself as a thinner person that she
wanted to express:
Chantelle: It feels like I’m in a large box, and it feels like the box is just getting
smaller.
Interviewer: What do you mean?
Chantelle: Like if, like if it’s real small, to a point where I get like smooshed in a
box, then like I guess the little me will pop out, and I’ll just be skinny.
Interviewer: So you feel like it’s almost something that’s already there that you’re
maybe—
Chantelle: Got to work at getting it out.
Such reasons for losing weight are not so different from those reported by adults
in other studies, and research is mixed about whether such social, extrinsic weight loss
desires help or hinder weight loss success (Brink and Ferguson 1998; O’Brien et al. 2007;
Jeffery, Epstein, Wilson, Drewnowski, Stunkard, and Wing 2000). In the sample, the
presence of an extrinsic social desire to lose weight on its own was not related to
program success (it was universal). However, the persistence of such goals without any
development of countervailing intrinsic motivations, often centered on exercise or
physical fitness, did seem to predict less program success and less lifestyle change
motivation. That is, though all girls entered the program with social desires for weight
loss, girls who over the course of the program developed other, non-weight goals were
more likely to be motivated to accomplish lifestyle change. Of the 18 girls who reduced
their BMIs, 13 developed internal motivation and goals. Of the 9 girls who failed to
reduce their BMI, only one had internal motivation.
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The internal motivations which girls developed varied in their specifics, but most
commonly they centered on physical activity goals. Few of the girls in the sample had
been physically active prior to enrolling in Healthy Lifestyles; Elizabeth was a
cheerleader, Aliya danced, and Jenny swam, but for most, exercise, and particularly
group exercise, had fallen to the side as they gained weight. Healthy Lifestyles
encouraged the girls to play more, and provided connections to organized group
activities to improve physical fitness. Two supplementary programs in particular
seemed to help girls develop more internal motivation: Active Teens, a teen gym
program run by medical students, and Girls on the Run, an international program
teaching life skills through running. Fifteen of the girls in the sample participated in one
or another of the programs, and 12 of them were among the group who lost weight.
Through these programs, girls learned about healthy exercise in an environment which
both provided support and which controlled their behavior, minimizing unhealthy
choices. The result, for many, was a growing interest in strength and fitness and
growing physical self-efficacy, which helped fuel their interest in lifestyle change. This
finding supports research on adult weight loss; Teixeira et al. (2006) and others have
reported greater weight loss success when exercise motivation is increased. Jamie talked
about her experiences doing both Active Teens and Girls on the Run, and the
unexpected enjoyment she got from them:
Jamie: I like running now, I never thought I’d like running… I was running like, I
guess I was running, I was trying to get somewhere at school, and our school
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track coach stopped me, and he said why don’t you try out for sprinting? I said
oh, because I didn’t know I would run fast, or fast enough to be on the track
team. He was like, well you can run!
She is now planning on trying out for the track team. Chantelle tried out for
soccer and track; Zahara joined soccer and was going to try out for volleyball; and Aliya
tried out for cheerleading.
On the other side, girls who did not develop any intrinsic motivations seemed
less interested in the process and less successful. Mariah, though enrolled in Active
Teens, never became interested in physical activity (and in fact her mother refused to
sign her up for another season after Mariah “cheated” on the final 5k run). Madison
focused solely on clothing sizes and became more interested in “quick fix” weight loss
advertisements than in lifestyle change. Although the reasons why some adopted
internal motivations and others did not are unclear, it is hypothesized that it may be
connected to other motivation trends. That is, adopting internal motivations seems
connected to an overall orientation towards weight, and that in turn is connected to
family involvement and social messages. All of the girls in the sample were influenced
by some vision of weight loss largely focused on its social implications, but only some of
them were able to balance these desires with more concrete goals. Those who were able
were also more likely to have familial involvement and thus lived in environments
where temptations had been reduced. It is also hypothesized that adopting these
internal motivations helped shift girls in the sample from a future-discounting focus to a
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more immediate focus, which in turn helped motivate them to take steps towards
lifestyle change. The same types of patterns have been seen in motivating youth to
reduce drinking and smoking (Halpern-Felsher, Biehl, and Rubinstein 2003; Jacobs 2003;
Gruber and Zinman 2000; Lantz et al. 2000). Immediate gains seen from exercise or other
small, concrete goals may be more compelling than more ill-defined, long-term goals.
Persistent unrealistic weight loss goals also distinguished those who did not
develop lifestyle change motivation from those who did. Despite Healthy Lifestyles’
focus on BMI rather than weight, twenty-two of the girls in the sample held weight loss
goals upon entering the program. These weight loss goals were often quite large; six
girls wanted to lose over fifty pounds, and the average weight loss goal for the sample
as a whole was 36 pounds. These goals did not seem directly tied to the girls’ starting
weights; Aliya, for instance, wanted to lose at least a hundred pounds, but she weighed
less than two hundred at the study’s outset. When questioned, almost none of the girls
could identify how they had set such outsized weight loss goals, but further
conversations gave some ideas. Madison, for instance, talked about watching the reality
television show The Biggest Loser; Chantelle talked about watching infomercials for
weight loss shakes; Grace mentioned pills and surgery; Allie wanted to try a weight loss
shake recommended by her aunt. In these cases, weight loss goals seemed tied to larger
cultural messages about weight and weight loss.
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On their own, these numerical goals had no association with lifestyle change
motivation or with success in Healthy Lifestyles, and this seems to fit with literature on
adults which suggests a mixed influence of unrealistic weight loss goals on success
(Baldwin, Rothman, and Jeffery 2009; Ohsiek and Williams 2011). Even the size of the
desired weight loss was not predictive; Aliya did quite well in Healthy Lifestyles despite
her outsized goal. Rather, like socially-based goals, the persistence of outsized weight
loss goals was associated with less program motivation and less satisfaction with
progress. Aliya, for instance, moved away from her 100-pound goal within about three
months of beginning the program:
Interviewer: Do you kind of back away from that a little bit?
Aliya: Yeah, ‘cause I imagined myself losing 100 pounds, it wasn’t going to be
pretty. I was going to be really skinny.
Similarly, the seven girls who moved away from their weight loss goals had
larger decreases in their BMI, on average, than did the girls who persisted in large
weight loss goals. For those seven, moving away from these goals did not have to mean
that large weight loss lost its appeal; rather, it often meant that the girls recognized that
such large weight loss might be unachievable, at least in the short term. For example,
Grace and Chantelle, though drawn to quick-fix weight loss programs and their
attendant dramatic personal transformations, still recognized that these programs were
not healthy:
Chantelle: I’ve been watching TV, and how these people saying these shakes
make them lose like 120 pounds, I kind of think they don’t work…
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Grace: … my parents keep telling me that, if you just get surgery to take it off, it’s
just going to come back, if you keep up what you’re doing, if you buy those
medications that don’t work to take off fat, then it just won’t work, the only way
to get rid of it healthily is to eat right and exercise…
This transitioning away from more abstract numerical goals seemed analogous to
moving away from socially oriented goals. It appeared to indicate that the participants
were thinking about lifestyle change in more concrete and achievable ways. For the girls
where large weight loss goals were more “sticky,” there was a greater tendency to
complain about the program and to face a lack of success. Mariah, for instance, kept
mentioning her desire to lose at least 100 pounds throughout the program but never
adopted meaningful behavior change. At the extreme, two girls with “sticky” weight
loss goals indicated interest in pursuing these unhealthy methods of weight loss; in the
most severe case, Tanya revealed a history of bulimic episodes. Both the sample size and
methodology preclude drawing a causal conclusion, but it does suggest that
investigating both weight loss goals and their persistence could be important in helping
to instill and foster healthy lifestyle change motivation.
Finally, for several of the participants, messages about healthy weight loss and
its importance were muted or otherwise buffered by cultural messages emphasizing
body acceptance. These messages were particularly common among the black girls in
the study; they spoke of liking their “curves” (mentioned by 1), wanting “meat on their
bones” (mentioned by 2), and not wanting to be “skinny-skinny” or “that skinny”
(mentioned by 7). The black girls in the sample were also less likely to be teased for their
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weight (6 white girls versus 5 black girls) and less likely to cite wanting to fit in as a
reason for weight loss (57 percent of white girls versus 23 percent of black girls). For
some of the black girls, this more tolerant body environment was associated with greater
body confidence and self-worth; Aliya and Rita, for instance, used these types of beliefs
to buffer themselves against weight-based teasing. As Rita explained, “you can’t let
people push you around, so if you are letting them, then that’s just another confidence
lack.”
But for others, it seems that body-confident attitudes could reduce or inhibit
motivation for lifestyle change; of the ten people who made the body comments given
above, only four succeeded in reducing their BMI. This poses a predicament; research
suggests that self-worth in girls is quite important in promoting healthy behaviors and
wellbeing (De Jong, Sportel, De Hullu, and Nauta 2012). So how could body esteem
seem counterproductive in this sample?
There are several possible mechanisms. For some girls, hearing from friends and
family that they should love their bodies could reduce the importance of adopting
healthier behaviors; if there is nothing wrong with their bodies as-is, why try to change
them? Of course, this is not the message intended by Healthy Lifestyles, and likely is not
the message intended by families, but it may be the message perceived by some girls.
This finding also does not mean that the girls were unaware that weight loss is desirable,
or that they did not want to lose weight. As explained earlier, all of the girls in the
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sample wished to lose weight. But translating that desire into concrete lifestyle change
motivation can be difficult, and competing social messages (or perceived competing
social messages) may hinder such translation.
For some of the girls in the sample, and in particular for some of the black girls in
the sample, multiple levels of influence seemed to be operating. Sisters Madison and
Tanya, for instance, spoke repeatedly about the desire to lose weight and framed such
desire in terms of social messages. Both wanted to wear certain clothes from certain
stores; they were particularly focused on fitting into size “medium” clothes from
Aeropostale, and Tanya spoke of wearing a bikini at the beach. These desires could be
interpreted as reflecting larger societal messages about weight. Models for Aeropostale,
and for other stores mentioned by girls in the sample, are thin and reflect a thin social
ideal. At the same time, the girls in the sample, both white and black, are largely
surrounded by overweight family and friends. While they seem to know that being
thinner is prized by society at large, their lived experience is different. This may make
taking steps towards a healthier lifestyle more difficult.
For others in the sample, the contradiction between body esteem messages and
Healthy Lifestyle progress and motivation seemed driven less by mixed messages and
more by fear. Some of the girls in the sample expressed positive body beliefs at early
interviews and later revealed fears they had harbored about never losing weight. Grace,
for instance, repeated multiple times that “everybody is pretty in their own way” while
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also revealing that she had feared she would never lose weight. The statements need not
necessarily be related, but it was striking how they appeared. For some of the girls,
expressing positive body image views may be a way of reassuring themselves that if
they are not successful in efforts to change their lifestyle, everything will still be okay. In
such a case, expressing body esteem may not causally relate to lower success but instead
reflect larger concerns about achieving weight loss. Most of the girls in the sample had
seen family members try and fail to lose weight in the past; several of the girls in the
sample had tried and failed themselves. Renny, for instance, expressed frustration with
past efforts where, she said, she had exercised but not lost weight. On the other hand,
such fears could themselves inhibit lifestyle change motivation, if they keep girls from
fully committing to the program. Further investigation into these fears and their effects
on motivation is called for.
In summary, several factors appeared in the sample to be correlated with a lack
of lifestyle change motivation, including lack of familial involvement, lack of selfregulation skills, persistent socially based weight loss desires, persistent weight loss
goals, and contradictory weight messages. All of the girls in the sample who failed to
reduce their BMI faced at least one of these factors, but in most cases, multiple “risk
factors” were present. In some ways, then, these factors can be seen as reflecting a
particular weight environment or weight conception, one which may impede effective
weight change. This weight environment is characterized by a focus on large, long-
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range, and external goals without a complimentary focus on short-term change. It
defines lifestyle change in terms of social outcomes, rather than health or physical ones,
and in terms of individual endeavors, rather than family or community ones. It is
impossible from this study to determine if this environment necessarily results in
lifestyle change failure, but these factors bear further scrutiny by researchers and
healthcare providers, in order to see how they may impede progress and how
interventions may circumvent them.

2.4.3 Healthy Lifestyles Protocols Sustaining Motivation
Of course, simply having the motivation to change one’s lifestyle may not be
enough; sustaining it in an environment filled with temptations may also prove difficult.
In this study, intervention protocols were also examined, to see which aspects might
help sustain lifestyle change motivation over time. Several aspects of Healthy Lifestyles
seemed to help sustain motivation, when already present; other factors mentioned by
the girls in the study could also aid in keeping girls engaged and could potentially be
added to Healthy Lifestyles or similar programs. In the former category are nutritional
information, incentives, lack of physician judgment, and child autonomy. In the latter
category are additional appointments or support services and information about the
progression of weight loss.
Supporting other research which suggests that teaching nutrition at the family
level may help reduce obesity, instruction given to the family on healthy foods and
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portion sizes was also found to have helped keep girls in the sample more interested in
lifestyle change (Koblinsky, Gurthrie, and Lynch 1992; Brownell and Kaye 1982; Shin,
Lee, and Lee 2004). On a practical level, having such nutritional knowledge seemed to
allow families to make healthier choices and thus see more progress, keeping them
interested in continuing in the program. On a psychological level, having more
nutritional knowledge seemed to help some girls feel more in control of their lifestyle,
increasing self-efficacy and promoting more lifestyle change.
Coming in to the program, many families lacked a basic level of nutritional
knowledge; although there was no direct questioning of families, at least six did not
understand basic nutritional concepts or had little to no cooking skills. Seventeen of the
families in the study were composed of a single working parent; even where there were
two parents, both worked, meaning that time for home cooked meals for these families
was at a premium. For girls who came in to the program with a determination to
change, the nutritional knowledge provided helped give them the tools to make such
change as well as an interest in the mechanics of healthy eating. Such enthusiasm can be
seen in Helen’s descriptions of healthy eating and a meal she had planned:
Interviewer: Is it hard to eat healthy?
Helen: No, you just have to choose the right things for your body. Like grapes,
broccoli, bananas, apples, uh, lettuce.
Helen: … we got broccoli in the freezer and we’re going to put some of that, well
the broccoli in this, what was the name of the thing? [to mom]
Mom: It’s a tater tot casserole.
Helen: It has cheez whiz in it and I don’t think that’s healthy.
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Interviewer: But it has broccoli, that’s good.
Helen: That’s the vegetable, protein is the…I know the starch is the cheese and
the, is the protein the taters? Or the starch? It was the taters. Taters are starch,
cheez whiz is starch, what else did we put in there?
Mom: You don’t remember?
Helen: Uh uh
Mom: Ground turkey.
Helen: Ground turkey.
Interviewer: So that’s your protein?
Helen: Oh yeah! So, oh and she had one of those um, food wheels, like what you
gave me, what you guys gave me. I didn’t tell her that yet, but I’m going to tell
her.
While Helen’s nutritional knowledge was still incomplete, her interest in it
seemed genuine. She seemed to feel empowered by nutritional knowledge to keep
trying to change her lifestyle. In contrast, girls without such initial lifestyle motivation
seemed to gain little motivational boost from nutrition education. For one, because
meeting with a dietician at Healthy Lifestyles is optional (though highly recommended),
some less motivated girls did not meet with them at all. Others met with the dietician
but were more heavily influenced by dietary advice from friends and family, or from
television (as has long been documented—see McBean and Speckmann 1974). For
example, Allie was heavily influenced by members of her extended family who
advocated fad diets:
Allie: … my aunt, some girl made up this smoothie, if you drink it, you have this
special powder you put in, and it takes all away the sugar, the fat, and anything
and if you don’t eat nothing else, for the rest of the day, you will burn, I mean
lose, 20 pounds. But that’s like if you make a big glass. Like a small glass would
be like 5 pounds.
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In such cases, parents often similarly lacked motivation and knowledge. One
participant’s mother proudly talked about changing how she was cooking:
Mom: Sweet potato pie is good for you, right? I’m trying to not make brownies
as much, instead of use the white sugar, use the brown sugar…
For these families, lack of nutritional knowledge seemed to be part of an overall
lack of motivation for change, which even providing such knowledge could not
overcome.
Incentives were another source of motivation “boost” for girls committed to the
program. Healthy Lifestyles is quite generous in providing “prizes” (supplied by
sponsors and the practitioners themselves) to kids for meeting with the doctors; at the
end of each check-up, they get to pick a ball or a water bottle or something similar to
take home. The prizes were lauded by all the subjects, from age 9 to age 13, although the
oldest were a little embarrassed to admit how much they liked them. Aliya even named
the incentives as her favorite part of the program, and Cara listed getting a prize for
progress as a major goal. As with nutritional education, these incentives did not seem to
create motivation—no girl in the study who did not have familial involvement, selfregulation skills, or healthy weight goals succeeded in lifestyle change, with or without
prizes—but they did seem to help girls be more excited about the program, and
particularly be more excited about appointments with the doctors. These check-ins can
be quite important; they allow the doctors to monitor progress and make new
recommendations. By using the incentives to create excitement about attending
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appointments, then, Healthy Lifestyles helps encourage behavior which itself
encourages lifestyle change. This fits in with existing literature which suggests that
though incentives may not produce results, they can be effective at motivating the
means which then lead to results (e.g., Shah, Higgins, & Friedman 1998). Programs such
as Healthy Lifestyles should consider whether expanding the use of incentives could be
effective in other arenas as well. For committed families, offering incentives to meet with
dieticians could be helpful, for instance, in making sure they gain nutritional
knowledge, and in turn have more success in lifestyle change.
As mentioned, part of the reason that incentives boost motivation in Healthy
Lifestyles is by offering positive rewards for the means of success. This type of positive
orientation is characteristic of Healthy Lifestyles’ mission. The practitioners in Healthy
Lifestyles are instructed in motivational interviewing techniques which emphasize
nonjudgmental attitudes and patient autonomy in treatment. In turn, these attitudes and
the self-efficacy which is encouraged by patient autonomy seem to sustain lifestyle
motivation when already present. Previous research suggests practitioner attitudes can
have an impact on patient satisfaction and success (Nadelson and Notman 2002;
Brownell and Puhl 2003; Erickson, Gerstle, and Feldstein 2005). For the girls in the
sample, feeling a lack of judgment by doctors and control over the process of lifestyle
change increased their interest in the program and in lifestyle change itself. This was
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particularly true for the five girls who had previously had negative experiences with
physicians. Vicky, 11, put it this way:
Interviewer: Um, what do you think is the most helpful stuff that they do in the
program?
Vicky: Helpful? Being able to get to know people you’re going to work with. I
mean, the lady that I talked to in the beginning, it seems like they’re like a family
here, ‘cause they sounded really encouraging and stuff, but um, I felt like, I
would’ve loved to talk, not just about me, but somewhat a little bit about her,
‘cause if we’re going to be working with her, especially about something so
sensitive about your looks and your weight, you would want to know a little bit
more about the person, or at least talk to them, like I said earlier, one on one, talk
to them, maybe ‘cause, it really I don’t know if they know this, it really does, um,
to some of the people I’ve talked about who are in this program, it really did, you
feel weird, when you come to talk to somebody about your weight, and you feel
like they’re trying to change or judge you, and you don’t even know them, that
just feels…
Two other girls spoke of “taking a chance” with the program, or enjoying the fact
that “the [doctors] are nice, and they don’t push us to answer any questions we don’t
want to answer.” These attitudes, in turn, seemed to encourage the girls to open up to
physicians about their struggles with weight, helping physicians give them better
treatment. Openness between patient and physician also helped foster new motivations
in some of the girls in the sample. For these girls, trusting the staff at Healthy Lifestyles
also meant wanting to please them by lifestyle change success.
Interviewer: Do you have particular goals for like the next time you go see the
doctors?
Sarda: To tell me that…like the way I was acting before, it has changed. I mean
even though I’ve been in the doctor recently, like it still has changed, like my, the
way they see me and the growth. [Emphasis added]
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Similarly, allowing children to have more control over the process of lifestyle
change also seemed to shift motivation. Self-efficacy theory suggests greater feelings of
empowerment and control may increase success in lifestyle change, and some research
bears this out (Warziski, Sereika, Styn, Musik, and Burke 2008). In the sample, having
the power to choose what elements of lifestyle change to pursue came as a welcome
surprise to many girls. Three girls explicitly mentioned that they had expected to simply
be told what to do; as Grace, 9, said,
“I just thought I would go there, they would tell me what to do, and then I’d
leave.” They evoked images of drill instructors, giving them commands about what to
eat and how to work out. While these images were not something the girls feared, they
nevertheless seemed to relish the idea of making choices for themselves, and it seemed
to keep them more interested in the process of lifestyle change. Sara, 11, commented: “I
liked it how they gave me um advice on how to like not just like tell me to go do it and
they would kind of like help me with it and stuff like that.” As before, however, this
motivation boost seemed only to have an effect for girls already motivated.
These protocols—nutritional information, incentives, nonjudgmental physician
attitudes and patient autonomy—were aspects of Healthy Lifestyles which seemed to
work to boost existing motivation, helping committed patients make healthy changes
and stick with the program throughout the year. But several girls in the study also
pointed to aspects which did not work, or could have worked better. First among these
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was the need for additional services. As previously mentioned, Healthy Lifestyles does
provide access and connections to other programs, including Active Teens, Girls on the
Run, and summer camps. But for some girls, this was not enough, and this lack was felt
evenly across girls who were successful and those who were not. Eleven girls, six of
whom had strong lifestyle change motivation, spoke about needing more aid,
particularly during the summer. The practitioners at Healthy Lifestyles reported that
girls lost ground when they were out of school, and this finding has been supported in
other research as well (see Gillis, McDowell, and Bar-Or 2005). Girls with lifestyle
change motivation were able to overcome these setbacks once school was back in
session, while girls without such motivation simply fell farther behind. But it would
behoove programs to seek ways to avert these setbacks in the first place.
The reasons for weight gain in the summer seemed to be largely tied to
economics and structure. In the sample, only a couple of the girls had access to formal
summer camps, for financial reasons; others spent the summer being shuffled from
relative to relative for care. Without the structure of school or afterschool programs, they
spent much of their time idle, watching television, playing video games, and eating. As
Cara explained, it is harder in the summer “ ‘cause you’re at home all day, but when I’m
in school, I’ll be in my classes all day, so I won’t have to think about food, I’ll just have
to think about learning.” Perhaps this could be another argument for year-round
schools; if children lose ground both academically and in health over the summer,
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perhaps eliminating summer breaks is a possible solution. Until such time, perhaps
making greater efforts to make structured summer programs accessible to low-income
children could be helpful. Throughout the year, more appointments could also be useful
for helping keep girls accountable and motivated. Again, a couple girls spoke of wishing
for more appointments; several went six weeks or two months between check-ins
because of the busy schedule of Healthy Lifestyles practitioners. For these girls, it may
be that more frequent appointments would be better. If organizational resources cannot
support that (as Healthy Lifestyles is already overburdened), perhaps creating forums
for girls to meet outside of the clinic could be helpful, perhaps with facilitation by
medical students. Other programs focused on providing social support and healthy
control have reported positive results (e.g., Wing and Jeffery 1999; Jeffery, Epstein,
Wilson, Drewnowski, Stunkard, and Wing 2000).
Such social support and control could take other forms as well. In addition to
more frequent appointments or additional programs, the girls in the sample may also
have benefited more information about the likely physical progression of weight loss. As
mentioned, girls come into the program focused on weight and rapid weight loss. For
some, this led to disappointment when weight loss was not quick or was uneven, as was
the case for 10 of the 15 girls who did reduce their BMIs. Research has documented that
weight fluctuations are common within treatment and do not mean that lifestyle change
is ineffective (Braet, Tanghe, De Bode, Franckx, and Van Winckel 2003; Rogovik,
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Chanoine, and Goldman 2010). But for the girls in the study, with their expectations of
quick weight loss, this weight re-gain was often upsetting and could lead to decreases in
motivation. After a summer setback, Aliya commented “It was um uncomfortable a little
bit because first I was doing so well, and then it just stopped, and I started, you know,
eating more than I usually do. So… it was, one minute I’m like losing more than gaining,
and then I started gaining, so it was kind of freaking me out a little bit.” Other girls
reported similar feelings as well as shame and embarrassment, as documented by some
research into self-worth and weight loss (Cameron 1999).
Aliya overcame these feelings thanks to her dedication to lifestyle change, her
family support system, and her own self-worth, as did Suri and Cara, but some girls
were more persistently dispirited. Rita, for instance, re-prioritized away from lifestyle
change after her summer setback; she still reduced her BMI overall in Healthy Lifestyles,
but she decided to put less focus on it. And for girls without initial lifestyle motivation,
early setbacks were almost always permanent; only Elizabeth still reduced her BMI after
early disappointment, due almost entirely to her family’s commitment to the program. It
is still unclear whether anything could avert early weight fluctuations or
disappointment with such fluctuations, but as a first step towards investigating the
issue, health practitioners may want to provide more information about common
courses of weight loss to patients, to prepare them for what may come.
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Overall, the girls in the study were happy with Healthy Lifestyles. They felt that
it was, at worst, a neutral environment and at best, a welcoming environment for them
to pursue lifestyle change. Several aspects of the Healthy Lifestyles program helped
foster positive feelings, including nutritional information, incentives, nonjudgmental
attitudes, and patient autonomy. Each of these aspects helped girls who had committed
to lifestyle change increase their self-efficacy, reduce fears of stigma, and get excited
about attending appointments. On the other side, there were aspects of the program that
girls felt were lacking. They desired more support, particularly during the summer, and
they seemed to need more information about how weight loss would progress, in order
to buffer them against unexpected disappointments. These are protocols which could be
incorporated or strengthened in existing programs.

2.5 Theoretical Context
The results presented suggest possible avenues through which obesity programs
may sustain healthy patient motivation. They also suggest personal and environmental
factors which may improve odds of success at onset. For policy researchers, then, the
next steps may be to quantitatively test these hypotheses and determine the strength of
associations between psychological and personal characteristics and program outcome.
But first, it may be helpful to place the results within a theoretical framework. While the
results themselves provide clues to improving program success, understanding the
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mechanisms through which motivation operates may provide more information for
designing more effective programs and for improving child wellbeing.
The findings detailed above can be interpreted through multiple theoretical
lenses, including social control theory and identity theory. However, the best theory for
providing an overarching framework through which to interpret these findings appears
to be self-regulation. As previously mentioned, self-regulation is a concept related to
self-control. It posits that individual behavior can be explained through goal orientation
and reactivity (Carver and Scheier 2001). Individuals choose actions which they believe
will lead to desired results, both in long-term and short-term planning. They monitor
their behavior to see that it conforms to their plan and that the actions taken have the
expected results and they motivate themselves to move along the steps they create
towards their goal. Actions thus are viewed to be self-directed, but the responses of
others are also crucial. Individuals monitor how those around them respond to them
and their actions and incorporate these reactions into their own standards of behavior
(Bandura 1991). The theory itself is quite complex, but Figure 28 encapsulates some of
the major components.
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Figure 28: Self-Regulation Theory

Self-regulation can be seen, then, as a dynamic system, with feedback loops at
multiple levels. Engagement with a goal is the first step. Several factors affect both the
setting of a goal and the level of engagement with it, including personal and social
environments (which help determine what goals are seen as desirable and how they are
pursued), self-efficacy (or the extent to which individuals believe they are capable of
achieving their goals), self-will, and the results from previous efforts (Baumeister and
Vohs 2007). Once an individual has engaged with a goal, self-regulation suggests three
important components of trying to achieve said goal: self-monitoring (which includes
noting the duration of goal-related activity and its intensity), self-reinforcement
(emphasizing the importance and desirability of the goal), and self-evaluation
(determining goal achievement is progressing) (Kanfer 1970). Personal and social
environments also impact this step, as individuals will evaluate themselves and their
progress in relationship to the models of people around them. Based on this evaluation,
monitoring, and reinforcement, in turn, actions taken towards the goal may be
modulated until a result is achieved. Finally, this result itself will be incorporated into
future goal engagement (Bandura 1991).
Research suggests self-regulation and its development may impact a host of
psychological, behavioral, and even economic outcomes, and such results may even be
traced from self-regulation at the earliest ages (Vohs and Baumeister 2011). Although
self-regulation has not been as extensively studied in regards to obesity as it has been in
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other areas, some research suggests that early development of self-regulation skills may
predict lower risk of childhood obesity (Graziano, Calkins, and Keane 2010). The results
from this study support this finding and self-regulation theory may help explicate some
of the results. Many of the factors which seemed to be associated with or sustain lifestyle
change motivation can be understood through a self-regulation framework.
The importance of family involvement can be directly connected to the role of
peers, family, and environment in goal engagement and self-evaluation. Through
modeling and social control families help girls establish new guides for healthy behavior
and help motivate that behavior through sanctions and incentives. Self-regulations skills
help with self-reinforcement and goal setting—without the ability to translate larger
goals into smaller steps, success in Healthy Lifestyles becomes less likely. The effect of
persistent social weight desires and unrealistic weight goals is, on the face of it, more
difficult to interpret through self-regulation, but some literature on goal disengagement
and goal re-engagement provides insight. Research on the development of selfregulation suggests that disengaging from unrealistic goals and re-engaging with
alternative, more achievable goals may be a key part of personal growth and may even
increase subjective wellbeing (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, Schutz, and Carver 2003; Wrosch,
Miller, Scheier, and de Pontet 2007). Girls in the program, then, came into Healthy
Lifestyles with unrealistic goals and had to disengage from these goals when, through
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self-evaluation, they saw themselves unable to meet it. They had to then re-engage with
healthier goals in order to progress.
Further, the development of physical activity goals seemed to increase selfefficacy as girls realized they had greater control over their bodies and its abilities.
Jamie’s example of the track coach recruiting her for the team is a great instance of this;
Jamie came to realize that she had more talent and ability than she knew. This selfefficacy can then help in the self-regulation and attainment of lifestyle change goals.
Finally, competing social messages could make the establishment of healthy goals more
difficult, by creating conflict on appropriate standards of behavior and appropriate goals
between different social referents. Girls may hear one message about desired lifestyle
from doctors, and others from friends and family.
Similarly, factors which seemed to sustain healthy lifestyle change motivation
can be understood through the self-regulation lens. The incentives provided by the
program helped with self-reinforcement. Patient autonomy may help foster self-efficacy;
the ability to direct the course of treatment helps give girls control over their lives and
develops personal health behavior attribution. Research suggests such autonomy also
increases life satisfaction and wellbeing in conjunction with self-regulation skills
(Senecal, Nouwen, and White 2000). Nutritional information could help self-regulation
in a few ways. First, by providing information to the girls themselves, it could increase
their self-efficacy in the choosing of healthy foods (AbuSabha and Achterberg 1997;
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Anderson, Winett, Wojcik, Winett, and Bowden 2001). Second, by providing information
to the parents it could help change the standards of eating behavior adopted by the girls.
Finally, research suggests that self-compassion, of which nonjudgmental attitudes are an
important part, may be associated with improved self-regulation skills, particularly in
regards to behavior change (Kelly, Zuroff, Foa, and Gilbert 2010). To the extent that
nonjudgmental attitudes on the part of physicians encourage patients to be more
compassionate towards themselves, it may increase the ability of girls to visualize and
implement healthy lifestyle change.
The obstacles faced by girls can also be interpreted through self-regulation
mechanisms. Temptation, in particular, in the form of unhealthy foods or sedentary
activities, could challenge self-reinforcement and self-will, disrupting goal engagement
and goal progression. Girls in different environments also faced different challenges
which could all disrupt self-regulation. In poorer households, the lack of access to
healthy models of weight behavior made engaging with healthy goals more difficult, as
well as lowering self-efficacy and reducing positive models for self-evaluation. In more
affluent households, access to health resources (summer programs, organized sports,
etc.) would aid in goal engagement and follow-through, but also provided a myriad of
distractions to challenge self-will. Vicky, for instance, spoke of the difficulty in finding
time for healthy meals when she was busy acting in a play, working on her schoolwork,
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and attending church activities. Prioritizing healthy weight behavior in this context was
hard for her.
Policy researchers and policymakers could thus use self-regulation theory as a
prism through which to consider the challenges faced by children trying to lose weight,
as well as use self-regulation theory to change or improve program protocols. Questions
on the part of physicians could help determine the goals of patients upon intake as well
as their food, activity, and social environment. Unrealistic goals could be a sign of
needed goal disengagement, and physicians could help pave the way for that through
information about reasonable weight loss. Information on environment could help
physicians discuss healthy modeling and social control with parents and help physicians
introduce clear messages about weight. Instruction on self-regulation skills, as applied to
food and activity, could also help with self-reinforcement. Program protocols could also
be changed to address food and exercise self-efficacy. In short, the mechanisms of selfregulation could be directly targeted to improve program outcomes. These proposals
would need to be quantitatively tested, of course, but the research presented here
suggests it could be an important policy and program avenue to pursue.
Of course, not all of the results of this study are perfect fits to self-regulation, but
together they do suggest an important theoretical thread running through successful
lifestyle change. Adopting healthier behaviors can be thought of as a long-term goal, one
which is accomplished through short-term behavior change such as healthier eating and
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exercise. Self-regulation is one method through which the decision to adopt such a goal
and the accomplishment of it can be understood. For policymakers and healthcare
providers, the problem with programs such as Healthy Lifestyles is often one of getting
children to engage with and participate in lifestyle change. Through self-regulation
theory, new ways of motivating children can be devised and new programs created.
Self-regulation also encourages researchers and practitioners to think about the
treatment of health within the overall context of child development and to connect
emotional and behavioral development with physical and health development,
improving overall child wellbeing.

2.6 Conclusion
In this paper the experiences of a group of 9 to 13 year old girls participating in
the Healthy Lifestyles Program were examined. Through longitudinal in-depth
interviews, the girls’ experiences in the program were probed, as well as their feelings
towards weight and weight loss more broadly. The purpose of this investigation is not
to identify causal factors responsible for weight loss success but rather to examine
factors which are associated with motivation for lifestyle change. Motivating
individuals, both adults and children, to change their eating and their exercise is an
important part of any public policy strategy to combat obesity, but direct investigations
of motivations and the interaction between weight loss programs and motivation are
few (Dixon, Laurie, Anderson, Hayden, Dixon, and O’Brien 2009). Even when
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investigations of motivation exist, they often study motivation in limited, static forms
(Crane, Tate, Finkelstein, and Linnan 2012). The contribution here is to examine
motivation through the voices of girls in the program as they contemporaneously
experience lifestyle change.
The results highlight the gap between a desire to lose weight and motivation to
change lifestyle. Success among the sample in Healthy Lifestyles was associated with
translating the desire to lose weight felt by all of the girls into a more concrete
willingness to change eating and physical activity patterns. In other words, though a
desire to change her body was universal, a willingness to take steps to do so healthily
was not. In turn, healthy motivation in the sample was associated with more family
involvement, more self-regulation skills, less persistent social weight desires, more
realistic weight goals, and fewer conflicting messages about weight. Some of these
factors are intuitively logical. More family involvement facilitates making healthy
choices; changing food and exercise environments at the home normalizes lifestyle
change. Similarly, greater self-regulation skills make avoiding food temptations and
changing habits easier and, it seemed more enjoyable. Girls with greater self-regulation
skills seemed able to find the fun and satisfaction in healthy activity, particularly
physical activity, and thus to translate lifestyle modification into a self-motivating
endeavor.
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Other factors are not always so straightforward. In the sample, social weight
goals, as with the desire to lose weight in the first place, were also universal. But
persistent social desires were associated with less motivation to change lifestyle.
Successful participants developed other, more concrete goals, often related to physical
activity, over the course of Healthy Lifestyles. The mechanisms whereby social desires
could influence motivation are as yet unclear; it may be that immediate, concrete gains
are more motivational than more amorphous, long-term social desires. More research on
this point is needed. Persistent unrealistic weight goals may also function in a similar
manner, reflecting a less concrete and immediate understanding of lifestyle change. The
role of conflicting weight ideals is also complex. In the sample, living in an environment
that emphasized body esteem seemed to have positive effects on self-worth, but in some
girls was also associated with lower lifestyle change motivation. Numerous hypotheses
about this result could be generated; at a minimum, investigating how to send positive
messages about the body while also emphasizing the need for health may help improve
interventions.
For girls with positive lifestyle change motivation, several factors were also
associated with support for that motivation. These factors seemed to function mostly as
temporal bolsters; they could not replace having some basic level of motivation to
change lifestyle, but they helped support patients with such motivations when times
were tough. Nutritional information, incentives, non-judgmental physician attitudes and
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child autonomy all helped girls in the sample stay interested in the process of weight
loss and continue to attend appointments. They created or supported feelings of selfefficacy and incentivized positive behaviors. Other such temporal bolsters could also be
incorporated into the program, including greater support services, particularly during
the summer, and more information on the expected course of weight loss to reduce
patient anxiety. Again, these do not replace motivation, but they may help improve
results and patient satisfaction.
These results, in turn, can be theoretically interpreted through multiple lenses,
but a self-regulation framework appears to fit best. Identified factors can be broadly seen
to support common mechanisms of self-regulation, including self-efficacy and
incentives/sanctions, or seem to support the adoption of healthy behavioral standards.
Within this context, then, it could make sense to investigate how other self-regulatory
programs in other domains could be adapted to lifestyle change or how existing
programs with the aim of improving self-regulation skills could have spillover effects to
health behaviors. There are several other next steps to take in this research. By defining
common motivations and explicating some of the language used by girls in weight loss
programs, it will be easier to quantitatively test the associations between these
motivations and success at lifestyle change. Further, through experimental and survey
research it may be possible to more precisely estimate the impact of program protocols
on participant motivation and lifestyle change. There is also more work to be done
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qualitatively. Girls aged 9 to 13 are only one segment of the population affected by
obesity. More research on the motivations of boys in programs, as well as of different
age groups, could highlight similarities and differences in participant needs and desires.
Finally, a logical next step would be to see whether programs themselves can instill
lifestyle change motivation. The successful girls in the sample came to the program with
a willingness to change, but could a willingness to change, a concrete lifestyle change
motivation, be instilled? The study of motivation, weight, and children is a deep one,
with many more fruitful areas to explore.
Finally, if there is an overall message to be taken from these findings, it is that
children may be partners in efforts to improve their health and wellbeing. While not all
of the girls in the sample were motivated to change their lifestyle, about two-thirds of
them were. These girls were engaged in the process of changing eating and exercise and
thoughtful about the challenges and their experiences. They enjoyed Healthy Lifestyles
and thought they had benefited from participations in it. In other words, motivation to
change existed. While parental involvement was important, and perhaps even crucial,
for the successful girls in the sample it was not simply a case of being “forced” to
participate in Healthy Lifestyles. This finding is encouraging to policymakers and to
health care practitioners. It means that pursuing these types of voluntary, relatively lowimpact interventions is not fruitless. It means that programs may be partnerships, and
that children can be brought to change their lifestyles out of their own desires.
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3. Body Mass Index and Self-Worth in Girls
3.1 Introduction
With around one-third of children in the U.S. either overweight or obese,
childhood obesity is a pressing public policy problem, with implications for both
physical and psychological health including higher rates of diabetes, hypertension,
asthma, sleep apnea, and cardiovascular disease as well as less emotional stability, lower
educational attainment, and poorer economic outcomes (Must & Strauss 1999; Ebbeling,
Pawlak, Ludwig 2002; Trzesniewski et al. 2006). The potential connection between
obesity and self-worth, in particular, may greatly increase the cost of obesity through
diminished life satisfaction over the life course. However, quantitative research on selfworth and obesity is thin, with few studies looking at the long-term connection between
self-worth and body mass in children. Where studies have been conducted, the findings
have been mixed, with some research connecting early obesity to negative self-worth
trajectories and others establishing no such link (Franklin, Denyer, Steinbeck, Caterson,
& Hill 2006; Flodmark 2005).
This study aims to address the inconsistency of previous findings through
quantitative examination of self-worth and body mass in a longitudinal sample of young
women. Two questions in particular are addressed. First, does a significant association
between self-worth and obesity exist cross-sectionally in a sample of young women?
Second, if such an association does exist, does it have predictive power longitudinally?
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That is, do early levels of self-worth predict later levels of body mass or vice-versa? Such
a predictive relationship could be very important for public policy; early self-worth or
early body mass could be used as warning signs for negative outcomes later in life and
open up possibilities for testing early interventions to improve child well-being.
Analysis is conducted using the National Growth and Health Study (NGHS).
This longitudinal study (1988-1997) was designed to examine correlates of obesity in
black and white girls. To that end, a rich and deep dataset, including independently
measured height and weight as well as psychological and behavioral measures, was
constructed following a single cohort of 9 year old girls for 10 years. For this paper, these
data are examined both cross-sectionally and longitudinally through multivariate
regression. Analysis focuses on self-worth and variations in self-worth and body mass
over time and across subsamples. Moderators and mediators of the relationship between
self-worth and body mass are also examined.
Results suggest that a significant relationship between self-worth and body mass
does exist, such that lower self-worth is associated with higher body mass. Crosssectionally and across the whole sample, the effect is quite large, about 60 percent the
size of the association between race and self-worth. The effect persists at all age groups
and across both white and black subjects. Longitudinally, self-worth at age 9 has no
power to predict body mass at age 17 or body mass changes from age 9 to age 17.
However, body mass at age 9 does predict lower self-worth at age 17 and negative self-
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worth changes from age 9 to age 17. Low self-worth should therefore be seen as an
important co-morbidity of childhood obesity with long-term implications to child wellbeing.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 3.2 discusses theoretical models for selfworth and obesity and the results of previous literature. Section 3.3 describes the
National Growth and Health Study, the data source for this study, as well as the
analytical methods. Section 3.4 presents results and discussion. The paper concludes in
Section 3.5.

3.2 Model and Previous Literature
The role of self-worth in child development has been extensively studied.
Further, in the past two decades more attention has been paid to the interaction of body
mass and self-worth in children and adults. Despite such study, however, significant
questions remain about how the development of obesity affects or is affected by the
development of self-worth in children.
Within the framework of social-psychology, self-worth is seen as an important
component of well-being (Scheier and Carver 1985). It encompasses beliefs about the self
(one’s abilities, for instance) as well as emotional responses to self-evaluation (e.g.,
positive feelings when one succeeds at a task). Thus, having a high self-worth, defined
as positive views and feelings about the self, may contribute to overall happiness and
life satisfaction. Empirical studies have found strong associations between overall life
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satisfaction and domain-specific life satisfaction and high self-worth (Erdogan, Bauer,
Truxillo, & Mansfield 2012; Diener & Diener 2009).
Developmentally, self-worth is theorized to come about through interactions and
experiences between the self and others (Covington 1984). At the earliest ages,
interactions with parents are the dominant influences on self-worth. For instance,
studies have found that family environments characterized by high control and low
cohesion inhibit the growth of self-worth (Oliver & Paull 1995). As children age, selfworth is more influenced by peers and social contexts (Rosenberg 1989).
Certain developmental patterns have also been observed across the lifespan. In
some respects, self-worth seems quite stable; having a high self-worth at one point in
time is associated with having high self-worth at other points (Robins & Trzesniewski
2005). However, self-worth development is also characterized by change; most children
have relatively high self-worth, followed by a decline (particularly pronounced for girls)
during adolescence. For most individuals, self-worth then rises during adulthood, before
falling again in late old age (Robins & Trzesniewski 2005). These developmental
trajectories, as yet still poorly understood, suggest changing influences over time as well
as the potential for bio-psychological interactions.
Understanding these trajectories is a priority for many because of the correlates
of low self-worth in children and in adults. Psychologically, low self-worth is associated
with higher rates of depression (Renouf & Harter 1990). This depression, in turn, is
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associated with negative psychological, behavioral, physical, and economic outcomes
(Renouf & Harter 1990). While it is difficult to disentangle causality between self-worth,
depression, and other outcomes, longitudinal mediational analyses have suggested that
low self-worth may account for negative outcomes over and above the effect of
depression. More specifically, low self-worth in adolescents has been associated with
higher rates of criminal behavior, poorer mental and physical health, and poorer
economic prospects in adulthood (Trzesniewski et al. 2006). The mechanisms for these
effects are still being investigated and are likely to be varied. For instance, some research
finds that children with low self-worth are less open to new experiences, less resilient,
and more likely to be victimized by peers, potentially contributing to poorer mental and
physical health as well as other outcomes (Egan & Perry 1998; Davey, Eaker & Walters
2003). Further, the relationship between self-worth and other outcomes may be selfentrenching and cyclical, as poor outcomes such as victimization are themselves
associated with lowered self-worth (Egan & Perry 1998). In some cases, then, the
development of low self-worth may create and perpetuate cycles of poor socialization,
criminality, and poor health.
With the rise in obesity in the last several decades, the possibility of selfperpetuating cycles of obesity and low self-worth has garnered particular attention.
Thus far, studies have had mixed results about whether the relationship between obesity
and self-worth should be a policy concern; Table 17 summarizes the previous literature.
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Table 17: Self-Worth and BMI Previous Literature

Cite

Sample

Age Range
and Sex

Method

Braet, Mervielde, &
Vandereycken 1997

2813 Australian
schoolchildren in years 5 and
6
289 Flemish children,
combined clinical and
nonclinical

Young-Hyman et al.
2003
Kaplan and Wadden
1986

117 overweight to very obese
African American children
2020 African American
Philadelphia schoolchildren

5-10; boys
and girls
9-19; boys
and girls

Flodmark 2005

Comparison of multiple
samples

9-18; boys
and girls

Cross-Section

Strauss 2000

1520 children born to mothers
in NLSY

9-10; boys
and girls

Longitudinal: 4
year follow-up

Franklin et al. 2006

9-13; boys
and girls

Cross-Section

9-12, boys
and girls

Cross-Section
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Cross-Section
Cross-Section

Result
Negative association between
obesity and perceived athletic
competence, physical
appearance, and global selfworth
Negative association between
obesity and perceived physical
and general self-worth
Negative association between
obesity and appearance selfworth
No association between obesity
and self-worth
No stable association between
obesity and self-worth except in
clinical samples
Negative global self-worth
trajectories for obese Hispanic
and white children

Hesketh, Wake, and
Waters 2004

1157 Australian
schoolchildren

5-10; boys
and girls

Longitudinal: 3
year follow-up
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Wang et al. 2009

2018 Canadian schoolchildren

10-11; boys
and girls

Longitudinal: 2
and 4 year
follow-ups

Swallen et al. 2005

4743 children in Add Health

12-18; boys
and girls

Cross-Section

French et al. 1996

1278 Minnesota
schoolchildren

12-15; boys
and girls

Baumeister et al.
2003

Comparison of multiple
samples

Multiple

Longitudinal: 3
year follow-up
Longitudinal:
multiple
studies

Negative association between
BMI at baseline and self-worth at
follow-up; no association
between self-worth at baseline
and BMI at follow-up
Negative association between
BMI at baseline and self-worth at
4 year follow-up; no association
between baseline self-worth and
BMI at 2 and 4 year follow-ups
Negative association between
obesity and self-worth for
children aged 12-14; no
relationship at other ages
Modest negative relationship
between physical appearance
and social acceptance self-worth
at baseline and BMI at follow-up
for females; no relationship in
males
No relationship between selfworth and health behaviors

242 Australian high school
students

13-15; girls
only

Longitudinal: 2
year follow-up

Wang and Veugelers
2008

5517 Canadian fifth graders

10-11; boys
and girls

Cross-Section

French, Story, and
Perry 1995

Comparison of multiple
samples

Multiple

Lowry, Sallinen, and
Janicke 2007

Comparison of multiple
samples of overweight and
obese youth

Multiple

Walker et al. 2003

95 American children

9-19; boys
and girls

Braet et al. 2004

122 American overweight and
obese youth

7-17; boys
and girls

Longitudinal: 4
week follow-up
Longitudinal:
14 month
follow-up

Braet 2006

122 American overweight and
obese youth

7-17; boys
and girls

Longitudinal; 2
year follow-up

90 obese Belgian children

8-12; boys
and girls

Longitudinal; 8
year follow-up

Tiggemann 2005
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Moens, Braet, and
Van Winckel 2010

Multiple
Longitudinal;
multiple
follow-up time
points

Negative association between
BMI at baseline and self-worth at
follow-up; no association
between self-worth at baseline
and BMI at follow-up
Negative association between
BMI and self-worth; no effect of
self-worth on BMI
Negative association between
BMI and self-worth, but little
evidence of causal relationship

Positive effect of weight loss on
self-worth
Positive effect of weight loss on
self-worth
Positive effect of weight loss on
self-worth
No effect of self-worth at
baseline on weight loss at followup
Positive effect of global selfworth at baseline and weight loss
at follow-up

No effect of intervention
7-11; boys
Longitudinal; 1
including self-worth components
Sahota et al. 2001
634 British schoolchildren
and girls
year follow-up
on BMI at follow-up
Note: Studies selected through a search in academic databases using search terms “self-worth,” “self-esteem,” “obesity,” and “body
mass.”
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While consensus appears to be growing that BMI and self-worth are inversely
related, the direction, magnitude, and age, sex, and racial moderators of this relationship
are highly contested. Further, most studies are cross-sectional, and while these are useful
for understanding the relationship between self-worth and body mass at one point in
time, they are less useful for policymakers trying to address change in obesity levels.
Even longitudinal studies tend to be quite limited in time span, and this can be a
significant constraint when examining an outcome such as self-worth, which is known
to vary across childhood. Nevertheless, existing studies provide a crucial foundation
from which to conduct more study.
Several cross-sectional studies have found a relationship between low self-worth
and higher body mass (Franklin, Denyer, Steinbeck, Caterson, & Hill 2006; Braet,
Mervielde, & Vandereycken 1997; Young-Hyman, Schlundt, Herman-Wenderoth, &
Bozylinski 2003). However, concerns about definitions of self-worth and sample
selection have reduced confidence in these findings. Other studies, using similar crosssectional methodologies but different samples, have found a weak or no association
(Kaplan & Wadden 1986; Flodmark 2005). Careful examination of these different results
has failed to completely explain the discrepancies, but several possibilities have been
theorized, with some support. First, it appears that clinical samples of overweight and
obese youth (that is, those receiving treatment for obesity) have significantly lower selfworth than do community samples of overweight youth (Flodmark 2005). It may be,
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then, that overweight children with attendant psychological co-morbidities are more
likely to seek treatment. Further, it appears that socio-demographic characteristics may
moderate the relationship between self-worth and obesity; girls, adolescents, and
Caucasians all appear to be at higher risk for negative self-worth when overweight or
obese (Strauss 2000; Wardle & Cooke 2005). Experiences with body mass stigma may
also play a role (Young-Hyman, Schlundt, Herman-Wenderoth, & Bozylinski 2003).
Longitudinal predictive studies have similarly found mixed results. Looking at
the effect of obesity on self-worth, several studies of children and young adolescents
have found decreasing trajectories of self-worth for overweight youth, suggesting that
early body mass may predict later changes in self-worth (Strauss 2000; Hesketh, Wake,
& Waters 2004; Wang, Wild, Kipp, Kuhle, & Veugelers 2009). However, the relationship
is not equally strong across all age groups (Swallen, Reither, Haas, & Meier 2005). Body
dissatisfaction has also been suggested as a possible mediator between early body mass
and later self-worth, but little empirical study on the topic has yet been conducted
(Tiggemann 2005; Paxton, Eisenberg, Neumark-Sztainer 2006). On the other side,
evidence thus far is weak that self-worth contributes to the development of obesity.
Most studies find no such relationship (Hesketh, Wake, & Waters 2004; French, Perry,
Leon, & Fulkerson 1996; Baumeister, Campbell, Krueger, & Vohs 2003; Tiggemann 2005;
Wang & Veugelers 2008). Where such a relationship is found, the effects are typically
modest and cannot explain the majority of overweight or obesity in youth (Hesketh,
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Wake, & Waters 2004; French, Story, & Perry 1995). Interventions which have directly
targeted self-worth as a mechanism for weight loss have as yet shown no positive
results—they have succeeded in improving self-worth but not in changing body mass
index (Sahota, Rudolf, Dixey, Hill, Barth, & Cade 2001). Again, more research is needed,
over longer periods of time, to see whether different types of interventions, for different
populations, might find effects through self-worth mechanisms.
In summary, self-worth represents a key component of psychological well-being,
in children and in adults. Empirically, high self-worth has been tied to positive life
outcomes and low self-worth to negative life outcomes, but teasing out causality has
proved difficult. With regards to obesity, research has shown a connection between low
self-worth and overweight. The preponderance of studies indicates that children who
are obese feel worse about themselves, broadly, than do non-obese children. However,
this relationship appears to be mediated and moderated by several characteristics. Girls,
Caucasians, and young adolescents appear to have the strongest effects of body mass
upon self-worth, and it is unclear how long these effects persist.
This paper addresses some of the contradictory and confusing findings in the
field through cross-sectional and longitudinal examination of a sample of girls, aged 9 to
18. It takes as a guide several previous works on obesity and self-worth in children. In
examining self-worth and obesity first cross-sectionally, it is comparable to Kaplan and
Wadden (1986). That study looked at self-worth and obesity among African-American
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boys and girls aged 9 to 19 in Philadelphia. Using the Piers-Harris Self-Esteem
Inventory, the authors compared body mass and self-worth in the sample. They found
no significant differences and no variation in the relationship between self-worth and
body mass by age or by sex (Kaplan and Wadden 1986). However, several limitations
may decrease confidence in these findings. First, the sample was geographically limited,
raising concerns about external validity. By using data sample from three locations, this
study may reduce this concern. Second, the small functional sample sizes, as well as the
heterogeneity of the sample by sex, may have reduced the power of the study to find
significant differences: while the entire sample was over 2000 children, the usable
sample was only 851, of whom fewer still were obese.
In its analysis of self-worth and body mass longitudinally, this study is
comparable to Strauss (2000), Hesketh, Wake and Waters (2004), and French et al. (1996).
Hesketh, Wake, and Waters (2004) compared self-worth and BMI at baseline and the
same measures at a three year follow-up among a sample of over a thousand Australian
schoolchildren (both boys and girls). They found a negative association between early
body mass and later self-worth but no association between early self-worth and later
body mass. Strauss (2000) examined the effect of early body mass on self-worth changes
among children of the 1979 NLSY participants, using a four year follow-up. Decreases
for obese Caucasian children were found. Finally, French et al. (1996) examined the
relationship between body mass and various self-worth components among 1300
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Minnesotan schoolchildren aged 12 to 15, using a three year follow-up. They found a
small negative association between baseline physical appearance self-worth and social
acceptance self-worth and BMI at follow-up among female subjects.
This study replicates these analyses with a larger sample over a longer
timeframe. Through multivariate regression, self-worth at age nine is used to predict
body mass at age 17; similarly, body mass at age 9 is used to predict self-worth at age 17.
Changes over time are also examined: early self-worth and early body mass are used to
predict changes in body mass and changes in self-worth from age 9 to age 17. Finally,
self-worth components are examined to look at possible mediators in relationships
between self-worth and body mass. By using a larger sample, concerns about power and
external validity may be mitigated. By using a longer time-frame, the risk of missing a
relationship found only during one period is reduced; further, long term associations
(important in identifying risk factors and co-morbidities) may be determined. Finally, by
combining these different types of associational analyses, a more complete picture of the
relationship between self-worth and obesity in children may be seen.

3.3 Data and Methods
Data for this study come from the National Growth and Health Study (NGHS).
Funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, the NGHS was a longitudinal
study designed to examine the physical, behavioral, biological, and psychological
correlates of obesity among black and white girls. Approximately 2400 girls aged 9 and
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10 from three sites—Richmond, CA; Cincinnati, OH; and Washington, D.C.—were
recruited to participate in 1988 and tracked yearly until 1997. In Richmond and
Cincinnati, participants were recruited through elementary schools selected on the bases
of geographic, socio-economic, and racial diversity. In Washington, participants were
recruited through an HMO. At the school and HMO level, a stratified random sample
based on race and household income was selected.
NGHS study subjects reported yearly to National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute clinics for physical, behavioral, psychological, and biological assessments. The
resulting dataset is extremely rich. Physical and biological measures include height,
weight, skinfold thickness, lean body mass, maturation, and lipids. Subjects also kept
dietary and physical activity diary and reported on their nutritional knowledge. Health
beliefs were measured through questions about weight attitudes and eating, and
behaviors such as smoking and drinking were also included in the survey. Finally,
psychological states were measured through validated scales on self-worth, anxiety,
social functioning, depression, and eating disorders. While not all questions were asked
in all years, many measures were repeated over the course of the study.
This dataset is quite well-suited for studying obesity and well-being, given the
multiple measures of each, but some limitations should be acknowledged. The sample is
not nationally representative; it oversamples blacks and those at higher body mass
indices (discussed below). Further, although the sample has about 2400 participants at
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onset, attrition and nonresponse reduces this sample size over the course of the study. In
particular, there is a steep drop-off in participation in year 10, when participants were 18
years old—the sample size drops from 1721 in year 9 to 1377 in year 10. As a result, data
from year 10 are omitted in this study. Despite these drawbacks, the NGHS offers a rich
opportunity for studying the relationship between obesity and self-worth.
Table 18 presents descriptive statistics for participants at age 9, including race,
family income, and maximum parental education. Figure 29 presents attrition across the
years of the study. Figure 30 shows a categorical breakdown of BMI at age 9 and age 17.
Figure 31 presents mean self-worth in each year of the study.
Table 18: Descriptive Statistics
Sample
Size
49.0%
51.0%

Black
White
Family Income
0 - $9,999
$10,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $39,999
$40,000 +

18.1%
14.4%
30.9%
36.6%

Max Parental Education
HS or less
26.0%
1-3 Years Post HS
38.9%
College Grad +
35.1%
Total
Source: NGHS data
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2377

Figure 29: Sample Size in NGHS

Figure 30: Participant BMI by Age
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Source: NGHS data

Figure 31: Self-Worth by Age and Race
As can be seen, the sample is evenly split between black and white participants.
The majority of the sample has yearly incomes under $40,000 a year, with a fairly large
range (nominal median household income in 1988 was around $25,000). The sample is
relatively well-educated. In Figure 29, the steep attrition in participation in the study in
its later years can be seen. This reduces sample size for several analyses, but checks for
non-random attrition find no support of greater attrition by body mass, income, or other
socio-demographic characteristics. Figure 30 shows the percentage of the sample in each
body mass category: underweight, healthy weight, overweight, and obese. The NGHS
population was significantly heavier than the national average and became heavier over
time.
Finally, Figure 31 shows the mean self-worth by race for each year it was
measured in the study. Self-worth is captured by the Harter Self-Perception Profile and
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represents global self-worth. The Harter Profile is a validated measure of self-worth both
broadly and in several specific domains (Granleese and Joseph 1994). It is composed of a
series of questions asking children to respond to whether a given description of a child
is “really true” for them or “sort of true” for them. Examples of questions include “Some
kids feel that they are very good at their school work.” A score for total self-worth,
ranging from 1 to 4, is generated by summing scores for six of the questions. A score of
1 indicates the lowest self-worth, while 4 represents the highest self-worth. Scores
between integers are possible.
Overall, self-worth scores are high for the sample. In each year, the mean for the
whole sample is above 3, while the 5th percentile (not shown) is around 2 for each year.
Indeed, only around 20 percent of respondents in any year have scores below 2.5. The
scores are also relatively stable over time; there are the expected dips in early
adolescence, but they are not exceptionally pronounced. Scores for black girls are higher
than for white girls beginning at age 11 and continuing through age 17, and black girls
seem to face less of a decrease in self-worth in early adolescence. This confirms previous
research on race and self-worth (Twenge & Crocker 2002).
Several techniques are then used to examine the relationship between body mass
and self-worth. The study takes two tracks: first, it examines whether self-worth appears
to influence body mass, and second it looks at whether body mass appears to influence
self-worth. In both cases, analysis proceeds from least to most sophisticated.
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Relationships are examined first visually, through graphs showing changes in self-worth
and body mass index. Next, data are analyzed through cross-sectional regression,
pooling all of the NGHS data (but clustering the data at the individual level to account
for serially correlated errors). This provides information about whether at any point in
time there is a statistically significant association between body mass and self-worth.
Next relationships are examined longitudinally, by looking at the association between
variables at age 9 and at age 16.
For each stage of the analysis, self-worth is examined in multiple ways, including
using the original scale variable, a dichotomized low/high self-worth construct, and a
transformed integer variable created by rounding the self-worth score. Similarly, BMI is
treated continuously as well as in categorical states. Finally, the possibility of mediator
or moderator variables in the relationships is examined, as well as subanalyses
examining the effects of BMI change on self-worth change and vice-versa.
The purpose of all of these tests is to determine whether a relationship between
self-worth and body mass index exists and if so, its directionality—that is, if it appears
that self-worth influences or is associated with body mass index, or whether body mass
index appears to influence or be associated with self-worth, both for the population as a
whole and for subgroups. Thus, the purpose is to ascertain correlations, their strengths
and directions. Any significant association found indicates some causal process, which
may be determined through further study in the future. Moreover, the predictive
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analyses may help narrow the range of causal interpretation and allow for more focused
causal studies, by determining age, sex, and other moderators of the association across
time. By clarifying the relationship between self-worth and body mass, policymakers
may have a better understanding of the needs of vulnerable populations and the
importance of anti-obesity efforts, and new types of interventions may be tested.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Relationship between Self-Worth and Body Mass
The purpose of this analysis is to weigh in on controversies in the literature on
self-worth and childhood obesity. At heart, these controversies center around one
question: does a relationship exist between self-worth and obesity? Other questions
follow: if a relationship exists, for whom? Is the relationship the same across age,
gender, and race? Does it hold for both clinical and non-clinical groups? Is this
relationship causal?
Visual analysis may begin to address some of these questions. Figure 32 shows
the average BMI for each category of self-worth (rounded to the nearest integer), as well
as the range of BMIs from the fifth to the ninety-fifth percentiles. Results of the same
analysis by age of participant are presented in Figure 33 through Figure 37.
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Figure 32: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth

Figure 33: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth Age 9
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Figure 34: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth Age 11

Figure 35: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth Age 13
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Figure 36: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth Age 15

Figure 37: Cross-Section, BMI and Self-Worth Age 17
The results generally accord with intuition and previous research and are
consistent across age (with the exception of an unexplained spike in BMI among higher
self-worth participants at age 9); those with higher self-worth scores generally have
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lower BMIs. Further, the distribution of BMIs for higher self-worth scores are generally
tighter; those with higher self-worth seem to have less chance of higher BMI as well as a
lower average BMI. The differences, however, are not particularly large—the means are
separated by at most just over three points. This suggests that while there may be a
relationship between self-worth and BMI, it may not be significant.
Bivariate comparisons bear out this visual examination (Table 19).
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Table 19: Bivariate Comparisons, Self-Worth and BMI
BMI
Low Self-Worth
High Self-Worth

23.17 ***
22.36

Self-Worth = 1
Self-Worth = 2
Self-Worth = 3
Self-Worth = 4

24.38 ***
23.04
22.18
21.23

Underweight
Healthy Weight
Overweight
Obese

Self-Worth

3.16 ***
3.20
3.12
3.00

Black
White

23.47 ***
21.28

3.22 ***
3.08

Age 9
Age 11
Age 13
Age 15
Age 17

18.57 ***
20.63
22.66
23.96
25.03

3.15 ***
3.18
3.08
3.12
3.20

Household Income
$0 - $9,999
23.13 ***
3.14 *
$10,000 - $19,999
23.89
3.15
$20,000 - $39,999
22.30
3.13
$40,000 +
21.60
3.17
Note: Stars indicate significance from t-test, chisquare test, or ANOVA. *<.1, **<.05, ***<.01.
Source: NGHS data.
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Girls who are overweight or obese have lower self-worth scores, while those
with higher self-worth scores have lower BMIs, on average. There are also differences in
self-worth and BMI across other characteristics. Black girls have higher self-worth scores
but also higher BMIs, indicating a complex relationship, while BMI rises with age and
puberty. Self-worth scores change with age as well but in a less linear fashion; self-worth
rises in early adolescence before dropping in mid-adolescence, then rising again by age
17. There are also some uneven patterns with household income; BMI decreases with
household income while self-worth marginally rises. Taken together, these comparisons
indicate a possible inverse relationship between self-worth and body mass but also
suggest a host of potentially confounding factors.
A cross-sectional analysis, regressing self-worth against BMI and controlling for
race, family income (over $40,000 is the omitted category), having an adult male in the
household, the number of siblings living in the household, and age in months (and
clustering errors at the individual level) confirms the inverse relationship between selfworth and BMI (Table 20)—treating self-worth as both a continuous variable and as
dichotomous measure (as low-self-worth, below a score of 2.5) suggests those with
lower self-worth have higher BMIs, but the effect is only about one BMI unit. 1 This
supports the results found by Braet, Mervielde, and Vandereycken (1997) but directly

Different functional forms of self-worth were tested, with no evidence of self-worth being non-linear in
age.
1
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contradicts Kaplan and Wadden (1986) and Flodmark (2005)—a significant relationship
is found and in a non-clinical sample. Sample size could help explain the difference
(with a larger sample than Kaplan and Wadden a significant relationship can be found),
as could the larger geographic diversity of the sample.
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Table 20: BMI on Self-Worth Cross-Section

VARIABLES

(1)
BMI

(2)
BMI

Self-Worth

(3)
BMI

-1.169***
(0.122)

Low Self-Worth

1.351***
(0.207)

Black

1.692***
(0.229)

1.814***
(0.221)

1.683***
(0.222)

Male in HH

0.305
(0.294)

0.382
(0.282)

0.364
(0.286)

Age (months)

0.0645***
(0.00115)

0.0683***
(0.00123)

0.0679***
(0.00122)

Siblings in HH

-0.155*
(0.0928)

-0.135
(0.0897)

-0.136
(0.0910)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
0.650*
(0.378)

0.332
(0.363)

0.429
(0.367)

$10,000 - $19,999

1.584***
(0.425)

1.367***
(0.409)

1.429***
(0.414)

$20,000 - $39,999

0.397
(0.247)

0.290
(0.237)

0.349
(0.239)

9.811***
(0.412)

12.77***
(0.545)

9.017***
(0.403)

Constant

Observations
19,427
9,666
R-squared
0.201
0.232
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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9,666
0.222

Source: NGHS data
In the cross-section analysis, this difference is significant, but is, for instance,
much smaller than some of the income effects. Table 21 shows the same cross-sectional
analysis with self-worth as the dependent variable, with effects separated by age and
sex.
Table 21: Effect of BMI on Contemporaneous Self-Worth, by Age and Race
All

Black

White

Age 9

-0.0171**
(-0.00355)

-0.0135***
(0.00466)

-0.0236***
(0.00561)

Age 11

-0.0197***
(0.00297)

-0.0142***
(0.00375)

-0.0292***
(0.00493)

Age 13

-0.0199***
(0.00300)

-0.0204***
(0.00364)

-0.0180***
(0.00535)

Age 15

-0.0241***
(0.00289)

-0.0224***
(0.00338)

-0.0277***
(0.00537)

Age 17

-0.0170***
-0.0140***
-0.0225***
(0.00238)
(0.00268)
(0.00452)
Note: Regressions also include controls for family
income, presence of adult male in household, and
number of siblings in household.
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

The relationship between the two variables is significant across age and race;
further, the effect of self-worth on BMI generally increases with age. However, it is
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impossible to tell whether the relationship between self-worth and BMI is driven by selfworth, rather than an effect of BMI on self-worth (reverse causation) or whether the
relationship is causal at all.

3.4.2 Predictive Relationship between Early Self-Worth and Later BMI
The next step, then, is to examine whether this association is predictive across
time. Recall that on this topic as well, the literature is mixed; while several studies have
found a predictive relationship from early body mass to later self-worth, fewer have
found a predictive relationship in the other direction. First, the study looks at whether
early self-worth predicts later BMI. Table 22 uses BMI at age 17 as the dependent
variable and self-worth at age 9 as the independent variable, controlling for BMI at age
9, race, having an adult male in the household at age 9, the number of siblings living in
the household at age 9, family income, and maximum parental education (college and
above is the omitted category). Neither self-worth treated continuously nor self-worth
treated dichotomously as low or high is related to later BMI, suggesting no predictive
power in the relationship in this direction.
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Table 22: Effect of Self-Worth at Age 9 on BMI at Age 17

VARIABLES

(1)
BMI age 17

Self-Worth age 9

(2)
BMI age 17

(3)
BMI age 17

-0.193
(0.163)

Low Self-Worth age 9

0.220
(0.295)

BMI age 9

1.356***
(0.0268)

1.354***
(0.0271)

1.356***
(0.0270)

Black

0.827***
(0.219)

0.825***
(0.221)

0.816***
(0.221)

Male in HH

-0.271
(0.267)

-0.268
(0.269)

-0.284
(0.269)

Siblings in HH

0.330***
(0.0825)

0.329***
(0.0829)

0.332***
(0.0829)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
1.493***
(0.378)

1.456***
(0.382)

1.487***
(0.381)

$10,000 - $19,999

1.327***
(0.371)

1.240***
(0.375)

1.257***
(0.375)

$20,000 - $39,999

0.405
(0.256)

0.391
(0.258)

0.403
(0.258)

Max Parental Education (default = College Grad and Above)
HS or less
0.330
0.293
(0.304)
(0.306)

0.303
(0.306)

1-3 Yrs Post HS

0.103
(0.247)
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0.0507
(0.248)

0.0585
(0.248)

Constant

-1.172*
(0.598)

Observations
1,615
R-squared
0.638
Note: Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

-0.468
(0.824)

-1.144*
(0.601)

1,585
0.640

1,585
0.640

As a further check, Table 23 looks at the relationship between early self-worth
and change in BMI from age 9 to age 17, examining whether self-worth at age 9 could
predict particular body mass changes over time.
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Table 23: Effect of Self-Worth at Age 9 on Change in BMI, Age 9 to Age 17

VARIABLES

(1)
BMI Change

Self-Worth Age 9

(2)
BMI Change

(3)
BMI Change

-0.148
(0.159)

Low Self-Worth Age 9

0.172
(0.287)

BMI Age 10

0.404***
(0.0235)

0.403***
(0.0237)

0.404***
(0.0236)

Black

0.635***
(0.214)

0.636***
(0.215)

0.629***
(0.215)

Male in HH

-0.318
(0.260)

-0.323
(0.262)

-0.335
(0.262)

Siblings in HH

0.328***
(0.0801)

0.328***
(0.0804)

0.330***
(0.0805)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
1.462***
(0.367)

1.431***
(0.370)

1.454***
(0.369)

$10,000 - $19,999

1.284***
(0.361)

1.198***
(0.365)

1.213***
(0.364)

$20,000 - $39,999

0.427*
(0.249)

0.423*
(0.251)

0.432*
(0.251)

Max Parental Education (default = College Grad and Above)
HS or less
0.272
0.241
(0.296)
(0.297)

0.250
(0.297)

1-3 Yrs Post HS

0.0326
(0.240)
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-0.00924
(0.241)

-0.00380
(0.241)

Constant

-2.273***
(0.559)

Observations
1,607
R-squared
0.209
Note: Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

-1.752**
(0.782)

-2.266***
(0.562)

1,577
0.210

1,577
0.209

The direction is as one would predict—those with higher self-worth scores,
measured continuously, show decreases in BMI over time while those with low selfworth scores, measured dichotomously, show increases in BMI over time. But the
relationship is not significant. Early self-worth does not predict changes in BMI.
These analyses cannot definitely prove that no relationship is present, but they
do provide significant evidence in support of other studies claiming no significant
predictive relationship between early self-worth and later body mass, at least in
children.

3.4.2 Predictive Relationship between Early BMI and Later Self-Worth
The study now turns to the predictive power of early body mass on later selfworth. Table 24 presents results looking at BMI at age 9 and self-worth at age 17,
controlling for self-worth at age 9, race, family income, maximum parental education,
presence of an adult male in the household at age 9, and number of siblings in the
household at age 9.
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Table 24: BMI at Age 9 and Self-Worth at Age 17

VARIABLES

(1)
Self-Worth
Age 17

BMI Age 9

Self-Worth Age 9

(2)
Self-Worth
Age 17

(3)
(4)
Low Self-Worth Low Self-Worth
Age 17
Age 17

-0.0231***
(0.00475)
0.200***
(0.0288)

0.0706***
(0.0204)

0.188***
(0.0288)

Low Self-Worth Age 9

0.659***
(0.208)

0.629***
(0.209)

Black

0.249***
(0.0391)

0.275***
(0.0394)

-0.887***
(0.182)

-0.991***
(0.186)

Male in HH

-0.0673
(0.0485)

-0.0486
(0.0484)

0.138
(0.220)

0.0857
(0.223)

Siblings in HH

0.00397
(0.0151)

-0.00115
(0.0151)

-0.0604
(0.0705)

-0.0410
(0.0704)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
0.0924
0.0699
(0.0697)
(0.0697)

-0.00459
(0.332)

0.0393
(0.335)

$10,000 - $19,999

0.0953
(0.0669)

0.105
(0.0668)

0.0824
(0.313)

0.0509
(0.316)

$20,000 - $39,999

-0.0223
(0.0453)

-0.0228
(0.0450)

0.276
(0.197)

0.273
(0.197)

Max Parental Education (default = College Grad and Above)
HS or less
-0.0133
-0.00592
-0.0379
(0.0549)
(0.0547)
(0.241)

-0.0720
(0.243)

1-3 Yrs Post HS

-0.200

0.0204

0.0279
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-0.169

Constant

(0.0440)

(0.0437)

(0.195)

(0.196)

2.489***
(0.113)

2.924***
(0.144)

-1.616***
(0.297)

-2.834***
(0.472)

1,316
0.088

1,322

1,316

Observations
1,322
R-squared
0.073
Note: Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

Having a higher BMI at age 9 is predictive of having lower self-worth at age 17,
even controlling for early self-worth. The size of the effect is important. A one unit
increase in BMI at age 9 is associated with a decrease of about 0.02 in self-worth. Given
the standard deviation of self-worth at age 17 of about 0.6, this is a change of 1/30th of a
standard deviation. For a change of one standard deviation in BMI at age 9 (about 4),
one would expect a decrease of 0.08 in self-worth at age 17, representing about 1/15th of a
standard deviation. Thus, while statistically significant, the effect is small. This finding is
important given the dearth of longitudinal studies and the conflicting results reported
by the few longitudinal studies conducted. It appears that early body mass is predictive
of later self-worth and that this relationship extends over a much longer time period
than previously reported. For researchers, this opens the door to more study
longitudinally—does the relationship persist into adulthood? Does it connect to
outcomes such as wages or marriage rates detailed in other studies of self-worth? For
policy-makers and practitioners, this association could provide important information;
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early body mass gain could be a sign of declining physical and mental health with longterm implications.
Further analyses can help to flesh out the association between early body mass
and later self-worth. Table 25 looks at the association between BMI at age 9 and change
in self-worth from age 9 to age 17. Self-worth is treated continuously and the familiar
controls are included, as well as self-worth at age 11. This analysis can help distinguish
between an association between body mass at one point in time and self-worth at
another time and between body mass and self-worth changes.
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Table 25: BMI at Age 9 and Self-Worth Change, Age 9 to Age 17

VARIABLES

(1)
Change in Self-Worth

BMI Age 9

(2)
Change in Self-Worth
-0.0116*
(0.00608)

Self-Worth Age 11

-0.0581
(0.0375)

-0.0672*
(0.0380)

Black

0.261***
(0.0495)

0.276***
(0.0502)

Male in HH

-0.113*
(0.0611)

-0.103*
(0.0615)

Siblings in HH

0.00983
(0.0191)

0.00776
(0.0192)

0.225**
(0.0881)

0.210**
(0.0887)

$10,000 - $19,999

0.152*
(0.0844)

0.160*
(0.0849)

$20,000 - $39,999

0.0166
(0.0571)

0.0170
(0.0571)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999

Max Parental Education (default = College Grad and Above)
HS or less
0.0267
(0.0693)
1-3 Yrs Post HS

Constant

0.0263
(0.0695)

0.0661
(0.0556)

0.0671
(0.0557)

0.132
(0.143)

0.359*
(0.189)
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Observations
R-squared
Note: Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

1,309
0.045

1,303
0.047

Results show a weak association between body mass at age 9 and self-worth
change, suggesting that early body mass may relate to both lower self-worth and
negative self-worth changes. Again, this may provide valuable information to
researchers, practitioners, and policymakers. It suggests that the relationship between
self-worth and obesity exists across different weight levels and may be problematic even
if it does not result in low self-worth on an absolute level. It also suggests a more
dynamic relationship than is seen through a simple longitudinal regression—body mass
relates not only to levels of self-worth but to the way self-worth develops. Further
research is needed to determine causal mechanisms, but this finding could imply
deleterious effects of body mass on psychological development in children.
Thus, the preponderance of evidence from the cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses of BMI and self-worth indicate a negative relationship between the two, with
higher early BMI predicting lower self-worth, and with some evidence indicating effects
both absolute (BMI level and self-worth level) and relative (BMI level and self-worth
change). Further, the long time frame of these analyses suggests a more long-term effect
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of BMI on self-worth than has previously been documented. It appears that early high
body mass may be related to decreased self-worth into early adulthood.
The next step is to try to understand the meaning behind these findings. What is
it about self-worth that may be related to body mass? Are there other measures in the
data and in the literature which may help clarify these results and help place them in a
health policy context? Several theoretical mechanisms could connect self-worth and
body mass, but stigma has found the greatest support in the literature (Wang, Brownell,
& Wadden 2004; Puhl & Brownell 2012; Puhl, Moss-Racusin, & Schwartz 2012). In this
view, the internalization of cultural disapproval of overweight leads to lower self-worth
in overweight individuals and individuals who gain weight. Studies of weight stigma
itself suggest that overweight children and adults are seen as less romantically and
socially skilled, less athletic, and lazier than thinner individuals (Markey 2010; Mueller,
Pearson, Muller, Frank, & Turner 2010; Schouten 1991; Walker, Gately, Bewick, & Hill
2003). If this is the case, then in the context of the present study one would expect an
association between body mass and these subcategories of self-worth.
The Harter Self-Perception Profile, from which global self-worth is derived,
allows for testing of this question. There are multiple subcategories of self-worth in the
profile, including scholastic competence, social acceptance, athletic competence,
romantic appeal, physical appearance, job competence, intimate relationships,
behavioral conduct, and close friendships. If stigma can explain some of the relationship
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between self-worth and body mass, then a relationship between body mass and social
acceptance, athletic competence, romantic appeal, and physical appearance could be
expected. By contrast, no relationship between body mass and scholastic competence,
job competence, and behavioral conduct would be expected.
The results of such regressions (both cross-sectionally and longitudinally) accord
broadly with these expectations, with some small divergence. Table 26 presents
regression coefficients and standard errors for the regressions. For the cross-sectional
regressions, each self-perception component was regressed with BMI, race, presence of
an adult male in the household, number of siblings in the household, and family income
as independent variables. For the longitudinal regressions, self-perception components
in the last year measured (age 17 for physical appearance, social acceptance, and job
competence; age 15 for romantic appeal; and age 13 for athletic competence, scholastic
competence, and behavioral conduct) are regressed with BMI at age 9, male in
household at age 9, number of siblings in the household at age 9, family income at age 9,
maximum parental education at age 9, and earliest self-perception measure (age 9 for
physical appearance, athletic competence, social acceptance, scholastic competence, and
behavioral conduct; age 13 for romantic appeal and job competence) as independent
variables.
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Table 26: Self-Perception Components and BMI
Cross Section

Longitudinal

Physical
Appearance

-0.0504***
(0.0022)

-0.0690***
(0.0056)

Athletic
Competence

-0.0197***
(0.0027)

-0.0225***
(0.0046)

Social
Acceptance

-0.0074***
(0.0019)

-0.0032
(0.0043)

Romantic
Appeal

-0.0153***
(0.0023)

-0.0137***
(0.0041)

Scholastic
Competence

-0.0067***
(0.0024)

0.0040
(0.0039)

Job
Competence

-0.0009
(0.0017)

-0.0034
(0.0035)

-0.0035*
-0.0033
Behavioral
Conduct
(0.0021)
(0.0033)
Note: Regressions also control for race, household
income, presence of adult male in household, and
number of siblings in the household.
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

Physical appearance, athletic competence, and romantic appeal are all negatively
related to BMI, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally, as expected, while job
competence shows no relationship with BMI, again as expected if stigma explains some
of the self-worth effects of BMI. However, social acceptance has a relationship with BMI
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only cross-sectionally, while limited cross-sectional relationships between BMI and
scholastic competence and behavioral conduct appear contrary to expectations. These do
not indicate that the theory of stigma is incorrect, but rather suggest that the relationship
between weight stigma, self-worth, and body mass is quite complex, and may manifest
itself in different ways at different times. Understanding how stigma may relate to the
relationship between self-worth and obesity is important for many reasons, not least of
which is to provide insight into treatment options. For practitioners, understanding the
particular self-worth components related to obesity may help in devising programs to
counteract negative self-worth. For researchers, these subanalyses provide insight into
new avenues for study, including the long-term effects of lower physical and social selfworth, treatment effects of obesity reduction efforts, and interactions between physical
and psychological development in children.
Further exploration of these issues can be accomplished through mediational
analysis. Following the example of Tremblay, Hebert, and Piche (1999), Mercurio and
Landry (2008), and Smith and Leaper (2006), among others, the relationship between
global self-worth, self-worth components and other psychological characteristics, and
non-psychological traits or characteristics (in this case, BMI) is examined through
mediation. The procedure is as follows: first, BMI is regressed against self-worth, to
confirm relationship. Next, BMI is regressed against the mediator. Then, the mediator is
regressed against self-worth. Finally, both BMI and the mediator are regressed against
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self-worth. A true mediator should have a significant relationship with both BMI and
with self-worth; when included in a regression of self-worth, the mediator should
diminish any relationship between BMI and self-worth. Mediators are tested crosssectionally. Multiple characteristics were tested, and four were found to mediate the
relationship between BMI and self-worth: happiness with waist, happiness with
stomach, happiness with hips, and drive for thinness, an eating disorder inventory item
identifying disordered eating thoughts and behaviors. The results of the mediational
analyses are presented in Table 27 through Table 30.
.
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Table 27: Mediational Analysis, Unhappiness with Waist

VARIABLES
BMI

(1)
Self-Worth

(2)
BMI

(3)
Self-Worth

-0.0191***
(0.00189)

Unhappy with waist

(4)
Self-Worth
0.00171
(0.00190)

3.036***
(0.0993)

-0.284***
(0.0100)

-0.287***
(0.0113)

Black

0.202***
(0.0210)

2.334***
(0.194)

0.111***
(0.0188)

0.108***
(0.0194)

Male in HH

0.0272
(0.0262)

0.206
(0.249)

0.0328
(0.0237)

0.0312
(0.0237)

Age (months)

0.00136***
(0.000233)

0.0523***
(0.00101)

0.00117***
(0.000186)

0.00104***
(0.000221)

Siblings in HH

0.00708
(0.00753)

-0.0873
(0.0790)

0.00278
(0.00689)

0.00286
(0.00691)

0.854***
(0.318)

-0.155***
(0.0309)

-0.155***
(0.0309)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
-0.113***
(0.0340)
$10,000 - $19,999

-0.0643*
(0.0333)

1.494***
(0.351)

-0.0858***
(0.0299)

-0.0850***
(0.0302)

$20,000 - $39,999

-0.0628***
(0.0239)

0.291
(0.205)

-0.0613***
(0.0215)

-0.0597***
(0.0216)

3.242***
(0.0512)

5.332***
(0.400)

3.485***
(0.0472)

3.479***
(0.0482)

9,791
0.137

9,650
0.136

Constant

Observations
9,666
19,312
R-squared
0.039
0.369
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data
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Table 28: Mediational Analysis, Unhappiness with Stomach

VARIABLES
BMI

(1)
Self-Worth

(2)
BMI

(3)
Self-Worth

-0.0191***
(0.00189)

Unhappy with stomach

(4)
Self-Worth
0.00114
(0.00196)

2.734***
(0.0812)

-0.247***
(0.00912)

-0.249***
(0.0103)

Black

0.202***
(0.0210)

2.100***
(0.191)

0.135***
(0.0189)

0.133***
(0.0193)

Male in HH

0.0272
(0.0262)

0.218
(0.247)

0.0318
(0.0240)

0.0304
(0.0241)

Age (months)

0.00136***
(0.000233)

0.0492***
(0.00105)

0.00143***
(0.000191)

0.00134***
(0.000224)

Siblings in HH

0.00708
(0.00753)

-0.0761
(0.0785)

0.00412
(0.00693)

0.00414
(0.00695)

0.712**
(0.314)

-0.142***
(0.0314)

-0.140***
(0.0314)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
-0.113***
(0.0340)
$10,000 - $19,999

-0.0643*
(0.0333)

1.482***
(0.357)

-0.0941***
(0.0308)

-0.0929***
(0.0311)

$20,000 - $39,999

-0.0628***
(0.0239)

0.345*
(0.203)

-0.0678***
(0.0216)

-0.0662***
(0.0217)

3.242***
(0.0512)

5.803***
(0.386)

3.426***
(0.0470)

3.421***
(0.0485)

9,782
0.130

9,641
0.129

Constant

Observations
9,666
19,305
R-squared
0.039
0.370
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data
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Table 29: Mediational Analysis, Unhappiness with Hips

VARIABLES
BMI

(1)
Self-Worth

(2)
BMI

(3)
Self-Worth

-0.0191***
(0.00189)

Unhappy with hips

(4)
Self-Worth
-0.00290
(0.00190)

2.451***
(0.101)

-0.284***
(0.00971)

-0.276***
(0.0107)

Black

0.202***
(0.0210)

2.315***
(0.208)

0.105***
(0.0189)

0.112***
(0.0193)

Male in HH

0.0272
(0.0262)

0.239
(0.262)

0.0251
(0.0240)

0.0267
(0.0240)

Age (months)

0.00136***
(0.000233)

0.0532***
(0.00109)

0.00153***
(0.000186)

0.00167***
(0.000218)

Siblings in HH

0.00708
(0.00753)

-0.0881
(0.0829)

0.00281
(0.00688)

0.00292
(0.00689)

0.874***
(0.338)

-0.155***
(0.0309)

-0.153***
(0.0310)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
-0.113***
(0.0340)
$10,000 - $19,999

-0.0643*
(0.0333)

1.664***
(0.376)

-0.108***
(0.0302)

-0.102***
(0.0305)

$20,000 - $39,999

-0.0628***
(0.0239)

0.325
(0.218)

-0.0675***
(0.0215)

-0.0651***
(0.0216)

3.242***
(0.0512)

6.223***
(0.418)

3.457***
(0.0470)

3.474***
(0.0487)

9,782
0.137

9,641
0.137

Constant

Observations
9,666
19,303
R-squared
0.039
0.311
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data
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Table 30: Mediational Analysis, Drive for Thinness

VARIABLES
BMI

(1)
Self-Worth

(2)
BMI

(3)
Self-Worth

-0.0191***
(0.00189)

(4)
Self-Worth
0.000422
(0.00187)

Drive for Thinness

0.420***
(0.0163)

-0.0447***
(0.00171)

-0.0445***
(0.00185)

Black

0.202***
(0.0210)

2.292***
(0.222)

0.170***
(0.0206)

0.170***
(0.0212)

Male in HH

0.0272
(0.0262)

0.424
(0.285)

-0.000132
(0.0268)

0.00261
(0.0271)

Age (months)

0.00136***
(0.000233)

0.0550***
(0.00138)

0.000518**
(0.000237)

0.000503*
(0.000265)

Siblings in HH

0.00708
(0.00753)

-0.0402
(0.0916)

0.00641
(0.00737)

0.00661
(0.00742)

0.469
(0.363)

-0.0565*
(0.0343)

-0.0573*
(0.0345)

Household Income (default = >$40,000)
$0 - $9,999
-0.113***
(0.0340)
$10,000 - $19,999

-0.0643*
(0.0333)

1.518***
(0.415)

-0.0453
(0.0343)

-0.0457
(0.0347)

$20,000 - $39,999

-0.0628***
(0.0239)

0.305
(0.237)

-0.0441*
(0.0238)

-0.0433*
(0.0239)

3.242***
(0.0512)

9.034***
(0.443)

3.196***
(0.0565)

3.184***
(0.0593)

9,450
0.295

7,578
0.168

7,448
0.165

Constant

Observations
9,666
R-squared
0.039
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Source: NGHS data

These analyses cannot prove causation. However, they do suggest that the
association between self-worth and BMI may be driven by concerns about physical
appearance, and particularly about aspects of physical appearance traditionally subject
to weight and gender stigma (Singh & Young 1995). That is, feelings about stomach,
hips, waist, and thinness more generally seem to have a large bearing on overall selfworth for pre-adolescent and adolescent girls. Girls who are more unhappy about their
stomachs, hips, and waists, and who are more concerned about being thin are more
likely to have lower self-worth more broadly, irrespective of actual BMI.
There are several potential policy implications of these findings. First, it does not
appear that self-worth drives body mass or body mass change, suggesting that low selfworth is not an effective warning sign of potential overweight development. From a
policy standpoint, the lack of an apparent causal relationship from self-worth to body
mass allows resources that might otherwise be targeted towards improving early selfworth to be redirected towards more efficacious prevention methods.
On the other side, there are suggestions that higher BMI could contribute to the
development of lower self-worth. This analysis cannot prove causality, but higher BMI
does appear to be predictive of lower self-worth on an absolute level, while higher BMI
is also associated with a decrease in self-worth over time. Self-worth subcomponent and
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mediational analyses accord in some measure with a stigma explanation for these
findings, but more research is needed to fully explicate the relationship between selfworth and body mass in children. If the results do hold, they have important
implications for child well-being and policy. Given the demonstrated associations
between low self-worth and poor physical and mental health, criminality, and lower
educational and economic achievement, the epidemic of childhood obesity takes on an
even grimmer cast. The need to reduce levels of obesity and prevent it more effectively
becomes more urgent. It also suggests the possible utility of more holistic or “whole
child” approaches to obesity treatment. While improving self-worth may not help
children or adults lose body mass, incorporating self-worth improvement or stigma
mediation into treatment programs may help ward off some of the psychological,
physical, and other consequences of obesity and low self-worth.

3.5 Conclusion
High rates of childhood obesity in the last several decades have focused attention
on the physical consequences of overweight early in life. They have also increased
interest on the psychological associations of obesity in children and adults. Self-worth, in
particular, has been theorized to be negatively impacted by obesity and, perhaps, to
itself contribute to the development of obesity when self-worth is below an unknown
threshold. However, contradictory empirical findings have made it difficult for
policymakers to properly evaluate the psychological threat of obesity and assess
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whether more resources should be allocated to improving self-worth. Previous research
has suggested a negative association between self-worth and obesity, but a lack of longterm longitudinal studies has meant there has been little context for these findings.
This paper aimed to address some of the inconsistencies in previous findings
through both cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis of a ten-year study of childhood
obesity in girls. The National Growth and Health Study provided a unique opportunity
to study the psychological correlates of obesity and obesity development. Tracking
white and black girls from age 9 to age 17 using multiple physical, psychological,
behavioral, and demographic measures, the NGHS allows researchers to more deeply
investigate issues of obesity associations over time. Further, by comparing results
produced from cross-sectional and from longitudinal analysis some of the discrepancies
from previous studies can be addressed.
Two discrepancies in particular are addressed. First, previous cross-sectional
research had mixed findings about whether a relationship between self-worth and
obesity exists in non-clinical youth samples. Using the larger dataset with greater age
heterogeneity, this study found a strong inverse relationship. Next, this study addressed
mixed findings on the predictive power of this relationship. Previous longitudinal work
split on whether a predictive relationship existed between self-worth and obesity, and if
so, in what direction and of what magnitude. Using longitudinal regression over nine
years of data, this study finds no predictive power from early self-worth to later body
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mass or body mass changes. However, analyses here find universal predictive power
between early body mass and later self-worth as well as early body mass and later selfworth changes across subject demographics, such that higher body mass at age 9 is
associated with lower self-worth at age 17 and decreases in self-worth from age 9 to age
17. The effect is stronger in early adolescence and for Caucasians, but a significant
relationship is found across the sample. Interpreting the magnitude of the effect is a bit
more difficult; longitudinally, the effect of a one unit increase in BMI on continuous selfworth is about a tenth the size the effect of being black on self-worth. On average,
however, girls in the NGHS sample had an almost seven-unit increase in BMI from age 9
to age 17, potentially implying a meaningful decrease in self-worth over time.
The implications of this relationship may vary based on its mechanisms. That is,
the remedy for such a BMI-driven decrease in self-worth may be different if the
relationship is biologically-based, behaviorally-based, or socially-based. Self-worth
subcomponent analysis and mediational analysis examined possible mechanisms,
focusing particularly on the role of stigma. Previous research has hypothesized
psychological mechanisms of obesity through stigma, or generalized social disapproval
with obesity. Were stigma to explain the relationship, one would expect a connection
between socially-based self-worth components and BMI. In general, this proved to be
the case, but some unexpected relationships between scholastic aptitude and behavioral
conduct and BMI, as well as the lack of a relationship between social acceptance and
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BMI, cast doubts. However, mediational analysis provided further support for a stigma
mechanism, with concerns about thinness and socially-based body concerns mediating
the relationship between self-worth and BMI. Overall, more research is called for to
untangle these mechanisms, but stigma does seem likely to be part of the answer.
These findings have important implications, for practice and for research. This
study showed a stronger and more long-lasting relationship between self-worth and
obesity than had previously been demonstrated, across a wider sample in terms of race
and age. It also showed a more complex relationship, with some mediation through
stigma channels but also unexpected impacts of obesity on non-physical or social aspects
of self-worth. For researchers, this opens new avenues for study, including the long-term
impacts of obesity on economic and social outcomes related to self-worth, the impact of
self-worth components to obesity interventions, and more predictive and longitudinal
study. For policy-makers, these findings imply higher costs for obesity overall. While the
physical costs have made treating and preventing childhood obesity a public health
priority, these psychological costs are also important, both in how public policy is
approached and in how childhood obesity is studied and discussed. Obesity affects a
child’s life in ways both large and small and both immediately and in the longer term.
These multiple effects may warrant multiple types of treatment at multiple time points,
and certainly call for a nuanced and considerate discussion in the public sphere.
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Appendix A: Study Participants
Pseudonym

Age

Rita
Cara
Nora
Elizabeth
Aliya
Sarda
Zahara
Kaitlin
Sara
Mariah
Renny
Jamie
Chantelle
Kate
Jenny
Donna
Suri
Helen
Allie
Seela
Grace

13
13
13
13
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
10
10
9
9

Race

Number of Interviews
Completed

9

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
9 White
White

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Madison
Antoinette
Tanya
Tammy

13
13
12
10

Black
Black
Black
Black

3
3
3
3

Vicky
Ariana

11
9

Black
White

2
2

Tara
Erin
Karen

12
12
12

Black
Black
Black

1
1
1
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Jeri
Iris
Sally

12
11
9

Black
Black
Black

1
1
1

Daria
Ava
Sandra
Nelly
Linda
Molly
Harriet
Lydia
Maggie
Mary
Fiona
Rhoda

13
12
12
11
11
13
13
13
12
12
12
11

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Appendix B: Interview Guides
Interview #1 Guide
Program Participation
How did you find out about Healthy Lifestyles?
What do you think of the program so far?
Probe: What do you like about it?
Probe: What don’t you like about it?
What did you expect from the program before coming in today?
How do you feel about the suggestions the doctor made?
Expectations for the Future
What do you think will happen if you continue in Healthy Lifestyles?
What would you like to happen (if you make the changes the doctor suggested?
How do you think your life would change if you made the changes the doctor
suggested?
How do you think your life would change if you lost weight/had a lower BMI?
When you imagine yourself at age 18, what do you see?
Follow-up: What are you doing in your life?
Follow-up: Who do you see around you? (parents, friends, significant
other)
Follow-up: What do you see yourself wearing? What do you look like?

Weight
The doctor explained about body mass index. Do you think body mass index is
important?
Do you think BMI/weight affects a person’s life?
Probe: How?
Do you think your BMI/weight has affected your life?
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Do you want to change your BMI/weight?
What do you think having a lower BMI/weight would mean for you?
What do you think of when you see or hear the word “thin”?
What do you think of when you see or hear the word “fat”?
How do you think other girls your age think about their own BMI/weight? How
do you think girls your age think about other girls’ BMI/weight?
How do you think boys your age think about their own BMI/weight? How do
you think boys your age think about other boys’ BMI/weight? How do you think boys
your age think about girls’ BMI/weight?
What do you think life is like for someone you’d call “thin”?
Probe: Could you imagine a typical day for that person?
What do you think life is like for someone you’d call “fat”?
Probe: Could you imagine a typical day for that person?
Have you or people you know tried to lose weight/change BMI?
Probe: How?
Relationships
Who do you talk to about your health?
Who do you talk to about your weight?
Interview #4 Guide
What have you learned?
How have you changed? How have you stayed the same?
Do others see you differently? Friends/family? In what way? Do you want them
to see you differently?
Do you see yourself differently? Physically? As a person? In what way?
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How do you think about your body/your weight now? Has that changed?
Why/How?
Do you feel differently about overweight people now? Why or why not?
Has it been harder or easier than you expected to lose weight?
What changes in your life have happened because of weight loss that you looked
forward to before you lose weight? Has it been as good/fun/happy as you expected?
What changed you wanted haven’t happened?
Have you ever been disappointed about the process?
What has surprised you?
What do you see when you look in the mirror?
Who’s helped you the most?
If you had to do it over, would you? Why or why not?
Have you changed the way you dress? Shop? Do your hair? (other selfpresentation elements)
What have you learned about yourself?
What have you learned about others?
Has anyone reacted in a way you didn’t expect?
How do you see yourself going forward in the future?
What’s been the biggest struggle?
NGHS questions:
If a girl your age was thin, would she:
Have more friends?
Look less grown up?
Feel less in charge of things?
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Feel better about herself?
Be prettier?
Feel more like a girl?
Be less likely to get pushed around?
Be healthier?
Do you think your answers would have been different, before you started?
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